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Executive Summary
Grids are considered as the next-generation platform for a variety of data and computationallyintensive applications. These applications range from science to business collaborations. There
currently exist a large number of projects and Grid developmental approaches which attack the area
from both a research and an engineering point of view.
The most important feature of Grid systems is the unified access to storage, computing and network
resources that are geographically distributed. The Grid offers a powerful abstraction that enables
users to simply submit jobs/requests to the system which is then responsible for the location of the
necessary data and computing resources, the execution and result presentation in a way that is both
secure and consistent with the user’s access rights.
This document starts off with a general description of Grid computing. We then proceed to describe
the evolution from web-services to the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) framework: After
describing web-services in general, we focus on the specific service architecture requirements of a
Grid system and present the Open Grid Services Architecture and the WSRF that allows us to define
"stateful" grid services. In Chapter 3, we present the basic components of a typical Grid Middleware
Architecture along with some examples of existing middleware services that are currently used in the
development of Grid systems. Grid middleware is arguably one of the most important parts of a Grid
system as it provides core data, execution, monitoring and security services. Chapter 4 describes past
and current Grid projects and applications. Chapter 5 discusses technologies which are relevant from
the point of view of the Gredia application development platform but which have not heretofore been
addressed in previous chapters. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the Peer-to-Peer (hence P2P) paradigm.
As research in P2P networks has greatly advanced in the last few years, a variety of effective and
bandwidth-efficient algorithms for object location and distributed indexing have been proposed. We
strongly believe that some of these ideas can be successfully deployed in the Grid computing realm.
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1.

What is GRID computing

1.1. Definition of the Grid
Grid computing is generally acknowledged as a common term to refer to an infrastructure that

involves the integration and collaboration among heterogeneous and geographically distributed
computing storage and network resources owned by multiple organizations (see Figure 1.1-1). Grids
are considered nowadays as the platform on which complex scientific, research and business
applications will be built on. These applications are characterized by a need for complex computations
on large and distributed datasets, as well as their storage and dissemination across multiple sites. Grid
Computing provides just that: The aggregation of geographically distributed resources such that
access is provided in a unified, secure and policy-based manner.

Figure 1.1-1: The Grid Infrastructure

Thus, the Grid exhibits behaviour analogous to the electric-power grid: it tries to offer a unified and
transparent access to computing recourses and data regardless their hardware configuration, physical
location and organizational boundaries, much like the power grid offers a consistent and transparent
access to electric power regardless of its origin.
The Grid systems can be divided in two main categories; the Computational Grids and the Data Grids.
According to Foster and Kesselman [1], a Computational Grid Computing environment consists of one
or more hardware- and software-enabled environments that provide dependable, consistent,
pervasive and inexpensive access to high-end computational capabilities. In these environments, most
emphasis is given on the seamless resource sharing aspects in a collaborative virtual organizational
world and the majority of the resources provide mainly computational power.
But there is also an increasing interest for data-intensive oriented Grid systems called Data Grids. In
these Grid infrastructures, the focus is on the management of data stored in a variety of storage
facilities in geographically dispersed locations. The data sources can be databases, file systems and
other tertiary devices. The data-oriented grid systems must provide the ability of data discovery,
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unified and flexible access to storage facilities with the utilization of meta-data and other attributes of
data and the provisioning of computing facilities for high-speed data movement.
The current trend in Grid computing is towards service-based architectures for grid environments. This
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is built for interoperability and is based upon open standard
protocols. It is intended to define loosely coupled and interoperable services / applications and to
define a process for integrating these interoperable components. In SOA, the system is usually
decomposed into a collection of network-connected services. These services are described by specific
metadata and are dynamically discovered. For intra-service communication, a large number of
messages, sent in a platform-neutral, standardized format through the interfaces are used.
For the construction of service-oriented applications and service-oriented infrastructure, Web service
technologies can be used. The main characteristic of Web Services is that they are platform and
language-independent. So the Web services can be used for the interoperability and management of
the heterogeneous distributed hardware and software that participates in a Grid Infrastructure.
Another advantage of Web Services is that they lend themselves naturally to build loosely coupled
systems. These types of systems are more scalable than strongly coupled systems and impose fewer
architectural requirements on the actual implementation of the Web Services..
In this document, we shall describe the general notions related to the Grid paradigm and the various
components and architectures currently used in order to realize a Grid system. We then proceed to
describe past and current research Grid projects, identifying their approach on mobile host
integration. We conclude our discussion with a section on Peer-to-Peer computing, with special
interest in resource location algorithms.

1.2. Elements of a Grid System
A general usage scenario of a Grid system begins with all shared resources being registered to the
grid information services. Data resources often correspond to data generated from observations,
scientific processing or business practice. They are stored in their primary storage sites and also to
secondary sites according to the active replication policy.
Users submit their requirements and (possibly data) to a Grid broker, which is part of the Grid
Workload Management System. This component is responsible to identify all the locations where

necessary data and processing power exist by querying the information services. If they are granted
the appropriate permissions by a corresponding Grid module, the broker schedules jobs to respective
computing resources (such as clusters or supercomputer facilities) and monitors this execution until its
completion. After processing, the results may be sent to visualisation facility, a shared repository or to
the desktops of the individual users.

While this is a simple and general scenario, applications and requirements are in general more
complex. Therefore, a number of grid services that involve security, accounting, resource replication
and location, load balancing, job scheduling, etc, are often necessary to provide the desired
functionality.
From our discussion so far, we can identify the following challenges that designers and software
developers of Grid systems have to tackle:
•
•
•
•

Heterogeneity of the computing resources, both in software and hardware architecture. This
heterogeneity often implies uncertainty in the availability of the resources in the system.
Geographical and organizational distribution of the resources which complicates their access
(privileges).
Massive datasets have to be stored, processed and accessed in a unified way.
Security is always a top-priority goal in distributed systems.
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From the previous discussion, it is obvious that in general a Grid infrastructure shall integrate different
computing and storage systems, provide consistency, integrity and security of data and the semantic
overlay for a common view of resource access and management. The group of services that ensures
the fulfilment of the above requirements constitute the middleware layer in a Grid Infrastructure. The
role of the middleware is to hide the complexity that comes from the heterogeneity of the resources
and to provide to the user unified access to a virtual environment with huge computational power and
storage capacity. The basic services that the Grid middleware must implement or provide can be
pinpointed as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distributed storage
A unified naming service
Search, indexing and replication of resources
Security
Access and quality of service control
Mapping, scheduling, submission and monitoring of jobs
Accounting and metering of resource usage

A notion which is tightly coupled with the Grid paradigm, as this describes access to diverse and
multiple datasets is the concept of Virtual Organizations (VOs) A Virtual Organization is a set of
individuals and / or institutions defined by highly controlled sharing rules, with resource providers and
consumers defining clearly and carefully just what is shared, who is allowed to share and the
conditions under which sharing occurs [1].
A VO is formed when different organisations collaborate in resources in order to achieve a common
goal. A VO defines the resources available for the participants and the rules for accessing and using
the resources and the conditions under which the resources may be used. A VO also provides
protocols and mechanisms for applications to determine the suitability and accessibility of available
resources. VOs may exist in peer (equality) or hierarchical structures inside the system.

1.3. Grid Layered Architecture
A new architectural model and technology was developed for the establishment, management and
cross-organizational resource sharing within a virtual organization. This new architecture, called Grid
Architecture, identifies the basic components of a grid system, defines the purpose and functions of
such components and indicates how each of these components interacts with one another [1]. The
main attention of the architecture is on the interoperability among resource providers and users to
establish the sharing relationships. This interoperability means common protocols at each layer of the
model, which leads to the definition of a grid protocol architecture as shown in Figure 1.3-1. This
protocol architecture defines common mechanisms, interfaces, schema, and protocols at each layer,
by which users and resources can negotiate, establish, manage, and share resources.
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Figure 1.3-1: Grid Architecture and its relationship to the Internet Protocol Architecture
Project GREDIA, among other things, provides the proper middleware services for data management
of rich-media content. Figure 1.3-2 describes the grid architecture structure in a more detailed way.

Figure 1.3-2: Layered Architecture for Grids
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Each layer builds on the services offered by the lower layer in addition to interacting and co-operating
with components and the same level (e.g., resource broker invoking VO tools). We can describe the
layers from bottom to top as below:
•

•

•

•

GRID FABRIC: Consists of the basic hardware that comprises the Grid: Clusters,
supercomputers, storage devices, PCs, mobile devices etc, as well as the networking devices
that connect them. All devices run specific software: (an OS, job schedulers, Database
Management Systems, etc).
COMMUNICATION LAYER (or middleware layer): Consists of protocols used to query
resources in the Grid Fabric layer and to conduct data transfers between them. These
protocols are built on core communication protocols such as TCP/IP and authentication
protocols such as PKI (Public Key Infrastructure), passwords or SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
and are collectively identified as the grid middleware. File transfer protocols such as GridFTP
(Grid File Transfer Protocol) provide services for efficient transfer of data between two
resources on the Data Grid.
DATA GRID SERVICES (or user-level middleware): Provides services for managing and
processing data in the Grid. Core-services such as replication, data discovery and job
submission provide transparent access to distributed data and computation. User-level services
such as resource brokering (selection of resources for a user based on his requirements) and
replica management provide mechanisms that allow for efficient resource management. VO
tools provide ways to perform functions such as adding new resources to a VO, querying the
existing ones and managing users' access rights.
APPLICATIONS: Applications invoke services provided by the layers below and customize
them to suit their target domains. Portals are web interfaces where users can submit and
collect results for their jobs using Grid resources through the web.

1.4. Structure of this Document
As pointed out above, Grid is a next-generation platform for a variety of data and computationallyintensive application, ranging from science to business. There currently exist a large number of
projects and Grid developmental approaches which attack the area from both a research and an
engineering point of view.
This document intends to provide a general understanding of Grid computing and thoroughly describe
current architectural and application trends of the area. Chapter 2 describes the evolution from webservices to the WSRF framework. Chapter 3 describes the basic components of Grid Middleware with
references to the currently used toolkits. Chapter 4 describes past and current Grid projects and
applications. Chapter 5 discusses technologies which are relevant from the point of view of the Gredia
application development platform, while Chapter 6 discusses the Peer-to-Peer paradigm with special
interest in resource location protocols. In the Conclusions section we summarize our contribution in
view of the project Gredia.
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2.

From Web-services to WSRF

The current chapter constitutes a flashback to the gradual transition from web services to Grid
services, providing a thorough description of this evolution. After describing Web services in general,
the chapter focuses on the specific service architecture requirements of a Grid system and presents in
the end the Open Grid Services Architecture and the Web Services Resource Framework that allows us
to define "stateful" grid services.

2.1. Web services
Web services architecture has been evolving during the last years and has been widely adopted by
both the academic and the professional community, as it provides a common interface to make the
communication between different and heterogeneous systems easier and simpler.
In order to clarify the meaning of web services, we provide the definition which is proposed by the W3
Consortium: [Definition: A Web service is a software system designed to support interoperable
machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machineprocessable format (specifically Web Services Description Language). Other systems interact with the
Web service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP [2] messages, typically conveyed
using HTTP with an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) serialization in conjunction with other Webrelated standards.] [3]
A web service is more an abstract notion, a characterization of an abstract functionality that it is not
implemented yet. To define a specific implementation of a web service (e.g. in a specific computer
language) we use the term “agent”. To make this clearer, there may be different implementations of
agents (in different languages) of a single web service. The other machine that wishes to
communicate with a specific web service that is implemented with a certain agent is not affected by
the used implementation, as long as the web service semantics remain the same.
A web service is used to expose some functionality to a third – party service which is interested in
using the aforementioned functionality. The person or organisation which exposes this functionality,
and is the owner of the implemented agent, is called a provider entity, whereas the person or
organisation which requests this functionality is called the requester entity.
The term Web services describes an important emerging distributed computing paradigm that differs
from other approaches such as DCE [4], CORBA [5], and Java RMI [6] in its focus on simple, Internetbased standards (e.g.,XML [7]) to address heterogeneous distributed computing.
The mechanics of a web service are described in a Web Service Descriptor. The WSD is a machineprocessable specification of the Web service's interface, written in WSDL (Web Services Description
Language). In a WSD the web service’s interface is documented in a machine readable manner, using
XML tags to create the WSDL document. Services use each other’s WSD to discover the appropriate
interfaces that they will use in order to communicate.

2.2. Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA)
2.2.1. General
The great variety and diversity of resources provided in a grid environment presents the need for
standardisation, in order to make the communication between these resources efficient and coherent
and with the least possible effort from the developer’s side. This need is addressed by a set of
specifications proposed by the OGSA Working Group of the Global Grid Forum. These specifications
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define the Open Grid Services Architecture. The word “open” is referred to the standards needed to
achieve interoperability; “Grid” is concerned with the integration, virtualization, and management of
services and resources in a distributed, heterogeneous environment. It is considered service oriented,
because the delivered services functionality is loosely coupled and in alignment with the industry
posed standards of web services technology.
In the following sub chapters the definition of grid service will be given. What is more, a general
categorization and classification of grid services along with their interfaces will be presented,
according to their functionality and expected use, as suggested by the OGSA Working Group of GGF.
In order to define the requirements from which the capabilities of the architecture will be proposed, a
set of use cases has been presented in other companion documents [8],[9]. The goal of the definition
of these use cases is to better clarify the requirements which this architecture will try to address.
These use cases include scenarios like: Commercial Data Centre (CDC), Severe Storm Modelling,
Online Media and Entertainment, National Fusion Collaboratory (NFC), Service-Based Distributed
Query Processing, Grid Workflow, Grid Resource Reseller, Inter Grid, Interactive Grids, Grid Lite,
Virtual Organization (VO) Grid Portal, Persistent Archive, Mutual Authorization, Resource Usage
Service, IT Infrastructure and Management, Reality Grid, The Learning GRID, HLA-based Distributed
Simulation, GRID based Application Service Provision for Business and Grid Monitoring Architecture.

2.2.2. Requirements
Through careful and extensive study of the aforementioned use case scenarios, the OGSA WG of the
GGF has proposed a set of requirements that OGSA should fulfil with its functionality. The goal of the
definition of these requirements is to make the needs that should be addressed clearer, so as to
provide the appropriate architecture capabilities. In this subchapter, a set of requirements will be
presented that the OGSA architecture should fulfil.
2.2.2.1

Interoperability and Support for Dynamic and Heterogeneous Environments

Most of the aforementioned use cases refer to totally diverse and heterogeneous environments. For
instance, in a GRID based Application Service Provision for Business, different hosting environments
(J2EE, .NET, or other legacy systems), different operating systems (Windows, Linux, Solaris) or
devices (Computers, PDAs, sensor networks, databases) should be able to cooperate with each other
in a uniform and transparent way. What is more, these types of systems include a variety of different
and disperse hosts that show unpredictable behaviour; hosts enter and leave the system in a non
uniform behaviour, making the system very dynamic.
OGSA must take well into consideration this behaviour, and should present solutions that will cope
with the aforesaid functionality. Moreover, it should be taken into account that already developed
systems consist of legacy services, and the amount of effort consumed for their development makes
their re – implementation non feasible. Instead, appropriate interfaces should be implemented to
“hide” these kinds of services above a layer which will confront with the OGSA specifications. These
needs lead to requirements such as the following:
•
•
•
•

Resource virtualization. Heterogeneous resources should be exported in a uniform way which
will hide their internal complexity.
Common management capabilities. The amount of different and disperse existing services in
a grid environment presents the need for a uniform and simple way to manage and
administer them.
Resource discovery and query. Mechanisms are required for discovering resources with
desired attributes and for retrieving their properties. Discovery and query should handle a
highly dynamic and heterogeneous system.
Standard protocols and schemas. Important for interoperability. In addition, standard
protocols are also particularly important as their use can simplify the transition to using Grids.
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2.2.2.2

Resource Sharing Across Organizations

The Grid is not intended to be used only inside an Organization. The aim of Grid systems is to support
the collaboration between different organizations, administrative domains and organizational units.
This can be possible by defining the required mechanisms to associate different units between
different organizations.
These requirements include, but are not restricted to, global space naming for easy and transparent
location of other OGSA resources, metadata services that should be able to provide mechanisms for
easy retrieval and management of entities that may exist in different organizations, site autonomy and
resource use data.
2.2.2.3

Optimization

The optimization of the available resources should be taken into account. Optimization is required
both by the supply and the demand side of resources and services.
Methods to achieve optimization in the supply side, is to adopt policies for advance reservation of
resources for a limited period of time and pooling of backup resources.
In order to accomplish demand side optimization, the workload variation during the execution should
be considered; dynamic adjusting of workload priorities using prediction techniques based in analysis
of previous usage statistics must be used.
2.2.2.4

Quality of Service (QoS) Assurance

Services such as job execution or data management between different organizations must provide the
agreed upon quality of service. Services between different organizations should start negotiations and
conclude in a service level agreement (SLA) prior to the start of the service collaboration. What is
more, this SLA should be monitored during the execution of the service’s tasks, in order to assure the
attainment of this SLA. Third, “live” migration during execution should be provided, and this migration
includes the SLA’s that were agreed upon.
2.2.2.5

Job Execution

There are some matters that should be taken into consideration during the lifetime of a job execution.
Job execution requirements include support of various jobs regardless of their complexity, lifetime
management and orchestration, scheduling according to specific priority and resources allocation, and
resource provisioning which will automate the complex procedure of reconfiguring OS or Network
resources to create the appropriate environment for the job execution.
2.2.2.6

Data Services

Efficient management and retrieval of huge and heterogeneous quantities of data should be provided
by the OGSA architecture. What is more, data should be accessible in a uniform and standardised
way, so as to hide the underlying diversity and complexity of different data sources, such as
databases, xml files, data sources, etc. Data persistency should be provided, so that problems during
data retrieval from unreliable and disperse data sources can be avoided. Additionally, to achieve the
aforementioned functionality, data redundancy should also be available, according to the extent of the
importance of data. Data redundancy makes the retrieval of “popular” files easier; so by replicating
popular files high download rates are achieved. At the end, data should be easily located, with simple
parameterized query lookups which return to the user results of the data along with its different
versions/copies.
2.2.2.7

Security

Safe administration requires a robust control and authorization during the access of services or data
across multiple domains/organisations that may participate in the Grid. Access Control Lists and
Security policies should be available for every kind of resource, so as to ensure the safety of the
exposed resources in an “open” Grid environment. In addition, different, already developed security
infrastructures must be taken into account; the appropriate interfaces must be implemented to hide
the diversity of the underlying legacy security of the different systems that participate in the grid,
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under a uniform security layer. By achieving this, the task of administering the available resources will
be more uncomplicated and straightforward. Isolation of selected resources must be possible, while
perimeter security solutions will allow the access of selected resources to different organizational units
and in the same time hide the other resources that exist in the same security zone.
2.2.2.8

Administrative Cost Reduction

Apparently, large and diverse organizations have different administration utilities/methods. The OGSA
architecture should take this into account so as to provide a solution for minimizing the cost of this
administration. Policy based management, application contents management and problem
determination mechanisms must be provided in order to achieve this. This will enable the
administrators to cope better and faster with the occurring problems.
2.2.2.9

Scalability

The size and number of the systems that participate in a grid environment, result in a huge system,
whose management must be done in a scalable manner. Because of this, Peer to Peer techniques
which spread the load of a service execution from a central location to disperse peers should be used.
What is more, methodologies used in high throughput computing such as parallel processing [10]
should be seriously taken into account. The aforementioned methods will make the system
invulnerable in large requests of, for instance, great computing power or data storage space.
2.2.2.10 Availability
Although high availability can be achieved with the use of expensive fault – tolerant hardware, the
diversity and heterogeneity of a Grid infrastructure cannot achieve this. In the Grid, a lot of machines
– resources will participate, from large mainframes with sophisticated fault tolerant mechanisms to
cheap commodity hardware with no provision for fault recovery whatsoever. Disaster recovery
techniques used in real life scenarios should also be used in the Grid to handle cases where the
required resources are not sufficient.

2.2.3. OGSA Capabilities
2.2.3.1

Overview

In the previous subchapter, the expected requirements that OGSA should fulfil were briefly described.
In the current chapter, after taking into consideration the aforementioned requirements, the
capabilities of the OGSA architecture will be presented. The underlying infrastructure on top of which
OGSA will be deployed consists of heterogeneous resources, such as computers, palmtops, sensors,
etc, which are connected with different networks, regarding their bandwidth, availability or capacity
and whose security management is performed by diverse and dissimilar security authorities spread
over the entire globe. OGSA, in order to address this issue of highly diverse resources, proposes a
layered architecture whose functionality is to hide the complexity of lower level resources by
seamlessly integrating them into more standardized and well defined ones. Three layers of services
are proposed, where different services of lower layers are seamlessly integrated using appropriate
interfaces into similar services in the higher level. This abstraction of diversity can be seen as a
virtualization of resources; dissimilar legacy services of lower levels are transformed into virtual
resources of higher levels allowing them to be used in an easier way by requesters outside their
scope.
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Figure 2.2-1 Conceptual view of Grid infrastructures
The first tier of the representation depicts the legacy “non grid - enabled” resources. It consists of
numerous and diverse resources which existed prior to the conceptualization of the Grid. These
resources are usually locally owned and managed, but may be shared remotely. The configuration and
customization is also done locally.
The second (middle) tier represents a higher level of virtualization and logical abstraction. The
resources of the first level are now organized in a more uniform way; they are more concrete as a
meaning and they are more related to the OGSA context. The second tier of resources is highly
correlated with the lower one and that is presented in Figure 2.2-1 as a thin line between the first and
the second tier. Services of the second level use and manage those of the first to provide a uniform
representation of them in the higher abstraction layers.

The third layer depicts the services and resources from the user’s perspective. They are homogeneous
and well organized, and on top of which robust business applications can be developed.
2.2.3.2

OGSA Framework

The middle tier in Figure 2.2-1is realized in terms of services, the interfaces these services expose, the
individual and collective state of resources belonging to these services, and the interaction between
these services within a service-oriented architecture (SOA). The OGSA services framework is shown in
Figure 2.2-2. In the figures cylinders represent individual services. The standards used for the
development of these services are Web Service Standards, with semantics, additions, extensions and
modifications that are relevant to Grids
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Figure 2.2-2 OGSA framework
The connection of a service with its physical environment is achieved through its Infrastructure Profile.
The infrastructure profile consists of the required interfaces that must be implemented by all types of
services, in order to achieve uniformity. The services may be part of, or participate in, virtual
collections called virtual domains (see Figure 2.2-2) to realize a capability, as in service groups, or to
share a collective context or manageability framework, as in virtual organizations. OGSA services
require and assume a physical environment that may include well-known physical components and
interconnects such as computing hardware and networks, and perhaps even physical equipment such
as telescopes
2.2.3.3

Infrastructure services

Although the goal of the definition of OGSA is to be abstract enough, we must make a choice of the
infrastructure we are going to use on top of which we will build this architecture. The architecture that
will be used is the WS Architecture [3]. The industry standard and service oriented functionality of the
aforementioned architecture makes it the perfect choice. So, OGSA applications are structured
according to the service oriented principles, and their interfaces are defined by the WSDL. SOAP is the
primary message exchange format and XML is the language that will be extensively used. Extensions
in the current WS architecture must be made in the field of security where WS architecture is
inadequate, and for this we use WS-Security standard protocols to permit to OGSA service requests to
carry appropriate tokens securely for purposes of authentication, authorization, and message
protection. End-to-end message protection is required by some scenarios addressed by the OGSA
infrastructure, and thus OGSA must also provide for higher-level protection mechanisms such as XML
encryption and digital signatures in addition to, or in place of, point-to-point transport-level security,
such as TLS and IPsec.
2.2.3.4

Other Services

The infrastructure services compose the standard interface that all OGSA services implement, as it can
be seen clearly in Figure 2.2-2, where in the base of all cylinders that represent services, there is a
small yellow cylinder which depicts the infrastructure services. OGSA has made a basic classification of
the supported services according to their functionality. So, we can distinguish these services in the
following categories: Execution Management Services, Data Services, Resource Management Services,
Security Services, Self-Management Services and Information Services.
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2.3. Open Grid Services Infrastructure
2.3.1. Introduction
The definition of the OGSA architecture is more a presentation of an abstract notion of the envisaged
technology that needs to deal with the presented use cases. It does not define in detail the framework
that will be used to achieve this. This framework is defined and characterized in the Open Grid
Services Infrastructure (OGSI) framework. The main goal of this framework is to specify in a more
technical manner the framework on top of which the OGSA architecture will be built upon.
OGSI version 1.0 defines a component model that extends WSDL and XML Schema definition to
incorporate the concepts of
•
•
•
•
•
•

stateful Web services,
extension of Web services interfaces,
asynchronous notification of state change,
references to instances of services,
collections of service instances
Service state data that augments the constraint capabilities of XML Schema definition.

Its goal is to extend the WS Architecture [3] model to provide support for the previously mentioned
functionalities. The stateless nature of HTTP, the most commonly used protocol for communication
between web services, makes the web service stateless. After each communication, the HTTP protocol
terminates the open session, eliminating any connection between the involved parties. So, OGSI
defines an interface to allow the creation of stateful web services, that is, of services that can have a
persistent state during their lifetime; from their creation to their destruction.

2.3.2. Setting the context
In this chapter, we will try to examine the relationship that OGSI has with other types of distributed
systems, especially with the existing and evolving Web Services framework.
A grid service implementation is an instance that contains state (stateful) and can be addressed by
other instances (addressable) and whose interface is described by WSDL portTypes. Grid Service
Factories are used to create this kind of resources. Each instance can be characterized as state
coupled with behaviour published through type-specific operations, defined by their WSDL portTypes.
Grid Service Handles or Grid Service References can be used to identify specific instances of grid
services.
OGSI does not pose any restraints to the kind of the implementation that may be used. It is
nevertheless necessary to preserve the semantics posed by its architecture. The envisioned
implementations include J2EE, .NET, traditional commercial transaction management servers,
traditional procedural Unix servers, and so forth. We also envision service implementations in a wide
variety of both object-oriented and non object-oriented programming languages.
The Web Services Invocation Framework [11] and Java API for XML RPC [12] are among the many
examples of infrastructure software that provide the OGSI mentioned capabilities .OGSI interfaces are
invoked by client applications through the use of a Proxy, with a transparent way that hides the
implementation of the web services from the client. Proxies are objects that co–exist in the client’s
execution environment and in the server’s side. Their role is to make the web service accessible to the
client side and to make it appear as a local service of the client. Proxy behaviours specific to a
particular encoding and network protocol (binding, in Web services terminology) are encapsulated in a
protocol (binding)-specific stub, as it can be seen in the following figure (Figure 2.3-1).
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Figure 2.3-1 Possible client-side runtime architecture

2.3.3. Client Use of Grid Service Handles and References
A client gains access to a Grid service instance through Grid Service Handles and Grid Service
References. A Grid Service Handle (GSH) can be thought of as a permanent network pointer to a
particular Grid service instance. The GSH does not provide sufficient information to allow a client to
access the service instance; the client needs to “resolve” a GSH into a Grid Service Reference (GSR).
The GSR contains all the necessary information to access the service instance. The GSR is not a
“permanent” network pointer to the Grid service instance because a GSR may become invalid for
various reasons; for example, the Grid service instance may be moved to a different server. OGSI
provides a mechanism, the HandleResolver to support client resolution of a Grid Service Handle into a
Grid Service Reference. Figure 2.3-2 shows a client application that needs to resolve a GSH into a
GSR.

Figure 2.3-2 Resolving a GSH
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2.3.4. Definition of Grid Service
At this point we will try to specify the interfaces and behaviours that define a Grid service. Shortly, a
Grid service is a WSDL-defined service that conforms to a set of conventions relating to its interface
definitions and behaviours. Thus, every Grid service is a Web service. We expand upon this brief
statement by
•
•
•

Introducing a set of WSDL conventions that we use in our Grid service specification; these
conventions have been incorporated in WSDL 1.2 [13].
Defining service data, which provides a standard way for representing and querying metadata
and state data from a service instance.
Introducing a series of core properties of Grid service, including:
o Defining Grid service description and Grid service instance, as organizing principles for
their extension and their use.
o Defining how OGSI models time.
o Defining the Grid Service Handle and Grid Service Reference constructs, which we use
to refer to Grid service instances.
o Defining a common approach for conveying fault information from operations. This
approach defines a base XML Schema definition and associated semantics for WSDL
fault messages to support a common interpretation. The approach simply defines the
base format for fault messages, without modifying the WSDL fault message model.
o Defining the lifecycle of a Grid service instance.

2.3.5. Core Grid Service Properties
2.3.5.1

Service description and service instance

In this chapter we distinguish the service description from the service instance. We can see here a
great resemblance of these two meanings with the meanings that come from Object Oriented
Programming; the service description can be seen as a definition of a specific Class (e.g. in Java a
.class file) and the service instance as a specific instance of the defined class in the memory of one
run – time environment. The service description depicts the possible interactions that a service may
have with a client, and these interactions are presented in the service’s WSDL file.
A grid service description can be used by any grid service instance. The instance adds state to the
service description, it has one or more Grid Service Handles and it has one or more Grid Service
References.
2.3.5.2

Naming grid service instances (GSI GSH GSR)

Each Grid service instance is named, globally and for all time, by one or more Grid Service Handles
(GSH). A GSH is just a minimal name in the form of a URI and does not carry enough information to
allow a client to communicate directly with the service instance. Instead, a client wishing to
communicate with a service instance must resolve the GSH to a GSR. A GSR contains all information
that a client requires to communicate with the service instance via one or more network protocol
bindings.
Like any URI, a GSH consists of a scheme, followed by a string containing scheme-specific data. The
scheme indicates how one interprets the scheme -specific data to resolve the GSH into a GSR, within
the bounds of the requirements defined below. A client MAY choose to resolve GSHs itself, or it MAY
choose to outsource all resolution, for example, to a pre-configured service instance that implements
the HandleResolver portType.
The format of the GSR is specific to the binding mechanism used by the client to communicate with
the Grid service instance. For example, if an RMI/IIOP binding is used, the GSR would take the format
of an IOR. If a SOAP binding is used, the GSR would take the form of a properly annotated WSDL
document.
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While a GSH is valid for the entire lifetime of the Grid service instance, a GSR may become invalid,
therefore requiring a client to resolve the GSH into a new, valid GSR.

2.3.6. Grid Service Interfaces
In order to design an OGSI compliant service, there are some interfaces that must be implemented.
Thus, the task for the designer of OGSI-compliant components is to design portTypes that extend a
combination of the GridService portType, the other optional portTypes listed in Table 2.3-1, and
application or domain specific portTypes.
portType

NameDescription

GridService

encapsulates the root behaviour of the service model

HandleResolver

mapping from a GSH to a GSR

NotificationSource

allows clients to subscribe to notification messages

NotificationSubscription

defines the relationship between a single NotificationSource
and NotificationSink pair

NotificationSink

defines a single operation for delivering a notification
message to the service instance that implements the
operation

Factory

Is standard operation for creation of Grid service instances

ServiceGroup

allows clients to maintain groups of services

ServiceGroupRegistration

allows Grid services to be added and removed from a
ServiceGroup

ServiceGroupEntry

defines the relationship between a Grid service instance and
its membership within a ServiceGroup

Table 2.3-1. Available portTypes for OGSI-compliant components

2.4. WS-Resource Framework Specification
2.4.1. Introduction
In January 2004, the WS-Resource Framework was proposed as a refactoring and evolution of OGSI
aimed at exploiting new Web services standards, specifically WS-Addressing, and at evolving OGSI
based on early implementation and application experiences. The WS-Resource Framework retains
essentially all of the functional capabilities present in OGSI, while changing some of the syntax (e.g.,
to exploit WS-Addressing) and also adopting a different terminology in its presentation. In addition,
the WS-Resource Framework partitions OGSI functionality into five distinct, composable specifications
depicted in Table 2.4-1. Specifications of the OGSI functionality in WS-Resource Framework
Name

Description

WS-ResourceProperties

Describes associating stateful resources and Webservices to
produce WS-Resources, and how elements of publicly visible
properties of a WSResourceare, retrieved, changed, and
deleted.

WS-ResourceLifetime

Allow a requestor to destroy a WS-Resource
immediately or at a scheduled future point in time.

WS-RenewableReferences

Annotate a WS-Addressing endpoint reference with
information needed to retrieve a new endpoint reference
when the current reference becomes invalid.

WS-ServiceGroup

Create and use heterogeneous by-reference collections of
Web services.
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WS-BaseFault

Describes a base fault type used for reporting errors.

WS-Notification

Family of specifications Standard approaches to notification
using a topic based publish and subscribe pattern.

Table 2.4-1. Specifications of the OGSI functionality in WS-Resource Framework
The re-factoring of OGSI yields five normative WS-Resource Framework specifications plus WSNotification

2.4.2. Web Services Critiques of OGSI
While the motivation for the WS-Resource Framework is primarily the desire to integrate recent
developments in Web services architecture, in particular WSAddressing, its design also addresses four
criticisms of OGSI from the Web services community.
1. Too much stuff in one specification. OGSI did not have a clean separation (factoring) of functions
to support incremental adoption. For example, event notification is a useful function independent
of coupling with service data. Metadata introspection is a useful concept that does not require
expression through service data. The WS-Resource Framework and WS-Notification specifications
address this critique by partitioning OGSI v1.0 functionality into a family of separate specifications
that allow for flexible composition.
2. Does not work well with existing Web services and XML tooling. OGSI v1.0 uses XML Schema
aggressively, for example with substantial use of xsd:any, attributes, etc., and “documentoriented” WSDL operations. These features cause problems with, for example, JAX-RPC. The WSResource Framework uses standard XML Schema mechanisms that are familiar to developers and
are supported by existing tooling. Instead of extending the WSDL 1.1 portType definition, the WSResource Framework defines a means to annotate the WSDL 1.1 portType to associate this XML
information model of the resource with Web service operations. This annotation is a legal construct
within the WSDL 1.1 language.
3. Too object oriented. OGSI v1.0 models a stateful resource as a Web service that encapsulates the
resource’s state, with the identity and lifecycle of the service and resource state coupled. This
approach has spurred anxiety among some Web services purists who argue, “Web services do not
have state or instances”. In addition, some Web services implementations do not accommodate
dynamic service creation and destruction. The WS-Resource Framework re-articulates the
underlying OGSI architecture to make an explicit distinction between the “service” and the stateful
entities acted upon by that service. The WS-Resource Framework defines the means by which a
Web service and a stateful resource are composed. The WS-Resource Framework calls these
compositions “WS-Resources,” and introduces the “implied resource pattern” to formalize the
relationship between Web services and the stateful resources through a conventional use of WSAddressing.
4. Introduction of forthcoming WSDL 2.0 capability as unsupported extensions to WSDL 1.1. The
OGSI authors exploited constructs from the proposed WSDL 2.0 draft specification. Delays in the
publication of WSDL 2.0 made it more difficult to support the OGSI definition with existing Web
services tooling and runtimes. Therefore, it is beneficial to express the capabilities of OGSI using
the WSDL 1.1 definition to avoid the requirement for extended tooling.

2.4.3. Modelling Stateful resources with
2.4.3.1

Web services

Stateless Implementations, Stateful Interfaces

When we talk about services that act upon stateful resources, we consider that the implementation of
the service itself is stateless. That is, the interfaces this service implements and the methods it
provides are stateless; they do not change during their execution, and between multiple instances of
this service. A “stateless” Web service implementation will frequently interact with, and cause updates
to, dynamic state that is maintained in other system components, such as a database. In such cases,
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the identity of the state element(s) may be either passed in the request message or maintained as
static data by the Web service. The interface offered by such a Web service is clearly stateful, in the
sense that its behaviour is defined with respect to underlying state.
2.4.3.2

Modelling state

To this end, we introduce an approach to modelling stateful resources in a Web services framework
based on a construct that we call a WS-Resource. More specifically, we define the means by which:
•
•
•
•

2.4.3.3

a WS-Resource is composed of a Web service and a stateful resource
a stateful resource is used in the execution of Web service message exchanges
WS-Resources can be created and destroyed, and
the definition of a stateful resource can be associated with the interface description of a Web
service to enable well-formed queries against the state of a WS-Resource, and the state of
the WS-Resource can be queried and modified via Web service message exchanges.
Stateful resources

We call a resource stateful when:
•
•
•

it has a specific set of state data expressible as an XML document:
it has a well-defined lifecycle; and
it is known to, and acted upon, by one or more Web services.
Examples of system components that may be modelled as stateful resources are files in a file
system, rows in a relational database, and encapsulated objects such as Entity Enterprise Java beans.
A stateful resource can also be a collection or group of other stateful resources.
When a stateful resource instance is created, it may be assigned an identity by the entity that created
it. Applications using the resource may assign the resource additional identities (aliases). A specific
form of stateful resource identity may be used privately by one or more Web service implementations
to identify the stateful resource used in the execution of a given message exchange.
2.4.3.4

The implied resource pattern

Having defined how we can model elements of state as stateful resources, we now turn to the
question of how stateful resources are referred to by a Web service’s clients. We define the term
"implied resource pattern" to describe a specific kind of relationship between a Web service and one
or more stateful resources.
The implied resource pattern refers to the mechanisms used to associate a stateful resource with the
execution of message exchanges implemented by a Web service.
The term "implied" is used because the stateful resource associated with a given message exchange is
treated as implicit input for the execution of the message request. By implicit, we mean to say that
the requestor does not provide the stateful resource identifier as an explicit parameter in the body of
the request message. Instead, the stateful resource is implicitly associated with the execution of the
message exchange. This can occur in either a static or a dynamic way. We say that the stateful
resource is associated with the Web service statically in the situation where the association is made
when the Web service is deployed. We say that the stateful resource is dynamically associated with
the Web service when the association is made at time of message exchange execution. When
performed dynamically, the stateful resource identifier used to designate the implied stateful resource
may be encapsulated in the WS-Addressing endpoint reference used to address the target Web
service at its endpoint.
We use the term "pattern" to indicate that the relationship between Web services and stateful
resources is codified by a set of conventions on existing Web services technologies, in particular XML,
WSDL, and WS-Addressing [14].
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2.4.4. Publish-Subscribe Notification
The Event-driven, or Notification-based, interaction pattern is a commonly used pattern for interobject communications. Examples exist in many domains, for example in publish/subscribe systems
provided by Message Oriented Middleware vendors, or in system and device management domains.
This notification pattern is increasingly being used in a Web services context.
In the notification pattern a Web service, or other entity, disseminates information to a set of other
Web services, without having to have prior knowledge of these other Web services. Characteristics of
this pattern include:
•

•

•

The Web services that wish to consume information (which we call Notification Consumers)
are registered dynamically with the Web service that is capable of distributing information. As
part of this registration process the NotificationConsumers may provide some indication of the
nature of the information that they wish to receive.
The distributing Web service disseminates information by sending one-way messages to the
NotificationConsumers that are registered to receive the information. It is possible that more
than one NotificationConsumer is registered to consume the same information. In such cases,
each NotificationConsumer that is registered receives a separate copy of the information.
The distributing Web service may send any number of messages to each registered
NotificationConsumer; it is not limited to sending just a single message. Note also that a given
NotificationConsumer may receive zero or more NotificationMessages throughout the time
during which it is registered.

WS-Notification standardizes the roles, concepts, message exchanges, WSDL 1.1 and XML Schema
renderings required to express the pattern. The benefits of standardization include:
•

•

•

Interoperation between NotificationProducers and NotificationConsumers. WS-Notification
specifies a standard set of message exchanges that define the roles of NotificationProducer
and NotificationConsumer. Any services that implement these message exchanges will be able
to exchange notifications, subject to there being a common transport binding.
Interoperation between middleware providers. The WS-Notification interfaces have been
defined in a way which allows the implementation to be delegated to a middleware provider.
This specification allows different middleware providers to interoperate. • Standardized
mechanism to develop Topic taxonomies. Interoperation is facilitated by having a standard
way to name and describe Topics that is not tied to a particular implementation.
Standardized concepts and terminology. A common set of concepts and terms simplifies the
job of the application developer as well as aiding interoperation.
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3.

Basic Components of Grid Middleware

In this chapter, we are going to present the basic components of a typical Grid Middleware
Architecture along with some examples of existing middleware services that are usually used in the
development of Grid systems.

3.1. Reference Architecture
The middleware consists of a set of services that provide access to geographically distributed
heterogeneous resources. It is responsible for the integration and interoperability of different
computing and storage systems and to provide consistency, integrity and security of data. The
heterogeneity of the Grid platform is being aggregated by the various services of Grid middleware.
We distinguish four basic groups of services (see Figure 3.1-1) that the middleware shall provide.
These services refer to the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Data Management
Security
Resource and Execution Management
Information and Monitoring

Grid Application Layer
Middleware Layer
Data
Management

Security

Resource and
Execution
Management

Information and
Monitoring

Fabric Layer
Network Layer
Figure 3.1-1: Grid Architecture and basic components of a Grid Middleware Layer.

3.2. Available Software Toolkits
The types of services mentioned above are described in an analytical way in the following sections. To
avoid being general, we chose to describe the services that refer to the above needs of a Grid
Infrastructure through their implementation in existent middleware. We will refer to Globus Toolkit
[15], gLite/ LCG [16] and UNICORE [17]. Globus Toolkit implements the core services that shall exist
in a Grid system so as to be functional and enforce the main ideas of Grid Computing. The majority of
subsequent middleware incorporates and enhances according to their needs these services. LCG and
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gLite middleware follow this notion and this can be confirmed by the following analysis. Besides, gLite
middleware is the one used in the EGEE [see section 4.7] Grid Infrastructure, which offers a large
production grid facility to the scientists. This fact can help to understand the needs and requirements
of a working system and services that are of great importance in a large-scale distributed
environment. On the other hand, there is the UNICORE middleware that follows a different approach
to the design and development of a grid middleware. So we decided to present this different point of
view as well.

Globus Toolkit: It provides core services for the sharing of computational and storage resources. It
is used for the development of Grid systems with respect to local autonomy of the site that contribute
resources to the system. It is being developed by the Globus Alliance and many others all over the
world.
It is an open source toolkit organized as the collection of loosely coupled components. The toolkit
includes software for security, information collection, resource management, data management,
communication, fault detection and portability (see Figure 3.2-1).

Figure 3.2-1: Globus Toolkit services.

gLite /LCG: The EGEE Grid Middleware, called gLite, is a Lightweight Middleware for Grid Computing
and provides a bleeding-edge, bestof-breed framework for building grid applications that use the

power of distributed computing and storage resources across the Internet. The development of the
gLite Middleware is part of the EGEE project (Enabling Grids for E-science [18]).

The development of the gLite services is influenced by the requirements of Grid applications, by the
ongoing work in the Global Grid Forum (GGF) on the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [9], as
well as by previous experience from other Grid projects. Due to these influences, the gLite middleware
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presents strong resemblance to the proposed middleware architecture of the others projects and
especially to the LCG middleware. The basic differences of gLite and LCG have a technical nature and
so the gLite middleware architecture is an enhanced countenance of the LCG one. So, in the following
sections the description of the gLite and the LCG services is carried out co-instantaneously.
The gLite Grid services follow a Service Oriented Architecture which facilitates interoperability among
Grid services and allow easier compliance with upcoming standards, such as the OGSA ones. The
architecture constituted by this set of services is not bound to specific implementations of the services
and although the services are expected to work together in a concerted way in order to achieve the
goals of the end-user they can be deployed and used independently, allowing their exploitation in
different contexts.
The basic gLite services are the Security services, the Information and Monitoring services, Job
Management Services and the Data Services (see Figure 3.2-2).

Figure 3.2-2: gLite/LCG services.

UNICORE: The UNICORE middleware presents a different approach to the development of Grid

services. It provides access to the top of various types of resources, has advanced user interface, is
flexible and allows easy integration with external applications.

The UNICORE architecture is based on the three tier model, meaning the user, the system and the
target system tier (see Figure 3.2-3). The user tier consists of the graphical user interface, the
UNICORE client, written as Java application. It offers the functions to prepare and control jobs and to
set up and maintain the user’s security environment. The UNICORE job can be build from multiple
parts which can be executed asynchronously or dependently on different systems at different
UNICORE sites. Within the UNICORE environment user has a comfortable way to use distributed
computing resources without having to learn about a site or system specifics.
The important advantage of the UNICORE architecture is a uniform access to the resources,
independent of the underlying middleware. Each Virtual Site (Vsite) which is a single system or a
cluster which shares the same user ids and file space is controlled by the Network Job Supervisor
(NJS). It maps the UNICORE user id to the local user id at the target system, extracts and translates
the jobs into real batch jobs, sends job-groups to be executed at the other sites to the corresponding
gateway, provides local resource information to the gateway and takes care of the file transfer.
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Site specific settings such as different paths to the particular application, local or system specific
settings are introduced to the UNICORE through the Incarnation DataBase (IDB) entries which
describe details of the local installation.

Figure 3.2-3: The UNICORE scheme.

3.3. Data Management
The deployment of sensor networks and satellite imaging systems and their constantly increasing
resolution has resulted in the capture of an enormous amount of raw data which in turn need to be
transferred, analysed and stored. The demand for data storage and management systems has never
been greater. On the other hand simple storage and retrieval of data isn't good enough. It must be
made available to partners in collaborative projects, optimized for speedy access in different
geographic locations, catalogued with descriptive information for easy retrieval and to computation
jobs running on the Grid. Therefore the Grid community has produced a set of components for
working with and managing data on the Grid.
Data management is one of the key features of a Grid system where large amounts of data are
distributed and replicated to remote sites, potentially all over the world. Especially when creating a
Data Grid [19], which needs to make use of features of a pure computational Grid as well as more
specialised data management, it is essential to build upon a middleware that supports this sort of
features.
Managing data in a Grid environment involves moving end users away from the concept of files stored
on a particular disk location (a Storage URL) and towards a more abstract filename space, usually
called a Logical File Name. The ultimate purpose or Data Management is that users will never need to
know the physical locations of their files, since their work will be carried out simply in Logical File
Name space.
As usual, such simplicity will require considerable complexity and robustness from the data
management parts of Grid Middleware. The essential Data Management middleware component
categories are:
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•
•
•

The basic Data Management Mechanisms, which include several components in the Grid space,
aimed specifically at providing uniform Grid interfaces to various types of data.
Components for Moving and Transferring Data, including tools specialized in moving and
transferring data between Grid systems. Each tool meets specialized application or user needs and
some also provides interfaces to specialized storage systems.
Components for Optimizing Data Access, including tools that help optimize the use of storage
systems for specialized user communities.

Data management middleware has to seamlessly integrate with other middleware components particularly important is the middleware for Grid Storage, which manages the actual disk servers on
which the physical files are hosted. Following we describe the data management approaches in
different Grid Middleware.

3.3.1. Globus Toolkit
The Globus Toolkit [15] provides a number of components for performing data management, which in
general fall into two basic categories: data movement and data replication.
3.3.1.1

Data movement

There are two components related to data movement in the Globus Toolkit: the Globus GridFTP tools
and the Globus Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service.

3.3.1.1.1

GridFTP

GridFTP is a protocol defined by Global Grid Forum Recommendation GFD.020, RFC 959, RFC 2228,
RFC 2389, and a draft before the IETF FTP working group. The GridFTP protocol provides for the
secure, robust, fast and efficient transfer of data among grid nodes. It is based on FTP, but extends
the standard protocol with facilities such as multistreamed transfer, auto-tuning, and Globus based
security
The Globus Toolkit provides:
•
•
•

a server implementation called globus-gridftp-server,
a scriptable command line client called globus-url-copy, and
a set of development libraries for custom clients.

While the Globus Toolkit does not provide an interactive client, a number of interactive clients
developed by other projects exist.
In order to make data available to others, a server must be installed on a host that can access that
data and make sure that there is an appropriate Data Storage Interface (DSI) available for the storage
system holding the data. This typically means a standard POSIX file system, but DSIs do exist for a
variety of storage systems.
If a simple access to data that others have made available is needed, a GridFTP client is necessary.
The Globus Toolkit provides a client called globus-url-copy for this purpose. This client is capable of
accessing data via a range of protocols as http, https, ftp, gsiftp, and file. As noted above this is not
an interactive client, but a command line interface, suitable for scripting. For example, the following
command:
globus-url-copy gsiftp://remote.host.edu/path/to/file file:///path/on/local/host
would transfer a file from a remote host to the locally accessible path specified in the second URL.
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The GridFTP server and client support two types of file transfer: standard and third-party. The
standard file transfer is where a client sends the local file to the remote machine, which runs the FTP
server. An overview is shown in Figure 3.3-1.

Figure 3.3-1: Standard file transfer

Third-party file transfer is where there is a large file in remote storage and the client wants to copy it
to another remote server, as illustrated in Figure 3.3-2.

Figure 3.3-2: Third party file transfer.
Finally if custom client functionality is required, it can be developed with the help of a very powerful
client library.
As of 2005, the GridFTP protocol [20] supports striped, parallel and partial file transfers. Striped data
transfer means that GridFTP defines protocol extensions that support the transfer of data that may be
striped or interleaved across multiple servers, as in a parallel file system or DPSS disk cache. Parallel
data transfer is achieved by using multiple TCP streams in parallel between a single source and

destination, fact that can improve aggregate bandwidth relative to that achieved by a single stream.
GridFTP supports such parallelism via FTP command extensions and data channel extensions. A
GridFTP implementation can use long virtual round trip times to achieve fairness when using
parallelism or striping. Note that striping and parallelism may be used in tandem, i.e., you may have
multiple TCP streams open between each of the multiple servers participating in a striped transfer.
Finally, partial file transfer means transferring portions of files rather than complete, which can be
beneficial for some applications.

3.3.1.1.2

Reliable File Transfer (RFT) Service

While globus-url-copy and GridFTP in general are a very powerful set of tools, there are characteristics
which may not always be optimal. First, the GridFTP protocol is not a web service protocol and
therefore does not employ SOAP, WSDL etc. Second, GridFTP requires that the client maintains an
open socket connection to the server throughout the transfer. For long transfers this may not be
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convenient, such as if running from your laptop. While globus-url-copy uses the robustness features of
GridFTP to recover from remote failures, a failure of the client or the client's host means that recovery
is not possible since the information needed for recovery is held in the client's memory. What is
needed to address these issues is a service interface based on web services protocols that persists the
transfer state in reliable storage. This service is called the Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service.
RFT is a Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) compliant web service that provides “job
scheduler"-like functionality for data movement. The client simply provides a list of source and
destination URLs and then the service writes the job description into a database and moves the files
on his behalf. Once the service has taken the job request, interactions with it are similar to those
made by any job scheduler. Service methods are provided for querying the transfer status, or
standard WSRF tools also provided in the Globus Toolkit may be used to subscribe for notifications of
state change events. Globus Toolkit 4 provides the service implementation which is installed in a web
services container, just like any other web service, and a very simple client. There are also Java
classes available for custom development.
3.3.1.2

Data replication

The Replica Location Service is a tool that provides the ability to keep track of one or more copies
(replicas) of files in a Grid environment. This tool is especially helpful for users or applications that
need to find the location of existing files in the Grid.

3.3.1.2.1

Replica Location Service (RLS)

RLS is a simple registry that keeps track of where replicas exist on physical storage systems. Users or
services register files in RLS when the files are created. Later, users query RLS servers to find these
replicas.
RLS is a distributed registry, meaning that it may consist of multiple servers at different sites. By
distributing the RLS registry, we are able to increase the overall scale of the system and store more
mappings than would be possible in a single, centralized catalog. We also avoid creating a single point
of failure in the Grid data management system. If desired, RLS can also be deployed as a single,
centralized server.
Before explaining RLS in detail, we need to define a few terms.
A logical file name is a unique identifier for the contents of a file.
A physical file name is the location of a copy of the file on a storage system.
The job of RLS is to maintain associations, or mappings, between logical file names and one or more
physical file names of replicas. A user can provide a logical file name to an RLS server and ask for all
the registered physical file names of replicas. The user can also query an RLS server to find the logical
file name associated with a particular physical file location (Figure 3.3-3).
In addition, RLS allows users to associate attributes or descriptive information with logical or physical
file names that are registered in the catalog. Users can also query the RLS based on these attributes.
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Figure 3.3-3: Example of the associations between a logical file name and three replicas
on different storage sites.

3.3.1.3

Higher level data services

GT 4.0 also provides a higher-level data management service that combines two existing data
management components: RFT and RLS.

3.3.1.3.1

Data Replication Service (DRS)

The Data Replication Service (DRS) provides a pull-based replication capability for Grid files. The DRS
is a higher-level data management service that is built on top of two GT data management
components: the Reliable File Transfer (RFT) Service and the Replica Location Service (RLS).
The function of the DRS is to ensure that a specified set of files exists on a storage site. The DRS
begins by querying RLS to discover where the desired files exist in the Grid. After the files are located,
the DRS creates a transfer request that is executed by RFT. After the transfers are completed, DRS
registers the new replicas with RLS.
DRS is implemented as a Web service and complies with the Web Services Resource Framework
(WSRF) specifications. When a DRS request is received, it creates a WS-Resource that is used to
maintain state about each file being replicated, including which operations on the file have succeeded
or failed.

3.3.2. gLite/LCG
The part of gLite [16] that is responsible for data management issues is the Data Management
Subsystem (DM).
The three main service groups that relate to data and file access are: Storage element, Catalogue
Services and Data Scheduling. Closely related to the data services are the security-related services
and the Package Manager.

For EGEE, the assumption is made that the granularity of the data is on the file level, i.e. the
middleware deals mostly with files if it comes to application data (as opposed to relational database
systems). For metadata this assumption cannot be made. In a distributed environment, there will be
many replicas of the user's files stored at different physical locations. To the user this may be totally
transparent; the middleware will provide the capabilities for replica management.
3.3.2.1

Data Scheduling

The Data Scheduling services will expose all nontrivial interfaces to the user for data placement in a
distributed environment. We expect the applications to specify the files they intend to access during
their jobs either by name or by metadata query.
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3.3.2.2

Metadata Catalogue

The Metadata Catalogue is very application (and VO) specific, so the interface specified is a very
simple one that can be implemented on top of existing application metadata services such that they
can be used from within the EGEE grid environment. It is this mechanism that enables the concept of
virtual datasets as well. To the user of the EGEE data services the abstraction that is being presented
is that of a global file system, with very similar semantics. A client user application may look like a
Unix shell (as in AliEn) which can seamlessly navigate in this virtual file system, listing files, changing
directories, etc.
3.3.2.3

Storage Element

Accessing the data in the files can be done through the Storage Element (SE). The access to the files
is controlled by Access Control Lists (ACL). The catalogues will enforce posix-ACL semantics. The
detailed semantics of file access will be different depending what kind of storage back-end is being
used beneath an SE; there may be substantial latencies for reads and many more failure modes for
write for some. Therefore the number of errors and messages is larger than for a conventional file
system.

3.3.3. UNICORE
One of the major components of a Grid system such as UNICORE [17] is a mechanism for the fast,
reliable and secure transport of large data sets.
3.3.3.1

The UNICORE Data Model

The basic assumption of the UNICORE Data model is that all data is stored either in local file spaces
on the Client platform, in file spaces on the execution system controlled by the UNICORE system, or in
Storage Servers

3.3.3.1.1

Storage Server

A Storage Server is the name for any kind of remote file or archive system that can be accessed using
UNICORE. A Storage Server can for example be a Unix File System on a large File Server, a TSM
archive system or an HPSS server. In the context of UNICORE a storage server is accessed by a
separate TSI which is specified in the Incarnation Data Base (IDB) of the NJS. The NJS sends its file
management requests to the TSI serving the remote file system whenever the Storage Server is
addressed in the resource requirements for a certain task.

3.3.3.1.2

File Space Types

UNICORE exploits three different types of file spaces:
• Nspace (or Local): a local file space on the user’s workstation or on a local file server.
• Xspace: the file space on the execution system where the home directory of the user’s account
resides.
• Uspace: a temporary working file space.
For a typical task chain the input data has to be imported from the Nspace, the Xspace, or a Storage
Server to the Uspace. The output files of a task have to been exported to the permanent file spaces
before the Uspace is destroyed. Files can also be exported to a temporary Spool space from where
they can be imported by other jobs. Files can also be transferred to other jobs running at the same
Vsite or at remote Vsites.

3.3.3.1.3

File Transfer and Management Protocol

The protocol used for File Transfer and Management is more complex than the protocol used for job
submission. The major reasons are the need for synchronous communication and the need for a multi
stage protocol. The communication must be synchronous as the user initiates commands on the
(Storage) Server and expects an immediate reply (such as a list directory command). Moreover, a
multi-stage protocol is needed in order to prevent the user of sending gigabytes of data to the
StorageServer that cannot be stored as the user has no write privileges.
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Apart from these differences the basic model is similar to the protocol used for job submission. The
request data is stored within a Java Object that is digitally signed by the user. This Java Object is
serialized and sent using the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol via the Gateway to the (SAFE) Server
(Figure 3.3-4: Basic idea of the protocol using serialized java objects.).
When the request entails the transfer of a set of files from or to the server, an extended format is
needed. As the file data can be very large they cannot be included within a java object and
serialised/de-serialised. In this case the file data is appended just after the protocol element very
similar to the model used for e-mail communication where the mail text is potentially followed by
multiple attachments. Within the FTM protocol the file data is organized in a ZIP archive. This
mechanism allows the transportation of filenames and files at once, as well as the addition of optional
compression to the data transferred.

Figure 3.3-4: Basic idea of the protocol using serialized java objects.
3.3.3.2

Data Management

The major requirements to be addressed by the UNICORE data management components are:
• The transport of very large data files must be possible.
• The transport of a set of files within one request must be possible.
• The access to different kind of Storage Servers must be possible.
• The different methods needed for accessing the data must be hidden from the user.
• The file transfer must integrate with the other UNICORE components.
• A transfer between the local workstation of the user and the Storage Servers within a UNICORE
side must be possible.
• A direct transfer from data from one UNICORE site to another UNICORE site must be possible.
• The transport must be reliable and secure.
• The system must prevent data transfer if operation cannot be executed (for example due to
missing privileges).
• Use UNICORE certificates for authentication and authorization.
In summary, the goal was to build a file transfer mechanism that is able to replace existing
mechanism such as FTP and SSH and integrate it with the other components of the UNICORE system.
The resulting architecture in Figure 3.3-5 shows the components developed that address the
requirements above. The interface to the Storage Servers is implemented in a server component
called SAFE that is able to handle several StorageServers where a consistent mapping from a
UNICORE certificate to a user can be done. Other components developed are a client for file transfer
with a graphical user interface (NIFTI) and also a command line version in order to allow UNICORE
file operations to be part of automated tasks such as UNIX shell scripts.
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Figure 3.3-5: Data Management Architecture.

3.3.3.2.1

The Network Interface for File Transfer of the Internet (NIFTI) Client

This client is a specialised client for the Transfer and the Management of Files on file spaces within a
UNICORE site. It is not used as part of a job submission but serves as a tool for operations before or
after a job has been submitted with the Job Preparation Agent. The communication between NIFTI
and the remote file space is realized using a specialized server component called SAFE (Secure File
Access Executive). Since an immediate response is desirable for file operations the communication
protocol is implemented using a synchronous model. The user interface is very similar to FTP (File
Transfer Protocol) clients. Within the UNICORE data model a Storage Server is divided into subspaces.
This allows going directly to a subspace providing a functionality not typically seen in FTP clients.
Since the user interface is very general and not limited to the current implementation of the file
transfer functions, the design of the client aims at a general browsing functionality that can include
additional transfer methods easily. This concept is demonstrated within NIFTI through a simple
(nonsecure) FTP functionality as an additional built-in transfer method. This FTP functionality is only
used as an example to demonstrate the concept can be a starting point for integrating other
specialized transfer functions or to incorporate other transfer methods such as GridFTP.

3.3.3.2.2

Secure Access File Executive (SAFE)

Since the NIFTI client relies on a multi-step synchronous communication protocol a specialized server
components is needed in order to perform the file transfer requests. This component needs very fast
access to the file spaces on the storage servers and should also be able to connect to a wide range of
different storage server types, including archive systems. In order to reach these design goals SAFE is
a multithreaded server that allows to plugin different access mechanisms for different storage server
types.
This plugin concept is based on the assumption that only a predefined subset of the functionality of
the storage servers is exposed in the SAFE clients. This means, for example, that not all backup and
restore functions of TSM are accessible in the NIFTI client. This decision limits the capabilities of the
SAFE clients but it offers a common interface for the user of such clients independently from the
server types and of the access mechanisms. The exposed functionality includes the transfer of files to
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and from the storage servers and also the most common commands known from UNIX file systems
such as list directory, modify access rights, or rename. During file management and file transfer
operations the role of SAFE is to act as an intermediate entity.

3.4. Security
In general, the purpose of security mechanisms is to provide protection against malicious parties.
Traditional security mechanisms typically protect resources from malicious users by restricting access
to only authorized users. However, in many situations within distributed applications one has to
protect oneself from those who offer resources so that the problem is in fact reversed. For instance, a
resource providing information can act deceitfully by providing false or misleading information, and
traditional security mechanisms are unable to protect against this type of threat. Security concerns are
further complicated by the fact that there are different requirements by users, resource owners, and
developers who are creating or adapting their current products and tools to take advantage of the grid
technology.
Another factor that increases security risks is the existence of Virtual Organizations. The Virtual
Organization (VO) is a key concept in the Grid community. A VO can be seen as a temporary or
permanent collaboration of geographically dispersed individuals, groups, organizational units or entire
organizations that pool resources, capabilities and information to achieve common objectives.
Depending on the context, dynamic ensembles of the resources, services, and people that comprise a
scientific or business VO can be small or large, short- or long-lived, single- or multi-institutional, and
homogeneous or heterogeneous. Trust and security challenges within the Grid environment are driven
by the need to support scalable, dynamic distributed VO [21].
The GGF OGSA Security Working Group [22] has defined the trust and security requirements
according to the OGSA model [23]. According to this group, the security challenges faced in a Grid
environment can be grouped into three categories:

3.4.1. Integration
Integration solutions for existing services need to be used and the interfaces should be abstracted to
provide an extensible architecture. For both technical and pragmatic reasons, it is unreasonable to
expect that a single security technology can be defined that will both address all Grid security
challenges and be adopted in every hosting environment. Existing security infrastructures cannot be
replaced overnight. For example, each domain in a Grid environment is likely to have one or more
registries in which user accounts are maintained (e.g., LDAP directories); such registries are unlikely
to be shared with other organizations or domains.
Similarly, authentication mechanisms deployed in an existing environment that is reputed secure and
reliable will continue to be used. Each domain typically has its own authorization infrastructure that is
deployed, managed and supported. It will not typically be acceptable to replace any of these
technologies in favour of a single model or mechanism.

3.4.2. Interoperability
Interoperability solutions are also a crucial need, so that services hosted in different Virtual
Organizations to be able to interact with each other, taking into account that different Virtual
Organizations have different security mechanisms. So interoperability must be enforced in multiple
levels. At the protocol level, it is required mechanisms that allow domains to exchange messages; this
can be achieved, for instance, via SOAP/HTTP. At the policy level, secure interoperability requires that
each party to be able to specify any policy it may wish in order to engage in a secure conversation—
and that policies expressed by different parties can be made mutually comprehensible. Only then the
parties can attempt to establish a secure communication channel and security context upon mutual
authentication, trust relationships, and adherence to each other’s policy. At the identity level, it is
required mechanisms for identifying a user from one domain in another domain.
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3.4.3. Trust relationships
A Grid system is a large-scale distributed environment that enables flexible resource sharing among
dynamic collections of individuals, institutions and resources beyond administration domains’
boundaries. The effective operation of such system depends mainly on trust and on the management
and enforcement of trust policies.
In the simple case, personal knowledge between parties in the VO allows policies to be derived from
identifiable trust “anchors” (parties vouching for other parties). An example in current Grid systems is
the use of certificate authorities to root certificate-based identity mechanisms. For these to work, one
must “know” about the trustworthiness of the certificate authority used to establish the identity of a
party in order to bind it to specific usage policies. However, personal knowledge does not scale for the
case on nontrivial VOs, which are most of the VOs, and other technologies are required such as
reputation management [24] to create and monitor relationships.
A solution within one of the above categories will often depend on a solution in another category. For
example, any solution for federating credentials to achieve interoperability will be dependent on the
trust models defined within the participating domains and the level of integration of the services
within a domain.
Defining a trust model is the basis for interoperability but trust model is independent of
interoperability characteristics. Similarly level of integration implies a level of trust as well as a bearing
on interoperability.
In a Grid environment, where identities are organized in VOs that transcend normal organizational
boundaries, security threats are not easily divided by such boundaries. Identities may act as members
of the same VO at one moment and as members of different VOs the next, depending on the tasks
they perform at a given time. Thus, while the security threats to OGSA fall into the usual categories
(snooping, man-in-the-middle, intrusion, denial of service, theft of service, viruses and Trojan horses,
etc.) the malicious entity could be anyone. An additional risk is introduced, when multiple VOs share a
virtualized resource (such as a server or storage system) where each of participating VOs may not
trust each other and therefore, may not be able to validate the usage and integrity of the shared
resource.
It is obvious that when the resources of s system communicate over the Internet, then a significant
amount of security threats take place during this communication. Taking into account that a Grid
system is geographically distributed and uses the existing network infrastructure, a main security
concern is communication among entities and resources. The security architecture that is proposed by
the majority of Grid systems is based on the following basic concepts for secure communication:
3.4.3.1

Privacy

A secure communication should consist of private conversation among the participant entities. This
means that only the sender and the receiver should be able to understand the exchanged messages
of the conversation. If someone eavesdrops on the communication, the eavesdropper should be
unable to make any sense out of it. This is generally achieved by encryption/decryption algorithms.
3.4.3.2

Integrity

A secure communication must ensure the integrity of the transmitted messages. This means that the
receiving end must be able to know for sure that the message he is receiving is exactly the one that
the transmitting end sent him. It must be taken into account that a malicious user can intercept a
communication with the intent of modifying its contents, not with the intent of eavesdropping. Simple
encryption algorithms do not protect the integrity of the messages but the public-key encryption
algorithms do.
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3.4.3.3

Authentication

A secure communication should ensure that the parties involved in the communication are who they
claim to be and protect from malicious users who try to impersonate one of the parties in the secure
conversation. So authentication mechanisms are concerned with identifying entities (users, systems
and services) when establishing a context for message exchange between actors. Also, one of the key
aims for Grid authentication is enabling single sign-on for the user. This means that user posses an
identity credential with “universal” value that works for more than one purpose, across many different
infrastructures, communities, virtual organizations and projects. The user authenticates once and
initiates computations or data transfers that require resources, use resources, release resources and
communicate internally without further authentication of the user.
3.4.3.4

Authorization

Authorization refers to mechanisms that decide when a user is authorized to perform a certain task.
Authorization is related to authentication because before a decision is made on whether a user can (or
cannot) perform a certain task (authorization), it must be clear whether a user is who he claims to be
(authentication). The core problem with authorization in a Grid setting is how to handle the overlay of
policies and other assertions from multiple administrative domains (user policy, VO specific policy,
operational procedures, site-local policy).
Generally, there are three basic authorization models [25], classified as agent, push and pull. In the
push model, an authorization service issues tokens. The user collects the tokens and presents these to
the resource where access is requested. While putting additional burden on the client, the resource
does not need to know ahead of time about the user’s privileges.
In the agent model, the user only interacts with the AuthZ server, which in turn forwards servicespecific parts of the request to the underlying resources. While being a centric approach, network
bandwidth or connectivity provisioning is best done in this mode, since access to the network in the
end must be transparent.
In the pull model, the resource asks the AuthZ service on a need-to-know basis. This puts the burden
on the resource, as it needs to know up-front all authoritative parties in the system, and how to
contact them. Cellular phone roaming and various RADIUS-based [26] network access services use
this model.
3.4.3.5

Delegation

Services that are used transient by a user may need to be able to perform actions on a user’s behalf
without the user’s direct intervention. For example, a computational job running overnight might need
to access data stored in a different resource. Since there may be no direct trust relationship between
the VO in which the service is running and the VO in which it wishes to make a request, the service
needs to be able to delegate authority to act on the user’s behalf
The main problem in delegation is that when authority is passed from an entity to another, it is
possible the delegated credentials to be misused. For the minimization of these risks, the delegated
credentials have limited lifetime.
3.4.3.6

Certificates

The central concept in the proposed Security Architectures for Grid Systems is the digital certificate.
Every user and service on the Grid is identified via a certificate, which contains information vital to
identifying and authenticating the user or service. The certificate is validated by a third party that is
called Certificate Authority (CA). The Certificate Authority signs digitally the certificate and so the
other entities of the system can trust the particular user. In order to trust the certificate and its
contents, the CA's certificate must be trusted. The link between the CA and its certificate must be
established via some non-cryptographic means, or else the system is not trustworthy.
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3.4.3.7

Mutual authentication

If two parties have certificates, and if both parties trust the CAs that signed each other's certificates,
then the two parties can prove to each other that they are who they say they are. This is known as
mutual authentication. Before mutual authentication can occur, the parties involved must first trust
the CAs that signed each other's certificates. In practice, this means that they must have copies of the
CAs' certificates--which contain the CAs' public keys--and that they must trust that these certificates
really belong to the CAs.
3.4.3.8

Confidential communication

The confidential communication can be achieved if the exchanged messages between two parties are
constantly encrypted and decrypted. But this feature adds an additional overhead to the
communication and so the majority of the Grid middleware does not include it by default.
A related security feature to confidential communication is communication integrity. Integrity means
that an eavesdropper may be able to read communication between two parties but is not able to
modify the communication in any way. The communication integrity is assured by the Public Key
Infrastructure that is used by the authentication mechanisms. Communication integrity introduces
some overhead in communication, but not as large an overhead as encryption.

3.4.4. Grid Security Infrastructure (Globus Toolkit)
GSI implies security in two levels: the transport level or the message level. In the transport-level
security (see Figure 3.4-1) the complete communication, namely all the information exchanged
between the client and the server, is encrypted. In the message-level security (see Figure 3.4-2)
only the content of the SOAP message is encrypted while the rest of the SOAP message is left
unencrypted. Both transport-level security and message-level security in GSI are based on public-key
cryptography and therefore can guarantee privacy, integrity and authentication.

SOAP
message for
service A:
invoke the
method …
with
parameter ...

Encrypt

#$%E$? §?
$#$%?”$#?
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Decrypt
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Client
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with
parameter ...

Service A

Figure 3.4-1: Transport – level security.
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Figure 3.4-2: Message – level security.
GSI offers two message-level protection schemes and one transport-level scheme. These schemes are
not mutually exclusive and they are the following ones:
9 GSI Secure Message: Provides message-level security and is based on the WS-Security standard.
9 GSI Secure Conversation: Provides message-level security and is based on the WS-Secure
Conversation specification. When this method is chosen, a security context is first established between
the client and the server. After the initial exchange of messages to establish the context, all the
following messages can reuse the context, resulting in a better performance than GSI Secure
Message. Furthermore, GSI Secure Conversation is the only scheme that supports credential
delegation.
9 GSI Transport: Provides transport-level security by using TLS. It provides the best performance
and is used by default in Globus Toolkit 4.
The security tools introduced by Globus Toolkit middleware are mainly concerned with establishing the
identity of users or services (authentication), protecting communications, and determining who is
allowed to perform what actions (authorization), as well as with supporting “single sign-on” for
users of the Grid, including delegation of credentials for computations that involve multiple resources
and / or sites.
3.4.4.1

Authentication

The GSI infrastructure supports three authentication methods, the X.509 certificates, the “username –
password” method and the anonymous authentication. The X.509 certificates [27], a standard data
format for certificates established by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), are used to provide
strong authentication. The “username – password” method is a more rudimentary method using
usernames and passwords and does not ensure privacy, integrity and delegation. In these two
methods, the communication can be mutually authenticated or server-side only authenticated, if the
server only provides authentication information. In the anonymous authentication method, a client
can request to be anonymous or unauthenticated. This makes sense when more than one security
scheme is used. In this case the communication between the parties is completely unauthenticated
due to the lack of any authentication information. This can be only achieved by not using GSI at all.
When the X.509 certificates are used for authentication, then it is required that all users and services
have one certificate. The GSI certificate includes a subject name, which identifies the person or object
that the certificate represents, the public key belonging to the subject, the identity of a trusted
Certificate Authority (CA) that has signed the certificate to certify that the public key and the identity
both belong to the subject and the digital signature of the named Certificate Authority (CA).
3.4.4.2

Authorization

GSI supports authorization for both servers and clients and several authorization mechanisms are
involved in the Globus Toolkit. The main categories of authorization schemes for both the server-side
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and client-side before they decide if they will accept or decline an incoming request are the following
ones:

None: No authorization will be performed.
Self: A client will be allowed to use a service if the client’s identity is the same as the service’s

identity. On the other hand, the client will authorize an invocation of a service only if the service’s
identity is the same as the client.

Gridmap: A gridmap is a list of “authorized users” akin to an ACL (Access Control List). A user can

invoke a service only if the user is listed in the gridmap passed by the service. The gridmap is mainly
used by the server-side, which usually maintains a gridmap file for the authorized users.

Identity Authorization: A client will be allowed to access a service or allow a request only if the
client’s identity matches a specified identity.
Host authorization: A client is allowed to access a service if it presents a host credentials that
matches a specified hostname. On the other hand, the client will allow an invocation if the service has
a host credential.
SAML Callout Authorization: The server-side authorization decisions can also be made by an OGSA
Authorization-compliant authorization service, which is mainly based on Security Assertion Markup
Language (SAML).

3.4.4.3

Delegation

GSI provides delegation capability as an extension of the standard SSL protocol which reduces the
number of times the user must enter his/her passphrase. If a Grid computation requires the use of
several Grid resources (each requiring mutual authentication), or if there is a need to have agents
(local or remote) requesting services on behalf of a user, the need to re-enter the user's passphrase
can be avoided by creating a proxy.
A proxy consists of a new certificate and a private key. The key pair that is used for the proxy, i.e.,
the public key embedded in the certificate and the private key, may either be regenerated for each
proxy or obtained by other means. The new certificate contains the owner's identity, modified slightly
to indicate that it is a proxy. The new certificate is signed by the owner, rather than a CA. The
certificate also includes a time notation after which the proxy should no longer be accepted by others.
Proxies have limited lifetimes.
The proxy's private key must be kept secure, but because the proxy isn't valid for very long, it doesn't
have to be kept quite as secure as the owner's private key. It is thus possible to store the proxy's
private key in a local storage system without being encrypted, as long as the permissions on the file
prevent anyone else from looking at them easily. Once a proxy is created and stored, the user can use
the proxy certificate and private key for mutual authentication without entering a password.
When proxies are used, the mutual authentication process differs slightly. The remote party receives
not only the proxy's certificate (signed by the owner), but also the owner's certificate. During mutual
authentication, the owner's public key (obtained from her certificate) is used to validate the signature
on the proxy certificate. The CA's public key is then used to validate the signature on the owner's
certificate. This establishes a chain of trust from the CA to the proxy through the owner.

3.4.4.4

Community Authorization

Virtual organizations can use the Community Authorization Service (CAS) to manage authorization
policies across VO resources. A CAS server issues assertions to the virtual organization users, granting
them fine-grained access rights to resources. Servers recognize and enforce the assertions.
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3.4.5. gLite / LCG Security Services
The security services in gLite middleware are focused on the identification of entities (users, systems,
and services), allow or deny access to services and resources, and provide information for postmortem analysis of security related events. The gLite security services are based on the same
fundamental concepts of the security services of the Globus Toolkit. The architecture of the security
system is shown in Figure 3.4-3.

Figure 3.4-3: Security Architecture of gLite/LCG middleware

3.4.5.1

Authentication

In the EGGE / LCG architecture identities can be issued by grid identity providers, by independent
non-grid entities (like governments or other national agencies), and by users’ home organizations
(major institutions and laboratories).
Each end-entity (user) is holding unique authentication credentials. The system is based on Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), which uses a concept of trusted third parties (Certification Authorities or CAs)
that issue the identity credentials. The protocol for validating authentication credentials is the Online
Certificate Status Protocol, OCSP [27]. As a backup mechanism in case of network partitioning,
revocation lists are being distributed periodically (4-6 times per day) and retrieved by all relying
parties (users and service providers). Single sign-on capabilities are obtained by generating a proxy of
the user’s credential.
The management of credentials can be held by the user himself or on behalf of the user by some
other entity (typically the user’s home organization using e.g. a hardened deployment of MyProxy) or
implicitly in the user’s infrastructure. The VO is not responsible of the user’s credentials. On the other
hand services keep credentials stored locally with the service but typically without activation data.
3.4.5.2

Authorization

In the EGEE Security Architecture the push model is used. There are two kinds of AuthZ sources:
attribute authorities (AA), which associate the user’s digitally signed credentials with a set of attributes
to a relying party in a trusted manner. The relying party (the resource) evaluates the attribute
credentials (e.g. role and group membership information) and includes it as “evidence” when
evaluating an access request against local policy. The AA service provides coarse-grained division of
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users into different groups, which can then be handled by the resources through local configuration.
But the management of local configuration is difficult when the number of VOs increases. So there is
the VO Membership Service (VOMS) [28], which is an attributes issuing service. It allows highlevel
group and capability management and extraction of attributes based on the user’s identity. VOMS
attributes are typically embedded in the user’s proxy certificate, enabling the client to authenticate as
well as to provide VO membership and other evidence in a single operation. It can also be used the
Community Authorization Service (CAS).
The other kind of AuthZ source deals with policy assertions. The resources consolidate some of the
policy definition to a trusted third party. The policy assertion service will issue claims that will give a
user (or set of users) the explicit privilege to perform an action (or a set of actions) on a certain
resource (or set of resources). In order the combination of different information coming from Gridwide or VO-wide policies or POSIX ACLs to be achieved, the XACML (eXtended Access Control Markup
Language) [29] is used. The resource owners in turn may or may not decide to comply with these
claims, pending the evaluation of conflicting local policy.
3.4.5.3

Delegation

For the delegation of credentials the proxy certificates are used, as it is imposed by the GSI. A user
presents his/her own identity credential proxies to the services, including any attribute assertions and
relevant policies. Whenever actions are taken on behalf of the user, these credentials are being
transferred to the service invoked in order to retain secure traceability. The delegated proxy
certificates are generated by the credentials that certify the user.
3.4.5.4

Auditing

The security aspect of auditing is the monitoring and provision for post-mortem analysis of security
related events. So in computational Grids auditing is equivalent with accounting [30]. Auditing is not
only meant for emergency use, such as a system breach, but is also useful for the validation of
continuous operations and the verification of components behaviour. This means that the audit
information should itself be traceable and verifiable throughout its lifetime and throughout service
invocations, so that any anomalies in the audit trail can be traced to identifiable service components.
3.4.5.5

Sandboxes

A sandbox is a mechanism for ensuring that the activities of a remote user are completely isolated
from the rest of the system. So, if anything goes wrong the effect will be minimized.

3.4.6. UNICORE
It is important to be mentioned for the UNICORE security architecture, that the UNICORE system
distinguishes between the consigner and the endorser of a request, such as a job or a file transfer.
The endorser is the party – a person or software component – that did construct a job or any of the
other requests and vouches for its authenticity by signing the description with his/her/its private key.
The consigner is the party – a person or software component – that submits a request. For a non–
hierarchical job and for most requests, the consigner and endorser are identical; an end-user usually
constructs a job and submits it later.
The consigner/endorser model obviates the need for mutual (and therefore transitive) trust between
UNICORE sites, even when a UNICORE installation is hacked at one site, the signing of jobs by the
endorser’s private key makes manipulations to the job/request impossible.
The components of the UNICORE security model give emphasis on authentication with the use of
permanent digital certificates signed by a digital Certificate Authority (CA) and authorization of users,
which is performed with mechanisms local to the UNICORE sites. All communication across the outside
(insecure) Internet is based on SSL, which protects the confidentiality and integrity of the protocol
transactions. Ultimately, the UNICORE security model depends on the end–users to closely guard their
private key, and on the integrity of the trusted CAs. The user keystore is protected by a password,
and the Client performs customary checks on the user password to make sure it is strong enough
(number and set of characters used).
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3.4.6.1

Authentication

Any person that wishes to use a UNICORE Grid has to identify him/herself by means of a UNICORE
user certificate, which is a standard X.509 certificate issued on that person’s name and affiliation by a
certification authority that is trusted by the sites in the Grid. The certificates are digitally signed by a
UNICORE Certificate Authority. In addition to the users, each UNICORE Gateway and NJS has its own
certificate signed by a trusted CA.
To accommodate sites that will not trust a certificate based authentication, UNICORE has introduced
the site–specific security object (SSO): this object is attached to each job/request and it can carry
additional authentication information to be evaluated at an enhanced Gateway or NJS.
3.4.6.2

Authorization

The endorser certificate is included in any requests (jobs, status monitor requests, ...) generated by
the UNICORE client, and the description of the request is signed by the respective private key to
prove its authenticity. The Gateway passes the endorser and the consigner certificate through to the
NJS, which then uses them to grant access to the local Vsite. This is done by mapping the abstract
identity of the UNICORE user, the one contained in the certificate, to a concrete local user id that is
valid on the Vsite (called the xlogin). The mapping rules are contained in the UUDB (UNICORE User
Database). UNICORE users that are not authorized at all at a site do not have any mapping in the
UUDB; in this case, the NJS turns down any request issued by that user.
The NJS authorizes both with the consigner and the endorser certificate:
• For the consigner, the UUDB must contain a mapping entry to an xlogin.
• For the endorser, the UUDB must contain a mapping entry to an xlogin, and the sites can add their
own authorization rules on the base of that xlogin, such as quota checking or accounting.
In addition, the user can specify an account string with a job or request, and depending on the value
of this string, the UUDB can map the same UNICORE user to several xlogins; this feature allows the
same user to access different accounts, each with its own quota and accounting rules.
In effect, all participating sites can continue to use whatever authorization mechanisms they are
confident with. UNICORE does not compromise the security of these site specific mechanisms, but
also does not ad additional security here. It should be pointed out that access to the UUDB needs to
be tightly controlled in order to prevent malicious insiders from hacking the user mapping and thus
giving undue privileges to UNICORE users.

3.5. Resource and Execution Management
It has been referred in the previous sections, that the Grid systems are shared environments
implemented via the deployment of a persistent, standard-based service infrastructure that supports
the creation and sharing of resources within distributed communities. Resources can be computers,
storage space, instruments, software applications and data. So the management of resources plays an
important role in a Grid Infrastructure that fulfils computational requirements. These requirements
refer to mechanisms that can intelligently and transparently select computing resources capable of
running a user’s job, an adequate accurate estimation of the current and predicted loads on grid
resources, resource availability, dynamic resource configuration and provisioning, failure detection and
failover mechanisms and the insurance of existence of appropriate security mechanisms for secure
resource management, access and integrity.
The resource management usually includes resource discovery, resource inventories, fault isolation,
resource provisioning, and resource monitoring and service-level management activities. The most
interesting aspect of the resource management area is the selection of the correct resource from the
grid resource pool, based on the service-level requirements, and then to efficiently provision them to
facilitate user needs.
According to OGSA models there are three categories of resource management. First there are the
actual physical resources: computers, networks, storage systems and instruments. At the lowest level
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this management is done through standard protocols and frameworks like CIM and SNMP. But OGSA
stipulates that there is another intermediate level where a common interface and approach is needed.
This is where the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF), a proposed standard, is most
appropriate because it gives a standard way to discover and interrogate services that interact with the
management interface of each resource. WSDM, Web Services Distributed Management is an
additional tool that OGSA envisions using for this activity.
The second class of resource management involves resources of a Grid such as resource reservation
and monitoring. The third class is the management of the OGSA infrastructure itself. There are two
types of interfaces to these management services: functional interfaces, which accomplish tasks such
as creating or destroying a job, and manageability interfaces, which provide the mechanisms to
manage a capability, such as monitoring a job manager. In general, these services provide resource
reservation, monitoring and control of resources, virtual organization management, problem
determination and fault management, metering and policy management.
A Grid system must also manage the execution of a job. OGSA models execution management in
terms of three classes of services: Resources Management, Job Management and Monitoring. The
Resource services describe service containers and persistent state handlers. The Job Manager handles
the full lifecycle of the execution of a set of jobs. It interacts with task queues on each computation
resource as well as the other services involved in resource brokering and resource monitoring. The
resource selection services consist of execution planning, which build schedules of jobs and resources,
candidate set generation services, which produce the likely resources for running a particular job or
set of jobs, and reservation services which interact with accounting and authorization systems.

3.5.1. Grid Resource and Allocation Management (Globus Toolkit)
The Globus Toolkit provides the proper service for submission, monitoring, and cancellation jobs on
Grid computing resources. This service is known as “GRAM” and when we refer to the Web Service
implementation of this service, we call it "WS GRAM". The jobs are computational tasks that may
perform input/output operations while running which affect the state of the computational resource
and its associated file systems. In practice, such jobs may require coordinated staging of data into the
resource prior to job execution and out of the resource following execution. Some users, particularly
interactive ones, benefit from accessing output data files as the job is running. For the execution of
this jobs, it is also important the reliable operation of the Grid system and the credential management
so as authorization and delegation procedures to be achieved transparently to the user. Monitoring
consists of querying and subscribing for status information such as job state changes.
WS-GRAM combines job-management services with other components of the Globus Toolkit
architecture. An overall picture of the interaction among the various services of the Grid system is
shown in Figure 3.5-1.
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Figure 3.5-1: WS-GRAM interaction with other services
Grid computing resources are typically operated under the control of a scheduler which implements
allocation and prioritization policies while optimizing the execution of all submitted jobs for efficiency
and performance. GRAM is not a resource scheduler, but rather a protocol engine for communicating
with a range of different local resource schedulers using a standard message format.
WS GRAM utilizes WSRF functionality to provide for authentication of job management requests as
well as to protect job requests from malicious interference, while pre-web service GRAM uses GSI and
secure sockets directly. The use of GRAM does not reduce the ability for system administrators to
control access to their computing resources. The use of GRAM also does not reduce the safety of jobs
users run on a given computing resource. To protect users from each other, jobs are executed in
appropriate local security contexts, e.g. under specific Unix user IDs based on details of the job
request and authorization policies. Additionally, GRAM mechanisms used to interact with the local
resource are design to minimize the privileges required and to minimize the risks of service
malfunction or compromise. A client may delegate some of its rights to GRAM services in order to
facilitate the above functions, e.g. rights for GRAM to access data on a remote storage element as
part of the job execution. Additionally, the client may delegate rights for use by the job process itself.
With pre-web service GRAM, these two uses of rights are inseparable, while WS GRAM provides
separate control for each purpose (while still allowing rights to be shared if that is desired). To assist
with normal accounting functions as well as to further mitigate risks from abuse or malfunction, GRAM
uses a range of audit and logging techniques to record a history of job submissions and critical system
operations.

3.5.2. gLite / LCG Job management services
The basic job-management services of gLite middleware are:
3.5.2.1

Computing Element

The Computing Element (CE) is the service representing a computing resource. Its main functionality
is job management (job submission, job control, etc.) locally at the site. The CE may be used by a
generic client: an end-user interacting directly with the Computing Element, or the Workload Manager,
which submits a given job to an appropriate CE found by a matchmaking process. For job submission,
the CE can work in push model (where the job is pushed to a CE for its execution) or pull model
(where the CE is asking the Workload Management Service for jobs). Besides job management
capabilities, a CE must also provide information describing itself.
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3.5.2.2

Accounting system

The accounting service accumulates information about the usage of Grid resources by the users and
by groups of users, including Virtual Organisations as groups of users. Accounting information could
be used to charge users for the Grid resources they have utilised.
The information available from the accounting service can also be used to implement submission
policies based on user quotas or on resource usage (fair share). In principle it also allows the creation
of a real exchange market for the Grid resources and services. The subsequent economic competition
should result in market equilibrium, thereby promoting load balancing on the Grid.
3.5.2.3

Logging and Book service

The Logging and Bookkeeping service (LB) tracks jobs in terms of event (important points of job life,
e.g. submission, finding a matching CE, starting execution etc.) gathered from various WMS
components as well as CEs. The events are passed to a physically close component of the LB
infrastructure (locallogger) in order to avoid network problems. This component stores them in a local
disk file and takes over the responsibility to deliver them further.
The destination of an event is one of bookkeeping servers (assigned statically to a job upon its
submission). The server processes the incoming events to give a higher level view on the job states
(e.g. Submitted, Running, Done) which also contain various recorded attributes (e.g. JDL, destination
CE name, job exit code, etc.). Retrieval of both job states and raw events is available via legacy (EDG)
and WS querying interfaces.
Besides querying for the job state actively, the user may also register for receiving notifications on
particular job state changes (e.g. when a job terminates). The notifications are delivered using an
appropriate infrastructure. Within the EDG WMS, upon creation each job is assigned a unique, virtually
non-recyclable job identifier (JobId) in an URL form. The server part of the URL designates the
bookkeeping server which gathers and provides information on the job for its whole life.
LB tracks jobs in terms of events (e.g. Transfer from a WMS component to another one, Run and
Done when the jobs starts and stops execution). Each event type carries its specific attributes. The
entire architecture is specialized for this purpose and is job centric: any event is assigned to a unique
Grid job.
3.5.2.4

Service discovery

Service Discovery is a facility offered to both end users and to other services to locate suitable
services. This implementation is a front end to a directory system.
3.5.2.5

Workload Management system

The Workload Management System (WMS) comprises a set of Grid middleware components
responsible for the distribution and management of tasks across Grid resources, in such a way that
applications are conveniently, efficiently and effectively executed.
The core component of the Workload Management System is the Workload Manager (WM), whose
purpose is to accept and satisfy requests for job management coming from its clients. For a
computation job there are two main types of request: submission and cancellation. In particular the
meaning of the submission request is to pass the responsibility of the job to the WM. The WM will
then pass the job to an appropriate CE for execution, taking into account the requirements and the
preferences expressed in the job description. The decision of which resource should be used is the
outcome of a matchmaking process between submission requests and available resources.

3.5.3.

UNICORE Job Model

In Unicore, each job is assigned to a particular Vsite, where all tasks of the same job will be run. A
UNICORE Vsite is established from two components: the Network Job Supervisor (NJS) and a Target
System Interface (TSI). The UNICORE NJS Server manages all submitted UNICORE jobs. It performs
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the user authorization by looking for a mapping of the user certificate to a valid login in the UNICORE
User Data Base (UUDB).
Unicore jobs are constructed as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of actions reflecting the time–order in
which to execute the actions. Actions can be either indivisible tasks, or they can in turn be composed
in a recursive manner of a DAG of actions. A job is constructed using abstract terms, substituting the
platform dependent commands and parameters for the resource requirements, data transfer etc.
The UNICORE NJS server will translate from this abstract definition to a concrete sequence of
commands and options suitable for the selected execution platform. The end-user doesn’t have to
know the platform specific details, and a UNICORE job can be easily re-targeted to a different site or
execution system.
The end user specifies on which system a job should run; it is also possible to specify different
execution systems for different parts of the job, thus creating a job that will run on multiple systems
possibly belonging to multiple sites. Data transfer is handled transparently by the UNICORE system,
given that the end user has specified which files are needed and which are produced by each action
within the job.
For each task, the end-user can specify the resources required to run this task; supported resources
include CPU or node count, computing time, memory size etc. The resource model is designed to be
extensible, so that other required software or hardware resources can be defined, provided by a site
and requested by a task. Each of the UNICORE sites defines the resources made available by each of
their systems, and the client performs a check on whether the required resources are actually
available. UNICORE jobs can be saved to disk on the machine running the client, and later on loaded
to make modifications or submit the job again. Both a proprietary binary and an open XML based job
store format are supported. When an end-user is satisfied with the constructed job, he/she can
submit (or consign in UNICORE terminology) the job to the target Vsite. The complete job definition is
then transmitted as an Abstract Job Object (AJO).
Once a job is submitted, the UNICORE NJS server tracks its status, and by using the monitoring
functions of the Client, the status can be monitored, and tasks or job groups can be killed or put on
hold. Whenever an action (task or sub-job) is terminated (either normally, by job monitor commands,
or because a failure), the user can retrieve the results (standard output, standard error, result files)
and transmit them to the local workstation. After all results have been retrieved, the job information
can be purged from the UNICORE system.

3.6. Information and Monitoring
The Monitoring and Discovery System (MDS) [31] is a suite of web services to monitor and discover
resources and services on Grids. This system allows users to discover what resources are considered
part of a Virtual Organization (VO) and to monitor those resources. MDS services provide query and
subscription interfaces to arbitrarily detailed resource data and a trigger interface that can be
configured to take action when pre-configured trouble conditions are met.

3.6.1. Globus
MDS provides access to static and dynamic information of resources. Basically, it contains the
following components [32]:
•
•
•
•

Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS)
Grid Index Information Service (GIIS)
Information Provider
MDS client

Figure 3.6-1 represents the conceptual view interconnection of the MDS components. As illustrated,
the resource information is obtained by the information provider and it is passed to GRIS. GRIS
registers its local information with the GIIS, which also registers with another GIIS, and so on. MDS
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clients can get the resource information directly from GRIS (for local resources) and/or a GIIS (for
grid-wide resources).
The MDS uses LDAP, which provides the decentralized maintenance of resource information.

Figure 3.6-1: Overview of MDS.

Resource information contains the objects managed by MDS, which represent components resources
(static and dynamic) as follows:
• Infrastructure components
For example, name of the job manager or name of the running job
• Computer resources
For example, network interface, IP address, or memory size
3.6.1.1

Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS)

GRIS is the repository of local resource information derived from information providers. GRIS is able to
register its information with a GIIS, but GRIS itself does not receive registration requests. The local
information maintained by GRIS is updated when requested, and cached for a period of time known
as the time-to-live (TTL). If no request for the information is received by GRIS, the information will
time out and be deleted. If a later request for the information is received, GRIS will call the relevant
information provider(s) to retrieve the latest information.

3.6.2. Grid Index Information Service (GIIS)
GIIS is the repository that contains indexes of resource information registered by the GRIS and other
GIISs. It can be seen as a grid wide information server. GIIS has a hierarchical mechanism, like DNS,
and each GIIS has its own name. This means client users can specify the name of a GIIS node to
search for information.
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3.6.2.1

Information providers

The information providers translate the properties and status of local resources to the format defined
in the schema and configuration files. In order to add your own resource to be used by MDS, you
must create specific information providers to translate the properties and status to GRIS.
3.6.2.2

MDS client

The MDS client is based on the LDAP client command, ldapsearch. A search for resource information
that you want in your grid environment is initially performed by the MDS client.
3.6.2.3

Hierarchical MDS

The MDS hierarchy mechanism is similar to the one used in DNS. GRIS and GIIS, at lower layers of
the hierarchy, register with the GIIS at upper layers. Clients can query the GIIS for any information
about resources that build a grid environment.

3.6.3. gLite/LCG
The Information & Monitoring Subsystem (RGMA) is responsible for issues of information in the gLite
middleware.
R-GMA [33] is an implementation of the Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA) proposed by the Global
Grid Forum (GGF), which models the information infrastructure of a Grid as a set of Consumers (who
request information), Producers (who provide information) and a single Registry (which mediates the
communication between Producers and Consumers). R-GMA imposes a standard query language (a
subset of SQL) on this model – so producers publish tuples (database rows) with an SQL insert
statement and Consumers query them using SQL select statements. R-GMA also ensures that all
tuples carry a time-stamp, so that monitoring systems (which require time-sequenced data) are
inherently supported.

Figure 3.6-2 R-GMA.
R-GMA presents the information resources of a Virtual Organisation (VO) as a single virtual database
containing a set of virtual tables. As Figure 3.6-2 shows, a single schema contains the name and
structure (column names, types and settings) of each virtual table in the system. A single registry
contains a list, for each table, of Producers who have offered to publish (provide data for) rows for the
table. A Consumer runs an SQL query against a table, and the registry selects the best Producers to
answer the query in a process called mediation. The Consumer then contacts each Producer directly,
combines the information, and returns a set of tuples. The mediation process is hidden from the user.
Note that there is no central repository holding the contents of the virtual table; it is in this sense, that
the database is virtual.
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The special strength of this implementation comes from the power of the relational model. R-GMA
offers a global view of the information as if each Virtual Organisation had one large relational
database.
It is suitable both for information about the grid (primarily to find out what services are available at
any one time and then to find details of those services) and for application monitoring. Those with
information to share publish it via a "Producer" and those seeking information obtain it via a
"Consumer".
R-GMA will conform to the Web Services Architecture. The version currently released uses servlet
technology to run the services rather than WSDL-defined Web Services. When web services are
introduced the APIs will be unchanged. Each service has a well defined set of operations that it can
carry out, as specified in a machine-readable XML document conforming to the Web Services
Description Language (WSDL). All operations are requested by applications through an exchange of
messages with the service. APIs are provided to offer a convenient way to interact with the services.

3.7. Virtual Organizations
The concept of Virtual Organization provides the means for organizing dynamic collaborations
between distributed entities. Although no single definition of VO exists, some general characteristics
common to all of these definitions have been identified. These include Dematerialization,
Delocalization, Asynchronization, Integrative atomization, Temporalization, NonInstitutionalization and
Individualization [34]. A virtual organization (VO) comprises a set of individuals and/or institutions
having direct access to computers, software, data, and other resources for collaborative problemsolving or other purposes. VO is a concept that supplies a context for operation of the Grid that can
be used to associate users, their requests, and a set of resources. The sharing of resources in a VO is
necessarily highly controlled, with resource providers and consumers defining clearly and carefully just
what is shared, who is allowed to share, and the conditions under which sharing. Significant work has
been done on VOs not only in the Grid community, but also in the agent community. The latter has
focused on algorithms for dynamic environments so that the VO and its participants can achieve their
objectives. Another issue is the one of constituents of a VO. These can include both tangible and
intangible resources. Especially the latter ones are often not given enough attention. These include
knowledge, business processes, human capital, customer relationships, etc. The biggest value a
company can bring to such collaboration is its knowledge. An important part of the paper [35]
describes the need for embracing change that is the essence of each dynamic organization, and the
VO must adapt to the changes in the source network. It is also important to remember that Virtual
Organizations and Virtual Enterprises evolved in late 90s from the area of systems integration. It
states that it is important to distinguish Virtual Organization from simple eCommerce scenarios, which
are B2C or even simple B2B buy-sell use cases. The VO should be understood as longer lasting and
more complex collaboration of enterprises [36]. In this respect, it is important to remember that VOs
in order to have a chance to be established need prior environment. This is referred to as Virtual
organization Breeding Environment [35].
Authors of [37] have reviewed several existing methodologies and projects. The modeling approaches
are classified according to 2 orthogonal dimensions, one specifying target user of the model (human
or software) and the other specifying the goal of the model (understanding or enactment). It
distinguishes 4 major groups of models: management models (high level requirements and use
cases), management oriented process models (which can describe what abstract activities should be
taken to achieve BLO), system requirements models (e.g. CIMOSA or GERAM) and finally enacted
models (describe actual execution e.g. in the form of workflows of services). Authors criticize previous
approaches to VO modeling in various projects for starting the effort by defining detailed requirements
or event enactment models without first analyzing the source network and describing the
management processes thus reinventing the wheel over and over. The common problem in modeling
was not the tools and the need to learn them but deciding how to describe the problems, what levels
of detail to use, etc. The authors propose some guidelines for practical modeling and conclude with
the need to make modeling frameworks and tools simpler, allowing distributed modeling and definition
of a VO. Paper [38] proposes a VO reference model which was extrapolated from over 100 research
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papers on the subject. Authors introduced 3 types of VO topologies that are most common in practice:
supply-chain, star and peer-to-peer, and claim that all of analyzed projects could be categorized to
one of these models.

3.7.1. Management of Virtual Organizations
The analysis in [39] presents requirements and proposes an architecture for a Virtual organization
Breeding Environment management system for dynamic Virtual Organizations. The deliverable details
all necessary steps in each of the phase of VBE life-cycle, for instance stresses the importance of
ontology adaptation for particular VBE in creation phase. The VMS (Virtual organization Management
System) implementation is based on Service Oriented Architecture, and conforms to 3-tier architecture
including: VBE Portal, Business Logic Layer and Data Layer. The data layer is based on relational
databases. EU-IST ECOLEAD project deliverable [40] concentrates on issues related with VO
management. They divide the management of a VO into phases aligned with the usual VO lifecycle:
Initiating, Planning, Executing, Controlling and Closing. The authors list several approaches to VO
management, including Multi-organizational project management, Encouragement approach, Selforganizing approach, Time-dominated VOs and Supply-chain management. The deliverable describes
the vision of an ideal VO in a business context, that means a VO which is based on some general
characteristics and requirements which VO management systems will have to handle if considered for
a real application in business settings. The authors also describe the functions and services required
for managing a VO, which in general means that a VO is proceeding towards its objectives. Definition
of these objectives is not however a part of VO management and must be predefined. The functions
needed are split according to the phase of VO lifecycle in which they should be available (e.g.
monitoring in VO operation, replacing partners in VO evolution). The architecture proposed in this
deliverable is called RAVE (Real-Time Activity monitoring for Virtual Enterprise). It assumes real-time
event based monitoring of events in the VO. The VO is managed by a central VOM server and clients
can connect to it. The important part of the RAVE system is VO contract monitoring, that is assuring
that all elements of VO (e.g. Web Service) operate in accordance to the statements from the contract.
According to authors of [41], VO Modeling Framework is a set of tools, guidelines and examples that
should enable humans in VO creation. Authors discuss several approaches to VO inception. In the
beginning most approaches were manual and involved direct coordination and interactions between
human partners. Another way emerged with the evolution of multi-agent systems theory - which
naturally supports the goal-oriented distributed co operations. With the Web Service a Service market
approach has been noticed, which assumes a set of service providers and service consumers, and that
there is a way for them to find one another. Some have also proposed to use the results from
optimization theory to create VO from available resources (potential partners in the system) that
would minimize some criteria. The authors mention that in order to set up dynamically a VO some
partners must be ready and prepared to join the VO. This source network is referred to as VBE
(Virtual Breeding Environment). When the elements of a potential VO are not organizations but single
persons, these are referred to as PVC (Professional Virtual Communities) and the equivalent for VO is
VT (Virtual Team). The document presents in details the steps and issues related with VO creation.
The stages include (assuming prior existence of VBE): Collaboration opportunity identification, Draft
VO planning, Partners search and selection, VO composition and negotiation, Detailed VO planning
and VO set up.

3.7.2. Contracts in Virtual Organizations
The authors of [42] describe requirements for automating the contract management in a VO. They
identify 3 kinds of contracts in a VO: business contract, ICT contract and ASP (Application Service
Provider) contract. In the context of the legality of a VO, it could be, in theory at least, registered as a
legal entity or not. If it isn’t its contract is defined by bilateral agreements between the respective
partners expressed in the form of contracts. The ICT contract involves the client and the participants
of the VO. They include, often repeating in more technical form, the statements of the business
contract such as security or property rights. More importantly this contract should explicitly state what
information and meta-information belongs to who and who can access what. Tools are mentioned
which enable on-line contract negotiation (e.g. Virtual Negotiation Room). The ASP contracts are a
way for VOs to seem as single legal entities to their clients by outsourcing the provision of their
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functionality to a third party, with which the client negotiates. The ASP has a separate contract with
each of the VO participants.
Discussion lead in [43] tries to formalize a definition of contract based multi-agent Virtual
Organization. Authors define 4 key properties of VOs: Autonomy, Heterogeneity, Dynamism and
Structure. They use terminology from agent-based systems, e.g. they refer to the VO itself as an
agent. The contract is defined as a set of commitments, goals and agents in some context. The paper
introduces a formal definition of a hierarchical VO with a set of agents (which can be VOs
themselves), policies, goals and commitments. The VO is then a set of bilateral contracts between
agents in a VO, and can be more easily defined in a distributed setting. For example for 3 partners
and 2 contracts A->B and B->C, A and C don’t event need to know about each other. Further, in [44]
authors present a web-Pilarcos J2EE based agent framework for managing contract based Virtual
Organizations. The contract itself is an object (J2EE EntityBean) and can be in several states such as
In-negotiation, Terminated etc. The proposed solution is not based on ontologies, however the
metadata reasoning is mentioned briefly. The proposed architecture has many different components which might make it hard for integration with custom systems – should rather provide a more unified
interface based on easily adaptable standards. Paper discusses the basic requirements for a VO
contract such as modeling of service behavior, communication services and some non-functional
properties such as QoS. It also discusses the operation of VOs, the need for monitoring of security
and SLAs for ensuring proper QoS and the evolution of VOs. The last issue is addressed through a
concept of epochs, which divide the timeline of a VO to periods between the changes in source
network model (e.g. between partner change).

3.7.3. Application of Ontologies to Virtual Organizations
Current knowledge-based approaches in Grid programming have foundations in Semantic Web efforts
forming ontologies and semantic description of services. Additionally, these concepts are extended to
cover the Grid-specific descriptions of virtual organizations, concurrency, fault-tolerance and complex
workflows. However in order to allow disparate and usually heterogeneous organizations to cooperate
within some ad-hoc Virtual Organizations, there is a need [45] for sharing a higher-level conceptual
model of the domain and its relation with all kinds of Grid entities such as services, data or hardware
resources. Due to the complex nature of Grid and heterogeneity of organizations, the VO approach
needs to make use of knowledge represented by ontologies and semantic description.
Ontologies can be considered as formal models of shared understanding of some domain of
knowledge, using sets of interrelated concepts and properties. Several approaches for definition of
ontologies exist, however their major drawback is that they can only be used for manipulating the
ontologies locally. In order to effectively manage ontologies on the level of Virtual Organization some
sort of knowledge base must be provided. For instance Joseki [46] is an RDF publishing framework
that has some support for OWL ontologies, but still provides basically only querying of the knowledge
base. The pOWL project [47] provides a PHP web based collaborative user platform for querying and
modifying OWL based ontologies. Another useful emerging tool that allows for semantic querying of
regular relational databases is D2RQ, which makes integration of legacy information stored in the Grid
and its semantic conceptualization much easier. The K-WfGrid project develops a knowledge base with
particular suitability for Grid environments, called the Grid Organizational Memory [48]. Authors of
[49] describe the ontology structure for describing Virtual organization Breeding Environments. The
proposed ontology structure has 4 layers: top layer, core layer, domain layer and application layer. It
also addresses the ontology evolution which must follow evolution of the VO environment itself. The
language of choice for the ontology specification is RDFS. The deliverable contains also a brief
overview of main business related ontologies available: AIAI, TOronto Virtual Enterprises (TOVE)
ontology and Business Process Management Ontology. Also authors of [50] stress the need to use
ontologies in systems integrations for Virtual Organizations. The ontologies can be used in order to
design the VO as well as provide an integrated view of an enterprise to allow its easier adoption to
some VO. It introduces the concept of Intelligent Infrastructure - a 3 layer architecture consisting of
Business Operational Architecture, Enterprise Knowledge Architecture and ICT Architecture.

3.7.4. Mobile Virtual Organizations
Some work has been already done in the area of Virtual Organizations spanning over mobile resources
and users. In document [51] Mobile Grid Resource is defined as a Grid resource if the Grid resource
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and respective Grid service interface are not bound to a specific location/device. Then Mobile Grid is a
Grid with at least one essential Mobile Grid Resource, i.e. such that takes an active part in the Grid,
either as service provider or consumer, which here implies it is a member of at least one Virtual
Organization. In static VOs the adding of new users or organizations is not within the operational
model of VO itself. Dynamic VO means on-demand extensions and reduction of membership combined
with security issues. Discussion of SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), where a session is a set of senders
and receivers, for negotiation and RTP (Real-Time Protocol) for actual communication. SDP (Session
Description Protocol) is used for encoding of capabilities of devices. An attempt to integrate SIP and
SOAP has been taken. Description of aVO model for a Mobile Dynamic Virtual Organizations (MDVO).
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4.

GRID Projects

In this Chapter, we briefly describe the scope, characteristics and technologies of past and current
Projects funded by the European Commission and the National Science Foundation (USA). The
selected projects are, from our point of view, representative in the areas of business-oriented grid
computing, scientific grid computing, mobile-enabled grid computing, grid research infrastructures and
major grid middleware software toolkits. The main focus of each of the presented projects is given at
the beginning of the description in order to provide a direct comparison to GREDIA.
We start with past projects, which have successfully ended, such as GridLab, which introduces mobileenabled grid middleware, GRIA which focuses in business oriented grid middleware and CROSSGRID
which has applications in medicine, environmental control and physics. The next set of projects
describes on-going work in the area of Grid Computing. We mention Akogrimo, which focuses in
mobility and the deployment of dynamic services, CoreGRID which aims at coordinating the ongoing
research activities of the major European research teams in the field of Grid and P2P technologies and
NextGRID, which targets specific key problems of the Grid in order to increase the participation of
business users and the public in the Grid. Other projects that are referenced in this Chapter are mainly
Grid Research Infrastructures for high-quality Grid middleware. We refer to EGEE – Enabling Grids for
E-science, the Open Science Grid (OSG), the TeraGrid project which is a Grid Research Infrastructure
optimized for Data-Intensive Applications, and the Distributed European Infrastructure for
Supercomputing Applications (DEISA) which aims at providing a common supercomputing
infrastructure accessible via Grid Technologies.

4.1. GridLab - A Grid Application Toolkit and Testbed
The GridLab [52] project was one of the biggest European research undertakings in the development
of application tools and middleware for Grid environments. GridLab produces a set of applicationoriented Grid services and toolkits providing capabilities such as dynamic resource brokering,
monitoring, data management, security, information, adaptive services and more. Services are
accessed using the Grid Application Toolkit (GAT). The GAT provides applications with access to
various GridLab services, resources, specific libraries, tools, etc. in a way that the end-users and
especially application developers can build and run applications on the Grid without needing to know
details about the runtime environment in advance. Applications use the GAT through a fixed GAT API.
GridLab project also focuses on Mobile-enabled grid middleware and/or grid Gateways. The main Grid
user requirement that exposed the need for Mobile-enabled grid middleware include is offline
notification. The Grid users should have access to their grid applications even when they are not online via the standard network. These kinds of users are also interested in notifications: they want to
know if something has happened with their simulation/application even when they are on their way or
at home. They could be notified via email, fax or SMS that could be sent to their cell phones.
Analyzing these needs and the strong constraints of the Mobile Devices (the cell phone, Personal
Digital Assistants (PDA), or laptops) the project implemented a client - server architecture, with the
main intelligence on the server side. A first service is a notification services that stores application
messages and send them as notifications to the user. The second is a service that could allow the
mobile user access to the grid. This service works as a Grid Gateway for Mobiles - the client request is
processed in the service and then forwarded to the rest of the grid - the response can be translated
for the Mobile Device in the gateway or prepared in Services according the Mobile Device constraints which the gateway is aware.
Key technologies used in this project are the JAVA 2 Platform Micro Edition Client. Where the mobile
device hardware can keep up the proposed solution is kXML and kSOAP software packages, which
allow SOAP message exchange. For mobile devices that cannot support the load of the above
software, other solution can be used like raw messages through HTTP/HTTPS channels to a Mobile
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Command Centre Server which will translate the messages, process them accordingly and forward
them to appropriate Web Service.

4.2. GRIA - Grid Resources for Industrial Applications
The aim of the GRIA [53] project has been to increase the usability of grids for businesses and
industrial users. GRIA devised business models and processes that make it feasible and cost-effective
to offer and use computational services, securely, in an open grid marketplace. GRIA software has
been tested using real industrial applications by the project’s commercial partners. These include the
virtual digital studio, by Kino, and the CESI’s applications for the structural design, construction and
maintenance of hydroelectric and thermal generating plants.
GRIA software is based on and uses proven web services standard specifications and tools. In
particular, it complies with the WS-I 1.0 Basic Profile and Basic Security Profile. Security is ensured by
the use of a PKI infrastructure based on the X.509 standard and is not compliant with GSI. Future
developments of the GRIA middleware may include new developments from the WSRF family of web
services specifications, when they become standard. GRIA software uses web services interfaces and
is, thus, able to interoperate with other systems through these interfaces. The GRIA middleware
makes use of the Apache Tomcat Java servlet container and the Apache Axis web services’ SOAP
implementation. In addition, it uses the WS-I 1.0 Basic Profile and Basic Security Profile. The GRIA
middleware does not comply with the GSI, OGSI or WSRF specifications as they are either obsolete or
immature at the time of the Project.

Figure 4.2-1: GRIA Software Components
GRIA provides several software packages that can be downloaded free of charge, as shown above
(Figure 4.2-1), each designed to address a particular business need. The basic application services
package allows an organization with cluster computing facilities to provide data storage and
processing (using applications installed on the cluster) for trusted users. The service provider
management package adds support for service level agreements to manage and if necessary bill for
service usage, via a simple management protocol that can be used with other (non-GRIA) application
services, if required. The client package allows users to access GRIA application services via simple
desktop applications, including negotiating with service management facilities (if present), and
provides a simple application programming interface (API) for development of integrated applications
that use such services, if required. The client management package, that adds support for
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organisation-level management of service users, including authorised sign-off for service level
agreements including billing terms, and centralised control and monitoring of which users can procure
and access services.

4.3. Development of GRID Environment for Interactive
Applications (CROSSGRID)
The CROSSGRID [54] project objectives are: expanding the Grid for a new category of applications in
medicine, environmental control, and physics, running interactively, and extending the Grid
infrastructure across eleven European countries. Efficient development of these kinds of applications
on the Grid requires new tools for verification of source code, performance prediction, evaluation and
on-line analysis. The Grid will be equipped with new components for monitoring of application
performance, efficient distributed data access, specific resource management, as well as portals and
mobile personalised user interfaces. The new software will be validated and tested on the Cross Grid
test bed. Cross Grid will collaborate closely with Data Grid - a common cluster project is planned to
obtain full interoperability.
The CrossGrid services and tools are built upon the Globus Toolkit for access to computational
resources and storage. Web services technologies are used for implementation of various grid
components. This should enable interoperability with grid tools and middleware being developed by
other EU grid projects, as well as porting CrossGrid software to future grid systems. The most
innovative feature of the CrossGrid project is the enabling of interactive applications for grids.
CrossGrid has also built on the work of other projects. Specifically, CrossGrid boasts three key
products:
•
•
•

the migrating desktop: a user-friendly method of accessing grid resources from any webenabled computer from anywhere on the Internet, with customised environments for
individual users serviced by the CrossGrid roaming access server;
the grid scheduler: supporting permanent job queue supporting multiple users, sequential and
parallel jobs expressed in the job description language; job priorities and job pre-emption
mechanisms allow simultaneous management of batch and interactive jobs;
the monitoring/performance evaluation tools: for monitoring the performance of the grid
infrastructure in support of the scheduling algorithms.

4.4. k-Wf Grid: Knowledge-based workflow System for Grid
Applications
The Knowledge Workflow Grid (K-WfGrid) project [55] aims to assist users of Grid applications by
helping them semi-automatically construct complex application workflows. The K-WfGrid system
captures knowledge obtained during execution of applications and stores it in a special ontology
repository called the Grid Organizational Memory. This knowledge is then utilized to assist in the
building, deployment and execution of further applications. The K-WfGrid project includes three proofof-concept applications: flood forecasting, coordinated traffic management and enterprise resource
planning.
The difference between K-WfGrid and Gredia is that K-WfGrid is devoted to computationally intensive
applications with complex workflow structures. Manipulating and accessing large repositories of
multimedia data is not among the project's aims, however - some core technologies underpinning the
Grid Organizational Memory system can be reused in Gredia to support data and service repositories
which will be developed in this project.

4.5. Akogrimo – Access to Knowledge through the Grid in a
mobile world
Akogrimo [56] is a project funded by the EC under the FP6-IST programme. The Akogrimo projects
envisions Grid services, pervasively available, which are eventually meeting the needs of fixed,
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nomadic and mobile citizens in the ‘everywhere at every time in any context’ paradigm. These Grid
services, which comprise personalized knowledge and semantics, are allowing for ad-hoc, dynamic,
and possibly federated formation of complex problem solving scenarios in everyday life, in business
and science. Akogrimo’s goal is to give the opportunity to network and service operators to develop
new business activities and to provide profitable services in such an integrated world based on Grid
and Mobile communications concepts.
The Akogrimo project is targeted to scenarios where mobile dynamic virtual organizations (MDVO)
require the ability to dynamically adapt the organisational structure to changing local situations, to
dynamically establish and process complex workflows, and to access data and compute intensive
services from distributed, sometimes even mobile resources.

Figure 4.5-1: Akogrimo Basic Components
Akogrimo follows a layered architecture as shown in Figure 4.5-1. The first layer provides the access
network which allows the connection of terminals using different access technologies and
communication with the core network. The core network has several access networks. Several user
terminals may connect to a given access network. Akogrimo focus on Ethernet and Wireless LAN
access technologies, but the use of IPv6 as a convergence layer guarantees that, should the need
arise, those other technologies can in the future be integrated without any problems in the Akogrimo
network. Key technologies in this layer are Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) and Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP).
The second Layer provides an abstraction of the network services layer. It has the Context Manager,
which acts as a central communication and notification service. The second component is the
Discovery Service, that allows a service requestor to find an appropriate service provided by a service
provider. A service provider must describe the service capabilities (Service Description) and publish
the service through the Service Discovery System. The last component is A4C which provides
functionality for authenticating users, authorizing access to services, accounting and charging for
service usage, as well as auditing within Akogrimo. It provides an interface to other components
which allows them to access and store key information about users and their usage of services. This
data is stored within a database that is maintained by the A4C server. Key technologies in this layer
are Web Services, Relational Databases and the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) for
workflows.
The third layer is the Grid Infrastructure Services layer. It consists of the Execution Management
Services, Data Management Services, Monitoring Services Service Level Agreement Enforcement,
Metering Services and Policy Management Services. The main technologies used here is WRSF
specifications (WS-Notification, WS-Policy, WS-Agreement etc), and parts of the Globus Toolkit (GT4).
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4.6. CoreGRID European Research Network on Foundations,
Software Infrastructures and Applications for large scale
distributed, GRID and Peer-to-Peer Technologies
CoreGRID [57] is a European "Network of Excellence" (NoE) funded by the European Commission's
6th Framework Program. The network aims at strengthening and advancing scientific and
technological excellence in the area of Grid and Peer-to-Peer technologies. The project partners vision
of Grids is the following "A fully distributed, dynamically reconfigurable, scalable and autonomous

infrastructure to provide location independent, pervasive, reliable, secure and efficient access to a
coordinated set of services encapsulating and virtualizing resources (computing power, storage,
instruments, data, etc.) in order to generate knowledge". To achieve the objective and to implement

this vision, the Network brings together a critical mass of well-established researchers (119 permanent
researchers and 165 PhD students) from 42 institutions who have constructed an ambitious joint
programme of activities. This joint programme of activity is structured around six complementary
research areas that have been selected on the basis of their strategic importance, their research
challenges and the recognised European expertise to develop next generation Grid middleware.
The project focus on distributed storage management on GRIDs; development knowledge techniques
and tools for supporting data intensive applications; and the integration of data and computation
GRIDs with information and knowledge GRIDs. The goal is to strengthen the joint activity of research
groups that today have sporadic and partial collaboration promoting larger leading teams and
supporting efforts towards standard models and tools for data and knowledge management on GRIDs
and P2P systems.
A recently published work titled “A DHT-based Peer-to-Peer Framework for Resource Discovery in
Grids” focus on Distributed Resource Discovery. Several systems adopting Peer-to-Peer (P2P) solutions
for resource discovery in Grids have recently been proposed. This report looks at a P2P resource
discovery framework aiming to manage various Grid resources and complex queries. Following the
discussion on characteristics of Grid resources and related query requirements, a DHT-based
framework leveraging different P2P resource discovery techniques is proposed. The goal of the
proposed framework is two-fold: to address discovery of multiple resources, and to support discovery
of dynamic resources and arbitrary queries in Grids.

4.7. The Next Generation Grid (NEXTGRID)
The NextGRID [58] project will seek architectural solutions that streamline all aspects of Grid
operation: installation and maintenance of the infrastructure, development and deployment of Grid
applications, user orchestration of the resulting resources, and operation of business models and
processes through which the use of Grid technology can be made economically viable. The goal of
NextGRID is to develop architectural components that will lead to the emergence of the next
generation Grid. This will prepare the way for the broader use of Grid technologies and their
widespread adoption by organisations and individuals from the business and public domains. This
widespread use will be a significant step towards meeting the vision of ERA (European Research
Area).
NextGRID will extend current Grid architectures in three phases:
1. meet the needs of business users: by addressing security and economically viable business
models;
2. enable participation of the public: by addressing legal and privacy issues, and making the Grid
more scalable and usable;
3. consolidate and standardising these enhancements and stimulating take-up.
NextGRID works within the OGSA-WG group to promote the project results. Technologies used in the
scope of the project are aligned with the standards of the
OASIS Group (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards). Some of the
utilised technologies include: Web Service Description Language (WSDL) for Service Description, Web
Services Addressing (WS-Addressing) for the Addressing Facility, SOAP-Attachments or GridFTP for
Data Transport, WS-BaseNotification for Basic Notification, WS-ResourceLifetime for the lifetime
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facility, Job Submission Information Model (JSIM) from the CIM Grid Schema Workgroup and Common
Information Model (CIM) Infrastructure Specification from the Distributed Management Task Force for
the Resource Model (Storage & Compute) facility and WS-BPEL to support workflow facilities.

4.8. EGEE – Enabling Grids for E-science
EGEE-II [59] aims to build on the work of its predecessor, the EGEE project, which was conceived as
the first two-year phase of a four-year programme, to provide a production quality Grid infrastructure
across the European Research Area and beyond. Researchers in academia and industry already
benefit from the EGEE e-Infrastructure, which simultaneously supports many applications from diverse
scientific areas, providing a common pool of resources, independent of geographic location, with
round-the-clock access to major storage, compute and networking facilities. So far, several large and
small-scale communities use the EGEE infrastructure as an every-day tool for their work. Applications
deployed come from High Energy Physics, Life Sciences, Earth Sciences (including the industrial
application EGEODE), Astrophysics, and Computational Chemistry. EGEE-II will expand the portfolio of
supported applications to include Fusion as well as other disciplines.
The EGEE project has developed the gLite [60] next generation middleware for grid computing. Born
from the collaborative efforts of more than 80 people in 12 different academic and industrial research
centres as part of the EGEE Project, gLite provides a bleeding-edge, best-of-breed framework for
building grid applications tapping into the power of distributed computing and storage resources
across the Internet.

4.9. Open Science Grid (OSG)
The Open Science Grid is a distributed computing infrastructure for scientific research. The OSG
Consortium's unique alliance of universities, national laboratories, scientific collaborations and
software developers brings petascale computing and storage resources into a uniform shared cyberinfrastructure. The OSG is supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation and the U.S.
Department of Energy's Office of Science.
The OSG software stack is based on the Virtual Data Toolkit [61] (VDT) with minimal configuration
and OSG specific additions. The VDT relies on the Condor and Globus middleware releases, and the
NSF Middleware Institute (NMI) [62] release, build and test infrastructure. VDT is released for many
hardware platforms and OS versions and provides the foundation for OSG heterogeneity in processor
and storage. Future plans of VDT members include the addition of existing groups with additional
expertise in storage and provide increased support for storage and data management components.
VDT depends on the Pacman [63] tool for the packaging of versioned sets of software using a
distributed set of software caches.

4.10.

Grid4All

Grid4All aims to enable domestic users, non-profit organisations such as schools, and small
enterprises, to share their resources and to access massive Grid resources when needed, envisioning
a future in which access to resources is democratised, readily available, cooperative, and inexpensive.
Examples include home users, school projects like volcanic eruption simulations or small businesses
doing data mining. Cooperation examples include joint homework between pupils, and international
collaboration such as the edition of a multilingual newsletter between schools from different countries.
Grid4All goals entail a system pooling large amounts of cheap resources (connecting to commercial
cluster providers when needed); a dynamic system satisfying spikes of demand; using selfmanagement techniques to scale and adapt to changes in environment; supporting isolated, secure,
dynamic, geographically distributed user groups and using secure peer-to-peer techniques to federate
large numbers of small-scale resources into large-scale Grids. Small communities such as domestic
users, schools and SMEs are targeted, thus combining for-profit or non-profit users and providers,
harnessing their resources added to those of operated IT centres, to form on-demand service oriented
Grids, avoiding preconfigured infrastructures.
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The technical issues addressed are aspects of security, support for multiple administrative and
management authorities, self-management by combining the strong points of structured overlay P2P
networks and that of component models, on-demand resource allocation, heterogeneity, and fault
tolerance. In contrast, Gredia deals with large, semantically-rich media datasets and focuses on their
efficient storage, indexing and retrieval with the system operating on both mobile and non-mobile
nodes. Thus, while Grid4All implements a low-level support infrastructure for general-purpose Grid
environments (file system, fragmentation, etc), GREDIA proposes a high-level approach to indexing,
searching and storing semantically-rich information.

4.11.

TeraGrid

TeraGrid [64] is an open scientific discovery infrastructure, which combines leadership class resources
at nine partner sites to create an integrated, persistent computational resource. Using highperformance network connections, the TeraGrid integrates high-performance computers, data
resources and tools, and high-end experimental facilities around the country. These integrated
resources include more than 102 teraflops of computing capability and more than 15 petabytes
(quadrillions of bytes) of online and archival data storage with rapid access and retrieval over highperformance networks. Through the TeraGrid, researchers can access over 100 discipline-specific
databases. With this combination of resources, the TeraGrid is the world's largest, most
comprehensive distributed cyberinfrastructure for open scientific research. The TeraGrid project is
funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation.
TeraGrid software platform is based on “Coordinated TeraGrid Software and Services (CTSS) version
3” [65] which include Globus Toolkit version 4. Amongst the Globus Toolkit services used in TeraGrid
are the Community Authorization Service (CAS), GridFTP, the Reliable File Transfer (RFT) Service, the
Replica Location Service (RLS), the WSRF implementation of Monitoring and Discovery System (WSMDS) and the WSRF implementation Grid Resource Allocation and Management (WS-GRAM). Other
software used to facilitate the users are parallel execution libraries like MPI. Other software that is
used in the scope of the project and is worth mentioned is GridShell and GPFS-WAN.

4.11.1. GridShell
GridShell [66] is effort at the Texas Advanced Computing Centre to incorporate grid/distributed
concepts into well known command shell environments. The current version of GridShell extends the
syntax of Tenex C Shell (TCSH) with features to transparently submit jobs to clusters locally, or
remotely using grid-enabled remote execution semantics; redirect a shell commands standard output
and error to remote file locations; and perform parallel execution of commands with scripts using
built-in inter-task communication and synchronization primitives. GridShell enhances the productivity
of the computational scientist by mapping distributed/grid computing constructs into an environment
where a majority of scientists are already familiar with. New submission/execution constructs do not
have to be re-learnt every time a scientist migrates to a different cluster computing platform.
GridShell provides a write-once run-anywhere environment, where automation scripts may be
constructed which will run across clusters running different resource management systems like
Condor, PBS, or LSF.

4.11.2. Global Distributed File System (GPFS-WAN)
One of the fundamental integration goals of the TeraGrid Project is transparent access to remote data
files via a global distributed file system. Each one of the partners that contributes to this infrastructure
has one or more clusters with several autonomous computing nodes, linked by a high performance
network. Data files are not replicated on each computing node, they are unique and shared by them
all. A data file in a global file system is “symmetric” with respect to all computing nodes, and can be
accessed with equal performance from all of them. Therefore, a user does not need to know (and
does not know in practice) on which set of nodes his application is executed. An application running
on one site can access data files previously “exported” from other sites as if they were local files.
Therefore, it does not matter in which site the application is executed, and applications can be moved
across sites transparently to the user.
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The software used for this solution is IBM's General Parallel File System (GPFS) [67] which provides
file system services to parallel and serial applications. GPFS allows parallel applications simultaneous
access to the same files, or different files, from any node which has the GPFS file system mounted
while managing a high level of control over all file system operations. All the nodes that belong to the
same cluster are part of the file system and contributed resources to it. GPFS also allows users shared
access to files in either the cluster where the file system was created or other GPFS clusters. Each site
in the network is managed as a separate cluster, while allowing shared file system access. When
multiple clusters are configured to access the same GPFS file system, Open Secure Sockets Layer
(OpenSSL) is used to authenticate and check authorization for all network connections.

4.12.
Distributed European Infrastructure for
Supercomputing Applications (DEISA)
The DEISA [68] supercomputing Grid is a European research infrastructure resulting from the
integration of national High Performance Computing (HPC) infrastructures using modern grid
technologies.
The architecture of the DEISA supercomputing grid integrates the national resources at two levels:
•
•

An inner level, dealing with the deep integration and strongly coupled operation of similar,
homogeneous platforms. Here, national IBM AIX clusters are glued together to constitute a
distributed European supercomputer, called “the AIX super-cluster”
An outer level, dealing with a looser federation of heterogeneous supercomputing resources.
This constitutes a heterogeneous grid of supercomputers and super-clusters. Indeed, this
heterogeneous supercomputing grid includes all the leading platforms in Europe exhibiting
different technologies from different vendors (IBM, SGI, NEC). In this context, the AIX supercluster is seen as a single platform.

Figure 4.12-1: DEISA UNICORE infrastructure
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The DEISA infrastructure apart from the supercomputing specific installed software has also an
installation of UNICORE [69] that provides a seamless interface for preparing and submitting jobs to a
wide variety of computing resources. It has a three-tier design:
•
•

•

4.13.

A UNICORE client GUI is used for the preparation, submission, monitoring, and administration
of jobs.
The Gateway is a site’s point of contact for all UNICORE connections. It also checks if the
user’s certificate is signed by a trusted CA. Site specific information on computing resources,
including the availability of applications, is provided by a Network Job Scheduler (NJS). This
server dispatches the jobs to a dedicated target machine or cluster, and handles
dependencies and data transfers for complex workflows. It transfers the results of executed
jobs from the target machine.
A Target System Interface (TSI), which is running on the target machine, is the interface to
the batch scheduler on the target machine.

The GREDIA Contribution

The scope of the Grid Middleware is to provide a generic middleware with emphasis on Data
Management. These existing services of the Middleware layer are enhanced and new services are
added to satisfy the needs of each project. In GREDIA, the focus is on the Data Management, Security
and Resource Management components. Our intention is to implement a distributed index for the files
stored in our Grid system. While some of the existing mechanisms for data access and data
movement will be used, a new entity called Rich Data Location Service will be introduced, which
provides Grid applications with an advanced data management and search facility based on special
metadata information relating to the stored Media and Financial data. Moreover, the GREDIA project
will design and prototype Grid middleware services that will allow mobile devices to actively participate
in the Grid system. GREDIA will also focus on the security component of the Grid Middleware. The
existing technical solutions in the security area will be considered, enhanced and appropriately
modified, with special care about authentication mechanisms and trust issues to ensure confidentiality
and integrity to accesses the remote resources. Finally the GREDIA project will also view Resource
Management from a different point of view given the enhanced data storage and indexing provided by
the system.
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5. Application Development
The aim of this section is to describe technologies which are of interest to the application
development platform being developed as part of Work Package 4 within the Project but which have
not heretofore been described in previous sections of this document.

5.1. Application Description Notation
The research concerning appropriate models and techniques of programming for the Grid has already
been present for a couple of years. The considerable problems with programming for early
installations of Grid infrastructures and middleware made many institutions and researchers to try to
find the most natural, relatively easy yet powerful way to developer new applications and tools for
Grid platforms. This short survey concerns state of the art from this field of computer science. It
discusses various models of Grid programming proposed by now and several approaches to describing
applications (both their structure and behavior) developed for the Grid. The purpose of this section is
to review the recent achievements of the Grid application programming techniques and to allow the
authors to make a better choice for the Application Development Platform to be developed in the
Gredia Project.

5.1.1. Workflow Notations
When approaching the survey on distributed application description techniques it is not possible to
overlook the multiple workflow description approaches proposed [70]. This application description idea
models each Grid application (that is naturally distributed and may be parallelized as well) as a
workflow, that is as a set of tasks (also called activities, transitions, subprocesses) that are responsible
for partial changes in the application state and a accompanying set of dependencies that interconnect
those tasks. The most natural type of dependency used in the sequence dependency when one task
needs another task to be completed beforehand. This approach leads naturally to a graph of
connections between subprocesses that model the flow of control (and most of the time the flow of
data as well) between various steps of application execution. This idea also resembles the somewhat
related notion of business process - workflow notations of some kind are also used to model such
business process.
One such language, being developed in the industry since 2002 and already accepted by some most
important companies, is the Business Process Execution Language. The idea of workflow modeling
was applied to business processes that are modeled through set of web services - thus the BPEL
specification was published for Web Services stack of standards [71]. The specification describes the
workflow notation on various levels and introduces several possibilities (and models) to describe a
new application. In fact, the main disadvantage of this proposition is the considerable complexity of
the standard. While the multitude of approaches seems powerful, the difficulties are with the formal
reasoning on the proposed model as well as there are problems with important features like validity
checking.
Similar issues concerning lack of simple formal model and noticeable complexity made many
researchers in the field of scientific workflows to reject the industry standards and to propose
scientific workflow notations. First and relatively simple propositions were mostly based on state
machines and were rather static in nature - what means that the structure of the application when
modeled stays the same for the entire application execution. The early versions of SCUFL language
proposed by Taverna project [72] were one of the first to become widely known. Also, another early
workflow platform, Triana [73] had similar approach. Apart from static approach these frameworks
also described an application on a single (concrete) level of abstraction and lacked appropriate
semantic discovery framework. Later on these platforms developed new features, they become
partially dynamic and also they start to support semantic tasks matchmaking (through semanticallyenriched registries called Grimoires [74]).
Interesting approach to application workflow modeling is presented in the Kepler framework [75]
where there is conceptual division of the structural application composition phase and the behavior
modeling phase. The first concerns the typical drag-and-drop mechanism where a developer uses a
set of chosen actors to connect them together into a single execution. Then, an appropriate director is
set to orchestrate the entire execution (it may be a RPC-based control flow or a streamed data flow,
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to give examples). While the used director method and the structure stays similar for the entire
execution, the underlying workflow model is relatively static (and also rather stresses local execution
then a truly distributed model alas some remote communication is possible, for instance with web
services). The MoML language used in the Kepler framework has some features to semantically
describe the tasks (actors) so a basic semantic matching process could be implemented (but hasn’t
been yet according to authors’ knowledge).
K-WfGrid is a fairly new project to focus on Grid workflow modeling in a semantically-rich
environment. Its internal language, GWorkflowDL [76] which is based on the colored Petri Nets
formalism, allows for application flow description on several levels of abstraction. That property in turn
allows for dynamic, runtime composition and refinement of parts of the workflow to match both the
developer requirements and the current state of the computing infrastructure. The project’s tools
heavily use semantic framework that describes modeled knowledge domain with ontologies.
The presented sample of (in fact much wider) workflow-related research activities, while having many
differences mentioned, share some common points. First of all, they stress rather declarative then
procedural description (most of the time the user model how an application is built rather then what it
does). This may lead to unnecessary complexity in some cases as the developers are sometimes
forced to describe some aspects of application that are not really relevant for them. Also, introduction
of complexity in some cases prevents a clear hierarchical (or incremental) development scheme (it is
difficult to reuse an newly developed workflow in another one) - the antidote to that situation is to
approach the workflow modeling from the perspective of commonly reused, basic workflow patterns
[77] (that approach is followed by some recent workflow modeling platform [GWFDL, YAWL]). Still,
the common argument that workflow modeling platform makes it easier for a developer to grasp the
idea of grid application programming (instead of learning a programming language) stand true only in
case of simple scenarios where not too much customization with respect to original author’s intention
needs to be introduced. For development of more complicated scenarios however, especially ones that
uses complex control flow solutions, some kind of scripting platform should be considered.

5.1.2. Scripting Platforms
An alternative approach to building development tools for Grid application programmers is to propose
a rapid development platform based on a dynamic scripting language. Although this direction is not as
frequently pursued as the workflow notation approach (described earlier) it has its significant
advantages. Among these is the fact that procedural programming is still one of the most natural
ways of application development - the vast amount of literature and courses in that topic provide a
good basis for an individual to learn how to use such a tool. On the other hand, the common
disadvantage being the relative complexity and somewhat steep learning curve is more and more
removed by modern scripting platforms that combine both power of expressiveness of full
programming language with concise code syntax and simple grammar. To use one of mainstream
scripting languages is to provide the potential user of the Application Development Platform possibly
very rich and useful built-in language library (an asset that can not be ignored and that usually has to
be constructed from ground for workflow execution engines). Also, the notations of modern
programming languages allow for various techniques of programming that could prove very helpful for
developers of distributed, possibly long-running and data consuming applications (like natural
threading, necessity-wait evaluation schema, streaming technologies). What is also important, there is
the possibility to embed all the crucial remote computations taking place in the Grid as a standard
internal procedure calls (of course, with proper support of the runtime system).
Currently there are many options to choose when one considers a dynamic scripting language as a
candidate. The most important criteria we assumed were: built-in dynamism, object oriented
approach, clear and simple syntax, sufficient language library and ongoing support from the
community. We were also interested to choose rather mainstream, popular solution (so the potential
users will not be forced to learn a potentially useless language). The candidates we mostly considered
were Perl [78], Python [79], Lua [80] and Ruby [81]. The Lua programming language, while being a
very well-thought scripting platform (main for embedded use), has rather limited set of available tools
and libraries (as the community is not too extensive) - and it is also not recognized as one of the
biggest solutions available. On the other hand, Perl which is very popular and commonly accepted for
rapid scripting purposes, has rather complex syntax and grammar schema and is regarded as rather
uneasy for a newcomer to learn quickly. The Python and the Ruby languages, being both wellstructured (mostly object-oriented, especially Ruby) and having great popularity in the market (with
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Ruby being the fastest growing programming framework these days [82]) are therefore recognized as
the main candidates for the application development notation to be used in Gredia. One last factor
that has to be taken into consideration is availability of Grid-related libraries for the chosen platform what actually means the possibility of interconnecting Java code from within the scripts. If such a
necessity arises, one solution would be to use Java-based interpreter machines for the chosen
language (examples are Jython [83] and JRuby [84] with the later one making much better
impression in terms of completeness and ongoing developments).
Of course, to reuse an already existing scripting platform means one has to provide it with facilities
and properties that are more specific to the development for the Grid. This may involve, for instance,
integrated programming environment with built-in semantic search tool or integrated service registry
browsing dialogs. The exact nature and possibilities of provision of such tools will be surveyed in the
course of project development.

5.1.3. Grid Programming Models
When designing the Application Description Notation we must analyze the programming models which
are available for the Grid environment. Choosing the supported programming model (or models) has
the crucial impact on the notation for application description, since the notation will be highly
dependent on the strengths and weaknesses of the model.
The Grid in general is known for its heterogeneity, and the consequence is also the large number of
programming models which try to tackle the complexity of the environment and to provide a
programmer-friendly abstraction layers. In general, the Grid can be treated as an extension of
distributed or parallel programming environment. Therefore, all paradigms are borrowing from the
developments in this area. Below we briefly describe these models and indicate example technologies
that implement them.
The first programming model which comes from the parallel computing community is based on a
concept of parallel tasks with the distributed memory and message passing used for communication.
Such a model is supported by widely known standards such as PVM and MPI [85]. There exist many
implementations of these technologies which aim at supporting Grid environment, to name such
examples as MPICH-G2 or GridMPI. These models and their implementations focus primarily on
tightly-coupled and communication intensive applications; however they may be applied to other
problems as well.
Another group of programming models is derived from the distributed systems research. The first
model is based on Remote Procedure Call (RPC) principle and allows distributed programs
communicate by invoking procedures. The network layer is hidden from the programmer, so the
remote invocations mimic the local ones. This model is being standardized for the Grid environment as
GridRPC, which provides an API for invoking potentially computationally intensive procedures on Grid
resources. Enhancements of this model include support for non-blocking invocations and the
implementations such as NetSolve provide automatic resource selection for performing these
operations.
The RPC model is further enhanced by adopting object-oriented paradigm. The distributed objects in
such a system can be seen as the local ones, allowing seamless Remote Method Invocations between
them. This model is implemented e.g. as Java RMI, and also in CORBA standard which adds Interface
Description Language (IDL) concept for providing programming language interoperability layer. The
RMI model is very successful for programming distributed applications and has further extensions for
high-performance and Grid computing, e.g. [86]. There are also many variants of extensions to the
distributed object programming model, such as active object paradigm [87], or parallel and
asynchronous RMI extensions. The disadvantages of the model based on distributed objects result
from the tightly-coupled nature of the programming environment, where e.g. references to remote
objects can be passed between distributed entities.
Next programming model comes as the natural extension from objects to components, which are
more loosely-coupled entities communicating only through well defined interfaces and with precisely
described dependencies. Components may be developed independently from each other and are
subject to plug-and-play composition by third party. Component-based software engineering gained
much popularity in enterprise applications, using such standards as EJB, COM, .NET or CCM. Such
advantages as composability, facilitated deployment and addressing of complexity make component
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model also attractive for programming grid applications. There is a number of projects which develop
component-based systems for Grid, e.g., XCAT or MOCCA [88] implementing CCA model [89][90],
GridCCM extending Corba Component Model, and ProActive implementing Fractal model, being further
extended towards Grid Component Model (GCM).
Further step towards more loosely-coupled systems is represented by Service Oriented Architecture
programming model [91]. The foundations are such Web Service standards as SOAP and WSDL,
which provide platform and language neutral protocols for interaction with stateless services.
Decoupling service providers and users and minimization of state maintained within the system
facilitates integration of distributed systems and Internet-wide application programming. There are
also extensions of the model towards stateful service interactions, including WSRF, WSDM, WSTransfer and WS-Management.
Finally, we have to mention also another way of programming grid applications, which probably does
not even qualify for being named a programming model. Nevertheless, it is still very widely used as a
mechanism for creating many applications running on existing Grid infrastructures. This mechanism is
based on using batch job submission services which enable running applications on clusters of clusters
of machines building such infrastructures as EGEE project. The model requires preparing a job
specification file, submitting it to a queuing system and allows transferring input and output files.
Further enhanced by low-level scripting enables creating complex applications involving many steps
and dependencies.
When discussing advantages and disadvantages of programming models for the Grid, we have to rely
on the requirements imposed by specific applications. The more loosely-coupled the applications are,
the more choices the application developer can consider. If the application is data- and
communication-intensive, then it may happen that otherwise recommended service oriented model
may be perhaps not the most appropriate one.
When analyzing various programming models from the application description notation perspective, an
important observation can be inferred. Both workflow or scripting notations can be applied to
composing application from components, services or batch jobs, and many successful projects exist
which exploit these compositional paradigms.

5.2. Runtime Environments
In the area of Grid computing many technologies emerged during the last few years, including
application execution environments. However, the variety of different solutions caused the process of
application development to be dependent on one of the available technologies. As a result the idea of
unifying the heterogeneous systems became once again dependent on the technologies used. This is
the reason for higher abstractions of grid applications to be introduced. Appea is meant to be a
proposition of a Grid runtime environment which can utilize such abstract descriptions and be able to
launch applications on the Grid independently of the underlying technologies. Such a runtime needs to
be relying on a notation used to describe the applications at a certain level of abstraction (Task 4.1)
and on the registry which should store the metadata needed to map the abstract descriptions to real
Grid services (Task 4.3). Below is a survey of present solutions regarding the application execution on
the Grid. The descriptions should be treated as a state of the art in the research area presented in this
paragraph and are meant to make the process of adapting the ongoing efforts to the GREDIA project
simpler.

5.2.1. Present execution environments
One of the first Grid installations were based on a job submission paradigm. Applications prepared by
the user needed to be sent to a computational node and if the execution required some data, then the
data needed to be staged on the Grid so later they could be found by the executed program. Earlier
versions of Globus Toolkit (2.4) [15] delivered such functionality and on top of that other projects
emerged like LCG [21] or gLite [16]. The two mentioned projects were used for the creation of EGEE
[59] infrastructure and proved their reliability. However, they are limited to only support job
submission without service oriented approach. The EGEE project as a resource for delivering large
computational power to scientists provides easy means for accessing the Grid, with respect to the
paradigm of virtual organization, from all over the world, if sufficient network connection conditions
are provided. As one of the largest production Grids, EGEE is the infrastructure which should be
supported in an innovative application execution runtime.
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A notation developed by the Global Grid Forum [22] workgroup called JSDL (Job Submission
Description Language) aims at defining the requirements of a job submitted to the Grid by specifying
a generic identification of the job, description of the application, required resources and description of
required data files. The language is based on the XML notation and is treated as a template and thus
multiply submissions will create several job instances. A Web Service which consumes the JSLD
applications descriptions is called the Basic Execution Service (BES). One of many supporting
middleware platforms for JSDL descriptions is the Unicore platform.
Unicore [69] is another execution assistant for monitoring and managing Grid jobs. It hides the
complexity of the underlying Grid layer by exposing a user-friendly GUI interface to the user. Unicore
uses the AJO (Abstract Job Object) description to allow the users to describe their jobs in a systemindependent way. Unicore is used by a number of projects such as CoreGRID or EGEE-II to name
some of them. For now AJO description is the only way to access Grid resources through Unicore,
which is the main drawback of such approach beside the lack of component support. However, some
efforts were undertaken to enable RPC-like access for Unicore, which will improve the usability of the
solution. One of the big projects that utilize the Unicore platform is the DEISA (The Distributed
European Infrastructure for Supercomputing Applications). The main goal of the project is to integrate
national high performance computing systems into an international, production supercomputing
environment. The scale of the effort starts to resemble the one of the EGEE project and collaboration
between the projects is undertaken. Furthermore, the DEISA project also has some cooperation plans
involving the TeraGrid initiative and is one to be taken under consideration while designing an
application execution runtime.
Another approach for providing a platform for executing applications on the Grid is the WEDS (WSRF
Environment for Distributed Simulations) initiative. The environment is built on top of four basic
services. The first service called the machine service is responsible for forking the simulations, the
second one – the wrapper service represent a single simulation, the third one, referred to as the file
service is responsible for servicing the file requests and usually runs on the client machine and the last
one – the broker service is treated as a contact point between the users and the WEDS framework.
Although the project supports stateful services there are no promising exploitation plans for the
framework, which is the main disadvantage of the approach. Some of the ideas used in WEDS were
reused in the AHE (Application Hosting Environment) environment. AHE's main concept is to represent
executed applications as stateful Web Services which store information about simulation owner, target
Grid resource, job identification, simulation input and output files and urls and job status. Main
advantages of the system are that the users do not need to know the specifics of running the
applications on the Grid and on the client side no Globus libraries need to be installed. The
disadvantages are that the solution is not broadly supported and the future of development is
uncertain.
GridSAM [92] another project facilitating job management by providing a Web Service for submitting
and monitoring of jobs executed on the Grid. A modular architecture of the system enables third
parties to contribute by providing plugins for job submission and file transfers. Furthermore, the API
of job management can be used in the Grid applications which require job submission and monitoring
capabilities. The main modules which comprise the platform are the core engine used to ingrate with
Distributed Resource Managers (DRM), the service deals with remote job submission and file staging,
the client which provides command-line tools, which allow for the communication with GridSAM
services and the schema which contains generated XMLBeans classes for the GridSAM schemas.
General usability of the framework is limited only to job submission without the support for service
architectures.
To unify the variety of middleware software GridLab developed a Grid Application Toolkit which
evolved to a Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA). The main goal of the project is to keep the API
as simple as possible while delivering the functionality for simple Grid use cases. The API includes
basic Grid operations such as file management, monitoring and event generation, resources, jobs,
information exchange, error handling and security. The support for various infrastructures is assured
by developing a separate adapter for each of them, which involves servicing each of the adapters
during the platform's evolution.
One of the efforts to create an execution environment with semantic enhancements is the Grid
Workflow Execution System (GWES) developed within the scope of the K-WfGrid project, [93]. To
represent the flow of data in the executed applications a workflow notation implemented by the Grid
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Workflow Description Language (GWorkflowDL) [76] is used. The language allows to describe the
applications at different levels of abstraction in a single workflow, which makes it possible to specify
particular parts of the application with various levels of detail, according to the developer's knowledge
about the Grid. For instance it is possible to specify concrete Grid services in one part of the workflow
while entering abstract descriptions in the other part for further discovery by the runtime. During the
execution all high-level descriptions of services are analyzed and a registry which stores metadata is
queried to obtain all corresponding services, which are available on the Grid. Among all the candidates
the most preferable is chosen according to the history of previous runs compared to other services.
This involves storing information about the history of application executions. The workflows used to
describe the applications are composed automatically according to the semantic descriptions of
available services, which in turn requires the services to be annotated in order to deduct the flow of
data between them. Such automatic composition with all its benefits of easy access and interaction
with Grid resources has also some drawbacks. The main one is that it is difficult to model some
procedural parts of applications like loops or conditions.

5.2.2. Summary
All the described Grid middleware platforms provide a set of operations for a user to allow him to
interact with the Grid resources. However, the scope of the functionality is often limited to when
compared to the variety of available Grid infrastructures. It is clear that the described solutions need
to be covered by an additional layer of abstract description that will unify the Grid resources and thus
creating a uniform view to the user. This will create a separation layer from the point of view of the
user and will allow for middleware development which would completely transparent to the Grid user.

5.3. Semantic Service Registries
The Principal aim of the Gredia 4.3 task is to create a Semantic Service Registry that will be
responsible for storing and managing semantic and syntactic services descriptions. Since creating this
kind of solution from scratch is not practical we should learn from other similar projects experience.
That is why in the next part of this chapter existing solutions will be depicted.

5.3.1. UDDI
The Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is a platform independent XML-based
registry that enables businesses to discover each other, defines how they interact over internet and
shares information in a global registry architecture. This solution enables to find and build business
applications from functional blocks. The main idea of the UDDI protocol [94][95] is presented in
Figure 5.3-1.

Figure 5.3-1: UDDI concept
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The UDDI registry provides three basic functionality elements:
•
•
•

Publish how the Web Service provider registers itself.
Find how the application should search for Web Services.
Bind how the application can interact with the found Web Service.

Users of UDDI registry are interested in four types of information that the registry contains:
•
•
•
•

Business information: Information necessary to interact with a given business (information
about services, categories, contacts, URLs, etc.). This information is stored in businessEntity
object.
Service information: Information stored in bussinesService that describes group of Web
Services.
Binding information: Technical data necessary to invoke Web Service (URLs of Web
Services, methods names, parameters types, etc.). This information is stored in
bindingTemplate object.
Specification for services: Metadata stored in tModel object, that describes various
specification implemented by a given Web Service.

Many implementations of this standard exist. In the next paragraphs some of them will be presented.
•

•
•
•

jUDDI [96]: the jUDDI project is created by the Apache Software Fundation [97]. It is an
open-source, Java-based implementation of the UDDI 2.0 specification. This implementation
allows to use any relational database that supports ANSI standard SQL (MySQL, HSQLdb, etc.)
and can be deployed to any Java application server that supports Servlet 2.3 specification
(e.g. Apache Tomcat [98]). It supports clustered deployment configuration and easy
integration with existing authentication systems.
UDDI4J [99] is a Java class library that provides API to interact with UDDI registry. This
library contains an implementation of the client side of UDDI so it allows publishing, binding
and finding of the Web Service.
BEA WebLogic Server UDDI Registry [100] is the most widely used private registry in the
world. It supports version 2.0 of the UDDI specification. Unfortunately this solution is not free
of charge.
IBM WebSphere UDDI Registry [102] is a UDDI-compliant registry for Web Services in
private intranet environment. This solution includes Web-based graphical interface that allows
user to publish and search businesses, services and other UDDI-compliant entities without
programming. The main drawback of this registry is similar to that of BEA WebLogic Server
UDDI Registry - it is not free of charge.

5.3.2. Grimoires
The Grimoires registry [74][103] was originally created as a part of myGrid project [101] targeted at
developing high-level middleware to support in silico experiment in biology on Grid. It stores
descriptions of services and workflows. This data can be used by the user for forming complex
experiment and for discovering and invoking them.
The Grimoires registry is an implementation of UDDI. What is more, it extends the functionality of
UDDI-compliant implementations by adding metadata annotation (see Figure 5.3-2).
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Figure 5.3-2: Grimoires architecture

Grimoires provides the following futures:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Registration of semantic description The registry has ability to publish and inquire over
metadata. This metadata can be attached to UDDI businessEntity, businessService, tModel
and bindingTemplate, WSDL operation and message part. Metadata is in the form of an RDF
[104] triple (subject - the entity to be annoted, predicate - type of the annotation, object value). The triple value can be a string, a URI of structured data in RDF. The example of the
triple can be as follow: mygrid:NumericRating, 8.5. Grimoires registry support Jena [105] and
Sesame [106] stores
Multiple metadata attachments Each piece of metadata has its own unique key so there
is no limit on the number of attachments each entity can have
Third party annotations The metadata can be published by both service operators and
third parties.
Generic metadata interface mechanism used for attaching metadata is generic.
Inquiry with metadata Grimoires registry supports many search patterns. The simplest
query returns a list of all metadata attached to the specified entity. More complex search is
supported using the operation find_entityByMetadata. In this scenario a method takes the
sequence of metadata (type, value) pairs or an RDQL statement. The result is a list of entities
annotated by metadata matching the query. There is also the support for searching using
both metadata and non-metadata (e.g. name of the service). This kind of queries has been
implemented by extending UDDI find_service.
Signature based authentication UDDI implementation generally based on
username/password credential scheme. This solution does not scale well for Grid
environment. That is why Grimoires registry provides authentication schema based on WSSecurity [107] standards.

5.3.3. Grid Registry
Grid Registry [108][109] is a distributed and fault tolerant system used to keep information
concerning semantic, syntactic and human readable description of Web or Grid Services. The registry
is built from independent parts (registry nodes) forming a P2P network (a simple configuration of the
registry can be seen in Figure 5.3-4). Every registry node stores data from specific domain. The
internal structure of the registry is heterogeneous, making architecture flexible and scalable. Registry
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provides easy to use interface that allows to interact with the system hiding its internal complexity.
User or application can reach registry data using any node. Queries are redirected to concrete domain
that is able to answer it. It is possible thanks to routing table that every node contains. To guarantee
fault tolerance of the registry every node can be duplicated and user’s queries can be redirected to
any of the backup nodes. This functionality also minimizes number of overloaded nodes.

Figure 5.3-3: Grid Registry architecture

Figure 5.3-4: Grid Registry configuration example

Figure 5.3-3 presents the architecture of the Grid Registry. The main components of the registry are
as follows:
•
•
•
•

Grid Registry Provider that sets up the whole node at the startup and destroys it on
system shutdown. What is more it receives queries from the user of other nodes and registers
them in Incoming Message Queue.
Message Sender is responsible for sending messages that have been put in the Outgoing
Message Queue by other components.
SDE (Service Data Element) Container stores queries status and its results.
Message Router Its role is to decide whether incoming query should be processed locally or
redirected to other registry nodes using Query Routing Table. If query is processed locally
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•
•
•

correct Query Handlers and Message Processors are chosen and query is passed to them. The
component is also responsible for processing the response of the Query Handlers.
Query Routing Table stores all information necessary to redirect query to other nodes.
Message Processors are responsible for preparing the query for further processing.
Query Handlers are responsible for answering the queries.

5.3.4. Conclusions
Searching for information about services is a significant problem in a Grid environment. There exist
many solutions that try to solve this problem. The most widely known one is the UDDI standard
presented in the previous part of this section. In spite of many advantages it has some drawbacks.
This standard does not contain input and output semantic descriptions. The Grimoires registry tries to
solve this problem by extending UDDI and adding metadata that describes existing entities. It is a
considerable improvement but other disadvantages still remain. Fault tolerance in UDDI and Grimoires
registries is created by duplicating all data in many places. This solution is not very scalable. When
number of locations grows keeping all the data up to data is very difficult. On the other hand, when
the values of information about service grows, every location presents more and more demands. The
solution of this problem is to distribute the data across several hosts in the Internet. This kind of
philosophy is realized by Grid Registry which splits data between logical domains. User queries are
redirected to the correct registry node that answers them. Despite these positive features, there is
one disadvantage: administrating such a complex environment is very difficult.

5.4. Remote Data Access in Grid Environments
Many data access technologies can be used in Grid environments. By themselves, they don't solve
data-access and data-sharing problems in Grids, but a well thought-out architecture does that.
Data technologies applicable to the Grid environments, as identified in [110] consist of:
•
•
•
•
•

Replication
Caching
Efficient data movement
Data transformation
Global naming

From the point of view of the application development platform which will be implemented as part of
GREDIA, it is important to note that in order to be able to operate on remote data, there must exist a
way for the runtime system to access data elements located at remote sites and – when necessary –
transfer them to the system where the application scenario is being executed in order to access them.
Several technologies exist which enable us to achieve this goal.
Besides the usual access of data resources which is enabled through programming languagedependent database drivers, discovery and furthermore authorization control are one of the important
steps in a distributed environment. Due to heterogeneity of data located at different sites, an
additional transformation mechanism should be provided to guarantee consistency of queried data.
The technology that is currently at the forefront of data access and data provision in Grid
environments (composed of Web Services) is called OGSA-DAI (Data Access Integration) [111].

5.4.1. OGSA-DAI
OGSA-DAI [111] is a middleware product that allows data resources, such as relational or XML
databases, to be accessed via web services. An OGSA-DAI web service allows data to be queried,
updated, transformed and delivered, and it can be used to provide web services that offer data
integration services to clients.
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The architecture of OGSA-DAI consists of a number of layers each serving a different purpose. A highlevel schematic representation of this architecture is shown in Figure 5.4-1.

Figure 5.4-1: High-level architecture of OGSA-DAI

Each layer and its interfaces will be briefly explained, starting from the bottom upwards.
•
•

•

•

Data Layer: The data layer represents the supported data resources that can be accessed via
OGSA-DAI.
Business Logic Layer: This layer encapsulates the core functionality. It exposes multiple, so
called Data Service Resources that are responsible for the bidirectional interaction with the
data layer. Each data service resource has its own Data Resource Accessor which controls
access to the underlying data resource. Several responsibilities, e.g. data access, data
transport, session management, and document creation, are coordinated inside each data
service resource.
Presentation Layer: The presentation layer is required to expose data service resources using
web service interfaces either as WSRF or as WSI Data Service. The interface allows messages
to be communicated to the business logic layer. The arriving SOAP requests are analyzed and
information is passed on.
Client Layer: A client can interact with a data service resource via a corresponding data
service. An application must therefore be compliant either with the WSRF or WSI standards
depending on which data service has been deployed.
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The advantage of using OGSA-DAI from the perspective of GREDIA would be the fact that it allows
easy integration of a multitude of data elements, including – in particular – large binary objects (socalled BLOBs), whose manipulation will be important given the particular objectives and scope of the
GREDIA application development platform. Another advantage of OGSA-DAI is that it is a well
developed solution, with a lively user community and that it ensures communication through
standardized WSRF interfaces, thus enabling easy integration with any application development
platform which might be implemented as part of the Project.

5.4.2. OGSA-DQP
OGSA-DQP [112] is a service that provides a service-based distributed query processor. It supports
the evaluation of queries over collections of potentially remote relational data services. OGSA-DQP has
been developed by teams at Newcastle and Manchester Universities.
A Distributed Query Processing (DQP) system is an example of a data integration component and can
potentially provide effective declarative support for service orchestration as well as data integration.
The service-based DQP framework provides an approach that:
•
•
•

supports queries over OGSA-DAI data services and over other services available on the Grid,
thereby combining data access with analysis;
adapts techniques from parallel databases to provide implicit parallelism for complex dataintensive requests; and
uses the emerging standard for Grid data services to provide consistent access to database
metadata and to interact with databases on the Grid.

The service-based DQP framework consists of the following two services:
•

•

Grid Distributed Query Service (Coordinator). The Grid Distributed Query Service (GDQS), or
coordinator, is the main interaction point for the clients. When a coordinator is set up, it
obtains the metadata and computational resource information that it needs to compile,
optimize, partition and schedule distributed query execution plans over multiple execution
nodes in the Grid. The implementation of the coordinator builds on a previous work on the
Polar distributed query processor for the Grid by encapsulating its compilation and
optimization functionality. The coordinator is currently implemented as a set of OGSA-DAI
data service resources and activities.
Query Evaluation Service (Evaluator). The Query Evaluation Service (QES), or evaluator, is
used by the coordinator to execute query plans generated by the query compiler, optimizer
and scheduler. Each evaluator evaluates a partition of the query execution plan assigned to it
by a coordinator. A set of evaluators participating in a query form a tree through which the
data flows from leaf evaluators which interact with Grid data services, up the tree to reach its
destination.

As well as using the services provided by OGSA-DAI data services, the coordinator is itself
implemented as an OGSA-DAI data service, and thus can be discovered and invoked in the same way
as other OGSA-DAI data services. Consequently, the Grid stands to benefit from OGSA-DQP, through
the provision of facilities for declarative request formulation that complement existing approaches to
service orchestration, via uniform interfaces and interaction semantics.

5.5. User Interfaces
The user interface (UI) for many Grids project is a very important part of the application. By using UI
the user will interact with the Grid – he/she will be able for example to create an experiment plan, run
experiments and browse results. Below we provide a short description of requirements for the User
Interface functionality:
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•

•

It has to provide a tool that simplifies creating an Application Execution Plan in a specified
notation. Application Execution Plan will include a specification of service operations to be
invoked and the control flow between those invocations. For this purpose, it is needed to
create a helpful Script Editor. This editor can also support a kind of integrated preprocessing
of the code, code completion, a Grid Operations browser and an ontology browser. Also a nice
thing to have is integrating with repository which will store all Application Execution Plans.
This tool will be integrated with the GREDIA Runtime System and will provide functionality to
run a script within the Script Editor for run-time testing purposes. This tool is intended to be
used by application developers for creating applications that will be run on the GREDIA Grid.
A simple tool should allow standard users to run experiments. It could be accessible from a
Web Browser. By using it the user (e.g. scientist) will be able to run experiments and observe
the results of the execution process. Moreover, the state inspection of the experiment will be
available. This part could be developed using portal technologies, making it more adaptive to
desktop and mobile terminal users.

Of course, both above tools could be integrated into a single tool – e.g. with different views
dependent on the user type. But a better solution is to create two different tools for each point – one
tool for creating experiments (it could be a standalone application) and the second tool for running
experiments (e.g. within a Web browser – to provide more scalability, especially in the case of users
of mobile terminals).
In Figure 5.5-1 we present a simple summary diagram for this solution.

Figure 5.5-1: Sample UI solution for Gredia
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In the section below we will consider the possible solutions of the tool for creating the Application
Execution Plan.

5.5.1. Application Execution Plan Tool
This part of the document is devoted to the case study of possible solutions that could be used for
creating a tool that supports creating Application Execution Plan. In the next sections, we will use the
acronym AEPT for this tool. Many possible solutions are based on creating a plugin for some developer
tools (like NetBeans or Eclipse). One of the greatest advantages of this solution is that many
developers got used to environments based on these applications.
5.5.1.1 NetBeans
The NetBeans IDE [113] is a free, Open-Source Integrated Development Environment for software
developers. It is based on Java and developed by Sun. Currently the version 5.5 is the latest stable
version.
There are two possible solutions to adopt NetBeans to AEPT requirements:
•
•

Extend NetBeans IDE with new features by plug-ins
Create a standalone application on top of the NetBeans platform.

5.5.1.1.1

NetBeans plug-in module 1

NetBeans provide a pack of core classes in the NetBeans API module. There are public interfaces and
classes which are available to plug-in writers. They are divided into specific APIs for dealing with
different types of functionality. To create an AEPT plug-in we have to implement some interfaces from
NetBeans API (like editor, code completion), create menus and dialog boxes, and create a plug-in
pack with all dependencies.
The whole plugin information is stored in a ‘FileSystem’ – it is a general registry that contains
configuration information, built from the layer.xml configuration files of the registered plug-in. For
example, in order to create a menu for our AEPT module we will have to create a folder menu with
classes that implements all menu functionality (e.g. in menu we could have a Grid Operations
repository browser).
The Java classes use the manifest.mf file to declare the module and the layer.xml configuration file to
register their functionality in the System FileSystem. At the end we have to create a plug-in pack with
all dependencies. In Figure 5.5-2 there is a screenshot from the NetBeans dependencies creator:

1

This part is based on ‘Basic Terms Summary’ from the NetBeans site [114]
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Figure 5.5-2: NetBeans creator, helping manage plugin dependencies

5.5.1.1.2

NetBeans RCP

The NetBeans Platform is the skeleton application that provides everything many applications need
and little of what they don't. The NetBeans Platform provides an application's common requirements such as menus, document management, and settings - right out of-the-box. Building an application
“on top of NetBeans” means that, instead of writing applications from scratch, we only provide the
parts of one’s application that the NetBeans Platform doesn't already have.
Creating a standalone application on top of the NetBeans could be done in a very simple way – there
are a lot of creators that help the user with this task. There are many projects that are using
NetBeans RCP, some of them are shown in Figure 5.5-3.

Figure 5.5-3: Sample NetBeans RCP applications (MC4J JMX Console, Poseidon for UML,
studioSL)

5.5.1.1.3

Summary

NetBeans is a very good solution for creating applications like code editors etc.
Its main advantages:
•
•
•

many creators that help in creating plug-ins
by using RCP we don’t care about compatibility problems with different versions of NetBeans
many examples are available

In our opinion, however, there are some disadvantages:
•
•

lacks documentation – especially in the case of the NetBeans core module,
more complex implementation of the Script Editor than in Eclipse.
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5.5.1.2 Eclipse-based plug-in
Eclipse [115] is one of the most widely known platforms for developing Java applications. However,
the power of Eclipse is not only connected with pure ‘Java’ programming – it is a pluginable
environment that could be used in many different ways. There is a great amount of plug-ins ready for
use, for example: C/C++ coding environment [116], UML [117], Database Explorer, Web Services
plug-in [118].
Many developers have already got used to Eclipse (like in case NetBeans) – so we think that one of
the possible solutions for the GREDIA AEPT is to create it as an Eclipse plug-in. In order to better
understand the concept of the Eclipse plug-in, a short description of this technology is given below (it
is based on the Eclipse SDK help).

Figure 5.5-4: Structure of Eclipse SDK

The Eclipse platform is structured (see Figure 5.5-4) as a core runtime engine and a set of additional
features that are installed as platform plug-ins. Plug-ins contribute functionality to the platform by
contributing to pre-defined extension points. The workbench UI is contributed by one of such plug-ins.
When the Eclipse is started up, the runtime platform is activated. This platform can dynamically
discover registered plug-ins and start them when needed.
The platform has a well-defined set of extension points - places where plug-ins can hook into the
platform and contribute to the system behaviour. From the platform's perspective, a plug-in is not
different from basic plug-ins like the resource management system or the workbench itself.
The way to develop Eclipse plug-in comprises the following points:
•
•
•

Identify the extension points that one needs to contribute in order to integrate one’s plug-in
Implement these extensions according to the specification for the extension points.
Provide a manifest file (manifest.mf) that describes the packaging and prerequisites for your
code, and a plug-in manifest (plugin.xml) that describes the extensions one is defining.

From the user’s point of view, the plug-in is a new functionality that is provided by the Eclipse
platform. In most cases these functionalities are available for the user via Views and Editors which are
composed into the Perspectives.
•
•
•
•

Perspectives – it is a mechanism for arranging Views and Editors and supports scalable UIs. In

another way - Views and Editors contain the content of the application and Perspectives allow
elements to be organized for the user.
For the GREDIA we propose one Perspective with some Views and Editors.
Editors allow the user to edit something in the workbench. Editors are "document-centric"
much like a file system editor. Just as file system editors, they follow an open-save-close
lifecycle. Unlike file system editors, they are tightly integrated into the workbench.
Views provide information about some object that the user is working with in the workbench.
Views often change their content as the user selects different objects in the workbench.
Views often support editors by providing information about the content in the active editor.
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•

For GREDIA, the Script Editor will be one of the ‘Editor’ kinds of access points. Also Views
could be used – e.g. for an ontology or resource browser.

As mentioned above, the main functionality of the layer under discussion is the extendible Script
Editor. This Script Editor needs to provide the following functionality:
•
•

•

Syntax colouring – supported in Eclipse by the platform text framework which uses a model of
damage, repair, and reconciling.
Code completion – in Eclipse taxonomy - content assistance which allows the developer to
provide context sensitive content complement upon user request. This functionality is
implemented by the platform text framework in [119]. Popup windows (infopops) are used to
propose possible text choices to complete a phrase. The user can select these choices for
insertion in the text. Content assistance also supports contextual infopops for providing the
user with information that is related to the current position in the document. A simple
example of this feature is providing information about the already defined variables or
operations that could be executed in the current context.
Some extra features like a grid operations browser – could be implemented as different views
in Eclipse.

5.5.1.2.1

Summary

Creating a Script Editor as an Eclipse plug-in has many advantages:
•
•
•

Eclipse provides many functionalities that could be adopted to the Script Editor (code
completion, syntax colouring)
We do not need to care about components’ positions and orientations (e.g. at what place we
want to display a repository browser and how to implement this) because in Eclipse this
function is managed by Perspective
Many developers have got used to the Eclipse style of presentations – so they do not have to
spend long time learning a new environment.

One of the greatest disadvantages of using plug-ins in Eclipse is that the user needs to have an
Eclipse already installed on his/her computer. The size of Eclipse is about 100MB so it could be
difficult to be downloaded through slower internet connections. Other disadvantages are:
•
•

The default distribution of Eclipse has many different plug-ins that are not needed by a
GREDIA plug-in. If the user did not use it before he or she may be confused.
The plug-ins are not compatible between different versions of Eclipse. So if the user wants to
have a new version of Eclipse and this version is not supported by a GREDIA plug-in he or she
needs to install it separately – so it may be necessary to have different versions of Eclipse on
one computer.

5.5.1.3 RCP-based standalone application
Eclipse RCP (Rich Client Platform) [120] is part of the Eclipse project created to simplify the process of
developing a Rich Client Application.
This framework extends the developing plug-in process for Eclipse and allows to create a standalone
application with core Eclipse functionality. So if we have created a plug-in for Eclipse earlier there is
no need to redesign it. This plug-in could be used in the RCP environment. The only thing to do is to
provide that this environment fits into the needs of GREDIA.
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Figure 5.5-5: GREDIA Script Editor IDE with Eclipse RCP

In Figure 5.5-5 we present the architecture of the RCP platform [121].
The Rich Client Platform is a minimal set of plug-ins needed to build a rich client application – in our
case GREDIA Script Editor (IDE). In order to use the Rich Client Platform, only two plug-ins are
required - org.eclipse.ui and org.eclipse.core.runtime with their prerequisites. However, rich client
applications are free to use any API deemed necessary for their feature set, and can require any plugins above the bare minimum. So the requirements depend on the functionality that is provided by the
application.

5.5.1.3.1

Summary

Creating an IDE with the Script Editor using RCP could eliminate many disadvantages of the simple
‘plug-in style’. It has the same advantages as an Eclipse plug-in whereas the following disadvantages
are avoided:
•
•

The default distribution of Eclipse has many different plug-ins that are not needed by a
GREDIA plug-in. By using RCP we are able to fit the environment directly to the posed
requirements.
The plug-ins are not compatible between different versions of Eclipse. This is not a problem in
RCP since we can make a small, standalone Eclipse distribution with our plug-in preinstalled.

5.5.2. Portal Based Web Browser Tool
Web-based user interfaces are becoming the most common approach while constructing the
presentation layer. This is due to minimal requirements on the client side it imposes, ease of
maintaining the software, remote accessibility and relatively simple development process comparing to
desktop clients. The concept of portal frameworks has been introduced in order to facilitate the
development of the end-user software even more. Providing coherent – in comparison with
proprietary solutions – and customizable look and feel, as well as standard APIs making it feasible to
produce maintainable, portable and high quality code they could significantly reduce development
cost.
A portal, in general, is a web-based application which should provide means of aggregation,
customization and personalization of data. In addition to that Java Community Process (JCP) has
developed JSR-168: a portlet specification standard. Portlets are subprograms generating fragments
of markup code, which can be integrated within the portal. Portlets are managed by a portlet
container. Portlets may be implemented in various languages, although we focus on Java-based, JSR168 compliant solutions. This assures that portlets would are portable between portals coming from
various vendors (although some portals provide extended APIs comparing to JSR-168, which prevents
portability).
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Version 1.0 of JSR-168 specification defines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the portlet container contract
portlet lifecycle management
the definition of window states and portlet modes
portlet preferences management
user information
packaging and deployment
security
JSP tags to aid portlet development

The above requirements specify only technical requirements necessary for providing portability among
different portlet containers. In fact portals serve as gateways between end user and portlets
implementing business logic or delegating requests even further. After processing the request portlet
returns fragments of Web page which should be presented (as such it can not contain certain HTML
tags). Portal wraps those fragments with standard frames and presents them on a Web page. It also
handles portlets management: moving, minimizing, resizing, removing and adding them to the web
page as well as changing their state between view, modify and help screen.
In order to compare different solutions we focus on following issues:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Installation and Configuration. As a product aiming to provide quick presentation layer
development solutions portlets should be easy to install and configure. We pursue the
installation process checking if following the manual one can encounter any issues. Important
factor are requirements – especially as a servlet-based concept portlets require a servlet
container to run a portlet container on it. It is essential that both open source – Tomcat or
Jetty – as commercial, like WebSphere or others, solutions might be used. Another obvious,
still crucial, feature is the configuration capabilities. We check issues such as setting up portal
layout, messaging system, configuration of different databases, logging system and other –
vendor specific features.
JSR-168 compliance. JSR-168 compliance should assure portability of portlets among different
portal containers. We describe two cases: if other JSR-168 portlets may be run within
considered portal as well as if portlets developed for this particular portal, due to its potential
non-standard APIs, can be run using other's vendor's products.
Documentation. As we examine exclusively open source solutions we take into consideration
only online documentation. We analyze whether installation and configuration process is fully
described, are there many tutorials, examples of portlets, demos. Moreover how mature is the
documentation: is it complete, does it refer to the newest version of the software. We also
examine existence and completeness of help modes in portlets bundled with the portal.
Development facilities. JSR-168 provides only basic contract between portlet container and
portlets. In order to efficiently build portlets higher level abstractions become useful. Portals
may provide developer with a different set of APIs such that facilitates UI creation,
persistence, inter-portlets messaging, etc.
Look and Feel. Overall impression on the outlook of the portal is essential. Portlets should look
consistent in terms of colours and themes. Information should be presented in a standard way
and be ergonomically positioned on the web page.
Portal management. Portlets control requires either modification of XML files or can be
performed on a Web portal level. Portal also provides administrative functions such as adding
and editing users, defining groups, privileges, etc. At last it should be possible to change
colours, themes and localization of the portal.
Communities and Usage. Good indicator how mature the software is can be the size of its
community. Large number of users provides also easier access to different problems' solutions
on mailing lists and forums. The use of the software in business proves its reliability.
Portlets provided. Some basic functionality like authentication and portal management should
be provided with portlets bundled with portal. Portal distribution may also contain different
portlets which accelerate the process of creating the web portal.
Grid functionality. Grid-oriented portals provide additional portlets and services enabling
access to grid resources. Higher level APIs and common grid software (COG, MyProxy, etc)
provide means for quick grid presentation layer software development.
Among different grid portlets the following types are significant:
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Certificate Management
Credential Retrieval
Single Sign-On
Resources/Information
Job Submission
File Management
•
Security. For portal solutions major issue is to provide reliable authorization solutions.
We inspect what propositions are implemented in the tested portals and if it is possible to use
standard, external authorization or directory services software.
There is a number of commercial portal software. Among many there are products such as Sun JES
portal server, IBM Websphere, BEA weblogic, Microsoft Sharepoint etc. However, due to project
requirements we focused on open source software products that enable further development. In the
following subsections we take a closer look at three portals, GridSphere, Liferay, and uPortal.
o
o
o
o
o
o

5.5.2.1 GridSphere
GridSphere v.2.2 [122] is a portal framework developed as a part of GridLab project since 2002. Even
if focused on grid solutions it remains a very stable general purpose portal with a large user
community.

Features
Below we are reviewing the main features of the Gridsphere framework:
•

•
•

•

•

•

Installation and Configuration. The installation of the software does not bring any major
issues. GridSphere in default configuration expects pre-installed Apache Tomcat 4.1+ or
5.0.25+. For version 5.5+ additional packages are required. After minor adjustment it is also
possible to run GridSphere using Jetty container, also deployment on J2EE compliant server is
possible, although it requires additional changes in configuration files which are not
documented. Additional configuration – conveyed via XML files – allows adapt used database,
shape messaging system, portal layout or authorization preferences.
Portal Management. Portal administration can be accomplished through portal Web
interface. Editing users and groups is convenient as well as authorization and portlets
management. Although some subset of the attributes can be set only by modifying XML files.
Look and Feel. Portal graphic design looks coherent and tidy, although there are only two
default graphical themes offered and any customization is a manual process requiring
modifying XML data as well as logging out and in to the portal. As much as presentation layer
seems to be ergonomic, some features like moving or closing windows are missing.
JSR-168 compliance. GridSphere is JSR-168 compliant; as such it can serve any standard
JSR-168 based portlet. In addition to that it implements IBM WebSphere® Portlet API (v
4.1+), therefore port of applications from that platform is quite convenient. On the other
hand GridSphere provides also proprietary, non-standard API which, as much as speeding up
the development, makes created portlets unportable.
Development Facilities. To make portlet development easier, GridSphere provides facilities
for both user interface design and business logic implementation. Former is supported by
visual beans and User Interface (UI) tag library. The UI tag library is used to construct
interfaces as visual components that wrap underlying HTML elements with a default look and
feel. The visual beans provide bean representations of the tags to be used in portlets for
action handling or presentation logic. The latter is facilitated by the Portlet Services concept.
Portlet Services encapsulate reusable code providing common interface to user's portlets.
GridSphere supplies programmer with core set of services. It is also feasible to create new
services. GridSphere provides higher-level API providing persistence capabilities accessible
through Hibernate. It also supports agile development by integrating Junit/Cactus unit tests
for testing portlet services.
Portlets Provided. The core set of portlets is provided. It covers basic portal functionality
such as authorization, portal administration and customization. Still help modes and
localization in those portlets are not completed. No additional utility portlets are bundled.
However as JSR-168 compliant software also any other standard-based portlet can be
deployed.
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•

•
•

•

Documentation. A well written documentation is available on the Internet. Even if some
documents are not finished yet, it is sufficient to successfully accomplish installation and
configuration process as well as development and deployment of the portlets. If needed
commercial support is also available. Documentation seems to be well maintained and
regularly updated.
Communities and Usage. GridSphere has an active community, two mailing lists with
GridSphere developers involved and complete archives of those lists. GridSphere is used in
university projects as well as in commercial companies.
Grid Functionality. As a grid-oriented portal GridSphere provides a portal framework for
grid presentation layer development. Known under a name of GridPortlets web application
provides a basic set of portlets for credential and resource management, job submission and
file browsing. GridSphere is also supported as a platform for portals developed under the
OGCE supersivion.
Security. GridSphere provides the concept of a role based access control to portlets. Each
portlet has defined role it requires to be accessed by a user and each user has a role specified
for each portlet group. Authentication can be processed by a set of modules. Order of
processing and inclusion of modules can be managed via portlet at run time. GridSphere
provides authentication based on password stored in a database and JAAS authentication
module.

Unique features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Built-in support for Role Based Access Control (RBAC) separating users into guests, users,
admins and super users
Higher-level model for building complex portlets using visual beans and the GridSphere User
Interface (UI) tag library authentication modules
Portlet development supported using Java Server Faces (JSF) standard
JSR 168 and IBM WebSphere 4.1 compliance
Persistence of data provided using Hibernate JDO/OQL for database support
Integrated Junit/Cactus unit tests for complete server side testing of portlet services including
the generation of test reports
Support for portlet-izing Struts applications using the Portals Struts Bridge

Summary
GridSphere is a fully functional, easy to use stable portal framework. As JSR168 compliant application
it can serve as a platform for any standard-based portlets. Higher-level API and service concept
provides quick and comfortable development environment. At the same time proprietary solutions
result in importable code. GridSphere suffers from simple UI design and accidental gaps in
documentation. Also XML based configuration requires profound knowledge of the software.
5.5.2.2 Liferay
Liferay portal [123] is an open source solution developed for six years. Spectacular interface and wide
range of bundled portlets is assisted by solid development capabilities.

Features
Below we are reviewing the main features of the Liferay portal:
•

•

Installation and Configuration. Portal cooperates with an impressive amount of
application servers and servlet containers. Liferay is released in two versions: enterprise
requires application server, for professional servlet container is sufficient. Installation process
of each configuration is precisely described in a documentation and, in case of the most
popular open source containers, Liferay provides a version of portal bundled with a container,
which practically limits the installation process to installing JDK and unpacking the bundle.
Persistence facilities, accessed through Hibernate, can be back-ended with various databases.
Liferay can be also configured to work with different Mail Servers. Even if the list of supported
applications is very long developers still work on enhancing it. Liferay on its web page
publishes complete list of tested configurations.
Portal Management. Liferay provides browser-based administration. Unlike in case of many
others portals all common activities can be performed without modifying any XML
configuration files – graphical interface remains sufficient.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Look and Feel. The provided capabilities of the presentation layer are, next to the wide
variety of configurations, the biggest advantage of Liferay. Graphical interface allows for
WYSIWYG content add and removal, repositioning portlets on the page using drag&drop
technique and intuitive windows management. The general impression over this AJAX
powered web interface is very close to traditional desktop graphical interfaces. Still even in
this portal it is possible to find a few drawbacks. A few different themes are bundled, which
can be assigned to specific user groups as well as can be chosen by a user to its own personal
portal page. Moreover each portlet can have its look&feel configured separately. Additionaly,
external themes are hot-deployable as .war files.
JSR 168 compliance. Liferay is a fully JSR 168 compliant solution. Although for
development acceleration purposes, non-standard JSP tag libraries and other utility classes
are provided their use induces the importability of the created portlets.
Development Facilities. In addition to JSR 168 compatibility many modern technologies,
such as Struts, Tails, Spring, EJB and Hibernate are supported. Portlet development is
facilitated as well due to use of JavaServer Faces and Apache template: Velocity engine.
Persistence is available either using either Hibernate or EJB. The enterprise version allows for
separate deployment of Web server, database and EJB container what makes it possible to
introduce clustering at every level individually. In order to ease J2EE development Liferay
provides ant tasks which, on a basis of service.xml metadata file, can generate set of java
classes then modified by the developer.
Portlets Provided. A large set of well-written and useful portlets is included in the
distribution. All of them provide standard way of configuring permissions and appearance.
Also complete set of administrative and management portlets in bundled. As one of its core
functionalities the portal incorporates Content Management System providing means of
document management and publishing. Those functionalities are also accessible through
adequate portlets.
Documentation. Detailed description of installation, configuration and administration is
available. Moreover for basic activities within installation, CMS, security and permission, user
administration, etc. areas lifecast tutorials are created, leading step-by-step through the
process using flash animations. Unfortunately documentation covering development process is
of a much smaller volume and is quite demanding to understand. It is becoming even more
challenging assuming the usage of J2EE technologies, supported by portal framework. A set
of javadoc documents are also published – both for portal itself and for bundled portlets – still
the quality of this specification is very low.
Communities and Usage. Liferay possesses a large community and active forums as well as
mailing list. Although we have found that often questions on forum remain unanswered.
Company publish list of success stories including commercial companies and university
environments. Commercial support is also available.
Grid Functionality. Liferay is not classified as a grid portal. Hence is does not provide
directly any grid facilities. However as JSR 168 compliant software it can serve as a platform
for grid portlets applications (e.g. OGCE portlets).
Security. Liferay is delivered with authorization, although as it supports JAAS security during
authorization process principal is propagated the Servlet and EJB tiers. In addition portal
provides means to incorporate additional authentication methods like LDAP and Active
Directory. Access restrictions can be provided even on portlets level – if only it is
implemented by the developers as it happens in case of bundled portlets. Than administrator
may modify access to portlets or delegate permissioning authority to others. Access can be
set at the individual, community or object level. Portal also provides Single Sign-On.

Unique concepts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hot deployable themes
Spring EJB and AOP support
Scalable N-Tier cluster
Application server and database agnostic
Content Management System incorporated
Large set of out of the box portlets
Single Sign-On implementation
Velocity template support
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Summary
Liferay is a mature software that provides a complete set of tools for creating web portal applications.
Cooperation with practically all leading application servers and servlet containers as well as powerful
graphical interface combined with extensive use of J2EE technology makes it an interesting solution
for commercial purposes. Still due to its complexity complete use of its features requires an effort.
Also documentation, especially development section should be more comprehensibly written.
5.5.2.3 uPortal
uPortal [124] is a solution developed by and with consideration of requirements of higher education
institutions. As such it provides a framework for creating an university campus portal, although as a
generic product it can be also utilized while creating non-academic web portals.

Features
Below we review the main features of uPortal:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Installation and Configuration. Two distributions of the portal are provided: quick start
and source code only. The former one consists of Java database (HypersonicSQL [125]), a
servlet container, a build tool, a portal source code and configuration files. Its purpose is to
provide easy to install demo and development environment. The latter one contains only
source code of the portal and configuration files and is meant to be hosted in a production
environment. JA-SIG, uPortal vendor, provides documentation for tuning uPortal to work with
Tomcat and Resin containers as well as details about configuration few popular databases.
Portal Management. Graphical interface for performing standard management tasks like
user and group management is provided. Those activities can be also accomplished using
command line tools. uPortal provides ways to adjust layout attributes according to user needs
through portal interface still it is rather obscure. Parameters may be set also by changing XML
files. For adding a new content (channel creation) we can use both convenient graphical
Channel Manager as well as manually place appropriate configuration files in specified
directories.
Look and Feel. A general impression over the default layout is rather poor. GUI does not
look modern and is quite unintuitive to use. Still it matches basic requirements of the portal,
although it is missing some well known from the other solutions features (e.g. there is no
button provided to switch back to the default VIEW mode and custom Portlet modes are not
supported). However as some of the academic institutions, which put this software into
production, present snapshots of their systems that look neat and professional. Still achieve
comfort in using and configuring the Portal referring to the documentation is advised. Due to
it's academic origins uPortal in a standard distribution uses names conventions corresponding
with university name space.
JSR 168 compliance. There is no JSR 168 portlets specification support in uPortal 2.5.
Portlets are integrated through a Portlet-to-Channel adapter and managed by Apache Pluto
portlet container, which states for the reference implementation for the JSR 168 specification.
Direct support for portlets is supposed to be implemented in the uPortal release 3.0.
Development Facilities. uPortal architecture is designed around channel concept. Channel
is a mechanism which allows to render various content in a portal page layout. In a way this
mechanism is similar concept to portlets. Channels allow, among others, to publish following
types of content: applets, images, HTML – either formatted or not – documents, RSS, XML
transformations. It is also feasible to provide custom implementations of the channel. A
portlet is rendered as a channel in uPortal 2 which is intended to be changed in version 3 of
the portal designed with portlets as the core means of the delivery. As a facility for portlets
development ant subtask is provided, performing the deployment of Portlet Applications. Still
all XML portlet configuration files have to be written from scratch and packaged with the class
files in a WAR file.
Portlets Provided. Only a few illustrative portlets are bundled with the distribution. They
include a test suite portlet, RSS portlet, and Google portlet. Although the latter ones come
from the Portlet Open Source Trading site. uPortal contains a complete set of authorization,
administrative, utility and demo channels, though.
Documentation. uPortal does not provide good documentation. It is dispersed between
Wiki, where references to PDF papers are also stored, mailing list and JIRA tracking system as
well as external sources. Documents are written regarding different versions of uPortlet.
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•

•
•

Therefore they are not coherent and, in general, not up to date. All of these effects in
difficulties either to start using uPortal or further exploit of it. Another obstacle while using
provided documentation is lack of comprehensive description of terms and procedures either
during installation or development of the portal.
Communities and Usage. uPortal is commonly used in an university environment.
Production list consists of over seventy academic institutions, some of them provide snapshots
of their production installations. Also commercial support from a few companies is available.
Project contains bug tracking system and active mailing lists: users and developers.
Grid Functionality. No grid facilities are bundled with the distribution. Furthermore
documentation comprehends no references to grid technologies. Although OGCE supports
one-step, integrated build for the uPortal and, obviously, relevant documentation.
Security. Basic authorization services provided by uPortal assure storing principal in a
database using MD5 encryption. However basic structure to connect to LDAP or NT ACLs
systems is included. uPortal has also CAS security module bundled in the package.

Unique concepts
•
•
•
•
•

wide variety of content source
built-in support for academic institutes requirements
Central Authentication Service support
JSR 168 support through adapter to Apache Pluto
used as a platform for OGCE grid portlets

Summary

uPortal is a very stable, commonly used solution. The large community proves usability of the
software. However, even if the installation of quick-start release is fairly easy, putting the Portal into
production requires some effort due to manual configuration, low quality default layouts and scattered
and not updated documentation. Moreover, non-complete functionality of portlets is provided.
5.5.2.4 Portals Evaluation Summary
In the above subsections we have examined a few of the most popular portals supporting JSR 168
portlets specification. We will conclude this document with a short comparison of the most important
features of the presented portals and our impression over their usability.
All of examined portals are fairly easy to install. Considering production releases Liferay has definitely
the best documentation and the widest range of working configurations.
Considering end-user's feeling about using the interface of the portal Liferay provides the most
advanced GUI. Still even if not so rich with features GridSphere's UI remains very neat and easy to
use. In this comparison the worst impression comes from uPortal, which without extensive
customization is rather uncomfortable to use.
All solutions are JSR-168 compliant. However basing on channel concept uPortal can only run portlets
using adapter to Apache Pluto, but it is supposed to support portlets directly in the next release. For
ease of development subsidiary libraries and APIs are provided. GridSphere has a set of facilities for
quick portlet development, Liferay provides access to J2EE enterprise technologies, uPortal allows for
easy composition of different sources of data.
Each of the products provides starting subset of ready-to-use portlets. The smallest one is delivered
with uPortal – only three sample portlets – however this portal contains mainly different channels,
which are its proprietary solution. On the other hand Liferay has the most complete, fully functional
set of portlets, which allows to set up a simple portal even without development. As JSR-168 solutions
all three portals can host any specification compliant portlet. Specifically grid connectivity layer can be
implemented using OGCE and any JSR-168 compliant set of portlets. Although already configured
distributions are provided only for uPortal and GridSphere. In addition to that GridSphere can host
portlets contained in GridPortlets bundle.
Available documentation in all cases has some shortcomings. The best explanations of installation and
configuration process provides Liferay, although for further development of software documents which
describe GridSphere are written in a clearer way. All portals have their communities communicating
via forums or mailing lists. Also all of them are used in production environment. uPortal has on its
Web page the longest list of installations, although it contains almost only university institutions.
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Summing up the review of the portals, we would recommend GridSphere for development of ViroLab
portlets. Liferay is more mature and powerful solution, although it also requires more effort to develop
complete software, unless for one's need bundled utility portlets are enough. At last uPortal is a
stable, commonly used solution, however, its target community is mainly academia.
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6. Peer-to-Peer Networking
6.1. Peer-to-Peer and its Internet Origins
Peer-to-Peer computing represents the notion of sharing resources available at the edges of the
Internet [126]. The P2P paradigm dictates a fully-distributed, cooperative network design, where
nodes collectively form a system without any supervision. Most importantly, they operate in a
symmetric manner, running the same protocols and communicating freely and equally with each
other. The Internet started out as a system operating under the aforementioned basic P2P properties
[127]. The original ARPANET was a network among equal interconnected computers. Every site could
contact and accept connections from every other site in this network. Examples of such applications
are USENET [128] and DNS [129].
USENET is a distributed worldwide system that allows users to post, read and exchange messages by
directly connecting with each other. An important characteristic of USENET is the lack of any
requirement for a central administration or controlling host to manage the network. DNS combines
principles of P2P with a hierarchical organization in order to achieve efficient file-sharing. Instead of
replicating and managing a single hosts.txt file, DNS allows the delegation of responsibility through
the use of name servers. These hosts operate as both clients and servers, making, answering and
forwarding DNS requests.

Figure
Architecture

6.1-1:

Client-Server

Figure
Architecture

6.1-2:

Peer-to-Peer

With the explosion of the Internet, its nature gradually shifted from being symmetric and cooperative
towards an asymmetric and disjoint environment. Web browsing, the dominant application during
Internet’s surge in popularity, is based on the client/server architecture: Client machines send
requests to a small number of powerful, well-known sites running special software, retrieve answers
and display them locally (see Figure 6.1-1). The immense popularity also brought the need for
security and control.
Large sub-networks got behind firewalls, denying the majority of their hosts' direct access to or from
the outside world. The same effect is produced by the numerous NAT boxes which are used to
provide a single point of contact between the Internet and the numerous local networks. Finally, the
Internet Service Providers, realizing the dominant trend is to request and not to disseminate data,
engineered and provided asymmetric bandwidth services which inherently changed the ability to
equally share content.
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With the emergence of file-sharing P2P applications (especially [130, 131]), users started massively
sharing multimedia resources freely and equally, without any central control (see Figure 6.1-2). A
large number of systems and architectures that utilize this technology have emerged since ([132,
133], etc.). Its advantages (although application-dependent in many cases) include robustness in
failures, extensive resource-sharing, self-organization, load balancing, data persistence, anonymity,
etc (see Section 6.3.).
According to very conservative estimates [126], there exist more than 10×109 MHz of CPU power and
10,000 TB of storage not utilized at the edges of the Internet. According to a different report [134],
bandwidth consumption attributed to popular file-sharing applications amounts to a considerable
fraction (up to 60%) of the total Internet traffic. These two reports identify two different challenges:
First, there is a vast amount of “untapped” potential over the Internet. On the other hand, current
resource-sharing applications are responsible for huge amounts of data transmissions over the
network. P2P technology can play a key role in our efforts to tackle both issues.

6.2. Studies on P2P Networking
Peer-to-Peer networks have been studied a lot in the last few years. A large amount of information for
P2P computing with taxonomies, definitions, current trends, applications and related companies can
be obtained at [135, 136], as well as individual sources (e.g., [132, 133]). P2P computing is also
described in [137], with basic terminology, taxonomies and description of some systems. The works in
[137] and [138] present thorough surveys of current state-of-the-art P2P overlays. They provide a
description of some of the most prominent structured and unstructured systems as well as discussions
about security, scalability and performance issues connected to them. A brief summarization of
Gnutella [131], Napster [130] and structured overlays is also included. Gnutella and Napster are the
focus of two measurement studies: Reference [139] attempts a detailed characterization of the
participating end-hosts, while the work in [140] measures the locality of stored and transferred
documents. In [141], a traffic measurement for three popular P2P networks is being conducted at the
border routers of a large ISP. Extensive results for traffic attributed to HTTP, Akamai and P2P systems
are also presented in [142].
In this Chapter, we will briefly describe the characteristics of P2P networks, present the basic
structural categories and give emphasis to object location algorithms, which are of paramount
importance to the operation of such distributed systems.

6.3. Characteristics of P2P Systems
Peer-to-Peer systems have basic properties that separate them from conventional distributed systems.
Inherently, P2P systems are loosely coupled, and few performance guarantees can be provided.
Nevertheless, the system as a whole exhibits some characteristics that differentiate it from similar
approaches. This section discusses some of the most prominent features of P2P computing.
• Symmetry
P2P systems are characterized by symmetry among the roles of the participating nodes. Conventional
client-server systems are asymmetric, usually assuming that the servers are more powerful than the
clients. However, in P2P systems peers are symmetric in that they have the ability to function both as
a client and a server. Each peer can equally pose, answer and forward requests generate by other
peers. Nevertheless, we should note here that not all P2P systems exhibit a fully symmetric behaviour,
nor do they comprise of nodes with similar characteristics. The majority of large-scale applications
incorporate diverse peer populations as far as processing power, available bandwidth and storage.
• Decentralization – Scalability
P2P systems are decentralized by nature. P2P systems support distributed storage, processing, query
resolution, etc. This allows increased extensibility, resilience to faults and higher system availability.
This is what we refer to as scalability, the ability of the system to support millions of peers into the
system. Traditional distributed systems usually are not scalable beyond a few hundreds or thousands
of nodes.
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• Unsupervised, dynamic operation
An important P2P characteristic is the fact that peers enter and participate in the system in an
unmanaged manner: No centralized authority is responsible for the maintenance and operation of the
network nodes. This feature greatly contributes to the scalability of P2P networks. As a consequence,
nodes are assumed to be prone to failure and removed from the system at any time. The system
should be robust enough to survive the removal or failure of nodes at any moment. The term churn
describes the fast oscillations in the P2P system caused by the rapid joining and leaving of nodes.
Churn causes reduced performance in any distributed system. Therefore, system designers are forced
to deal with a plethora of issues (i.e., node failures, low data availability, uncooperative peers, etc)
that arise from their dynamic character and distributed nature.
• Efficient Resource Location
One of the most important primitives offered by P2P systems is the method used for resource location
(the lookup protocol). As resources are distributed in diverse peers, an efficient mechanism for object
location becomes the deciding factor in the performance of such systems. The mechanism should be
capable of adapting to a changing network topology, as well as offer the user a rich yet simple
interface in order to describe his/her query/data. Elaborate schemes have been developed to solve
this problem efficiently. In Sections 6.5 and 6.6 we present a more detailed description of various
search schemes currently used or proposed by the academia.
• Load-balancing
Load balancing is an important issue in building robust P2P file systems. The system should be able to
make optimal distribution of resources based on the capability and availability of node resources. The
system should have mechanisms for preventing the build up of hotspots, locations where the load is
disproportionately high. Also, it should be possible to rebalance the system based on usage patterns.
Many replication and flash-crowd avoidance schemes for P2P networks have been proposed towards
that direction.
• Anonymity
In a distributed storage system, anonymity is an important issue to ensure resistance to censorship.
The anonymity comes from the idea that no one should know who requested the information or who
provided it in a distributed system. The end result is that everyone on an anonymous network acts as
a universal sender and universal receiver to maintain anonymity. Anonymity is important in cases
where distributed material is legal but socially deplored, avoiding censorship (local, organizational, or
governmental level), in personal privacy preferences and in ensuring fair load balancing in high
demand situations.
• Data-persistence
A P2P system should be able to provide persistent access to data. To that direction, there have been
systems and protocols inside the P2P paradigm that ensure data availability in case of node failures or
uncooperative/malicious peers. Usually, the steps taken to that direction include the prevention of
unauthorized users from reclaiming a file’s storage, replication of files and sufficient diversity in the
set of storage nodes that host a file.
• Security
Since P2P systems are built on unmanaged, geographically distributed nodes, security is an important
issue that the system should tackle. P2P applications are vulnerable to a number of threats, such as
downloading of malicious software, sharing copyrighted content, assisting in DoS attacks and
encryption hacking, confidentiality and identity thefts, etc. Encryption, different coding schemes, etc,
are usually employed towards the avoidance of such occurrences.
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6.4. Categorization of Peer-to-Peer Overlays

Figure 6.4-1: Schematic description of an overlay network
An overlay network is a computer network built on top of one or more existing ones (often the
Internet itself). Its connectivity usually differs from the underlying physical connectivity. Nodes can be
thought of as being connected by logical links, each of which corresponds to a path of one or more
physical links (see Figure 6.4-1). Thanks to NAT, firewalls and private IP address, the implementation
of applications for end-to-end communication over the IP network eventually requires some sort of
overlay structure. Several P2P overlays have been proposed by both academia and industry in the last
few years. Their primary functionality is to provide a routing substrate between nodes identified by a
mechanism other than their IP addresses.

Figure 6.4-3: Pure P2P network

Figure 6.4-2: Centralized P2P network
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Figure 6.4-4: Hybrid P2P architecture

We can roughly classify P2P architectures into two categories: Centralized approaches utilize a central
directory for object location, ID assignment, etc (see Figure 6.4-2). Decentralized approaches
abandon this solution to employ a distributed directory structure. Pure decentralized systems exhibit a
fully distributed behaviour with all peers equally making, answering and forwarding requests (Figure
6.4-3). In hybrid systems, nodes are categorized as leaf-nodes or super-peers (also referred to as
supernodes or ultrapeers, see Figure 6.4-4). Super-peers are responsible for returning results to the
queries posed by their neighbouring leaf-nodes. They usually achieve that by indexing the repositories
of all their leaf-nodes and communicating with a number of different super-peers.
Another taxonomy classifies P2P networks into structured and unstructured, according to the degree
of control over the topology and routing infrastructure they provide. Structured networks provide strict
rules for file placement and object discovery, while unstructured approaches offer arbitrary network
topology, file placement and search. Several researchers have proposed the Distributed Hash Tables
(DHTs) as a means of organizing a P2P overlay (e.g., [143–146]).
Today, some of the popular P2P applications operate on unstructured networks. In contrast to DHTs,
peers connect in an ad-hoc fashion, the location of the documents is not controlled by the system and
no guarantees for the success or the complexity of a search are offered to the users. More important,
peers obtain only local knowledge of a network where nodes enter and leave frequently. For such
systems, searching for an object is traditionally implemented by either broadcast-based schemes
[131], or randomized walks [147]. Queries utilizing exact-match object-IDs or keywords are
propagated inside the overlay on a hop-by-hop basis. Each time a peer receives a request, it evaluates
it against its local repository and (if necessary) forwards it to a number of its overlay neighbours (i.e.,
nodes directly connected to it).

6.5. Structured P2P Overlays
The technical meaning of structured is that the P2P overlay network topology is tightly controlled: The
content (or its location) is not locally managed or randomly placed, but at locations that make
subsequent queries more efficient. The most prominent approach is the Distributed Hash Table (DHT),
in which a data object (or value) location information is placed deterministically, at the peers with
identifiers corresponding to the data object’s unique key. DHT-based systems assign consistently
uniform NodeIDs to the set of peers from a large space of identifiers. Data objects are assigned
unique identifiers called keys, chosen from the same identifier space. Keys are mapped by the overlay
protocol to a unique live peer in the system.
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Figure 6.5-1: An identifier circle (ring) with 10 nodes in a DHT. Node 8 issues a
lookup(54) command and this is routed to the host node (56)
These systems support the scalable storage and retrieval of <key, value> pairs in the overlay
network. Given a key, a store operation (put(key,value)) and a lookup operation (value=get(key))
can be invoked to store and retrieve the data object corresponding to the key, which involves routing
requests to the peer corresponding to the key. Each peer maintains a small routing table consisting of
NodeIDs and IP addresses of other certain peers in the overlay. Messages are routed in a progressive
manner, such that messages are forwarded to peers with NodeIDs that are closer to the key in the
identifier space (see Figure 6.5-1). Different DHT-based systems have different organization schemes
for the data objects and the key space / routing strategies. In theory, DHT-based systems can
guarantee that any data object can be located in a small O(logN) overlay hops on average, where N is
the number of peers in the system. DHT-based systems are an important class of P2P routing
infrastructures. They support the rapid development of a wide variety of Internet-scale applications,
ranging from distributed file and naming systems to application-layer multicast. They also enable
scalable, wide-area retrieval of shared information.
Many applications as well as academic efforts have proposed both routing infrastructures as well as
systems built on such substrates. Notable currently used object location and routing systems include
Chord [148], Pastry [149], Tapestry [150] and CAN [151]. Pastry and Tapestry uses Plaxton [152]
trees, basing their routing on address prefixes. This approach is a generalization of hypercube routing.
However, Pastry and Tapestry add robustness, dynamism and self-organizing properties to the Plaxton
scheme. Chord uses the numerical difference with the destination address to route messages. This is
unlike Pastry or Tapestry that use successively longer address prefixes with the destination. The
Content Addressable Network or CAN uses a d-dimensional space to route messages; with each node
maintaining a O(d) sized routing table and any node within O(dN1/d) hops and the routing table does
not grow with network size.

6.6. Unstructured P2P Overlays
In many realistic scenarios, the topology cannot be controlled and thus DHTs cannot be used (e.g.,
ad-hoc networks or current large-scale unstructured overlays). In our work, we focus on pure
decentralized unstructured P2P systems. Such systems have been shown to attract large user
populations and be of great impact to the network community [134]. We now describe a system
model for search and content-sharing in unstructured P2P networks. In this model, all peers may
equally serve and make requests for various objects. Peers and documents are assumed to have
unique identifiers, with object IDs used to specify the query target. Ignoring physical connectivity and
topology from our talk, we assume that peers are aware of their one-hop neighbors in the overlay.
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Neighboring nodes are connected with direct logical links and can contact each other with one overlay
message. Throughout its lifetime, a node periodically checks the availability and status of its
neighbors. The system can generally exhibit a dynamic behavior, with peers entering and leaving at
will and also updating their local repositories. We should also note that we do not expect the overlay
structure to be static, since nodes are not guaranteed to connect to the same neighbors each time
they return from an off-line state. Peers overcome some of these deficiencies by keeping soft state,
i.e., auxiliary information stored at a node, erased after a short amount of time and the loss of which
will not keep the node from functioning. For example, peers temporarily store the unique ID of each
query they process, enabling them to make the distinction between new queries and duplicate ones.
Each peer retains a local collection of documents (or objects), while it makes requests for those it
wishes to obtain. The documents are stored at various nodes across the network, without the system
dictating a relationship between content and its location (unlike DHTs). Objects are assumed to be of
varying popularity, which affects the respective number of replicas and received requests. Objects are
distributed over the network according to the replication distribution, which dictates the number and
identity of objects stored at each node. Each peer makes requests according to a query distribution,
which controls how many requests are made for each object (e.g., popular objects get many more
requests than unpopular ones). A search is successful if it discovers at least one replica of the
requested object. The ratio of successful to total searches made is called the success rate (or
accuracy). A search can result to multiple discoveries (or hits), which are replicas of the same object
stored at distinct nodes. A global time-to-live (TTL) parameter represents the maximum hop-distance
a query can travel before it gets discarded.

Figure 6.6-1: Pictorial description of our framework. Links represent logical
connections in the overlay. Two searches take place, one from node A (for object k) and
the other from node J for object i
Figure 6.6-1 shows a sample overlay to demonstrate the concepts of this model. Our system consists
of 10 nodes with IDs A–L. Node E holds objects i and k. Node A initiates a search for object k,
indicated by the arrows. Searches are propagated among peers usually in a hop-by-hop fashion.
Search messages have their TTL value set to 2, so that no node more than 2 hops away from A can
receive it. Each search message contains a unique identifier (e.g., s1), the initiator’s ID, the requested
object and the remaining hops, reduced by one at each node. Peer E replies directly to A, notifying it
that it obtains the desired object (dotted arrow). A similar search, identified as s15, takes place from
J. Node E now notifies J that it can share object i.

6.6.1. Search Taxonomy
There are two general strategies used to search for an object: Search in a blind fashion, trying to
propagate the query to a sufficient number of nodes in order to satisfy the request; or utilize
information about document locations and thus perform an informed search. The semantics of the
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used information range from simple forwarding hints to exact object locations. The placement of this
information can also vary: In centralized approaches, a central directory known to all peers exists.
Distributed approaches can also be sub-divided into pure and hybrid. In pure approaches all
participating peers maintain some portion of the information. In hybrid architectures certain nodes
assume the role of a super-peer and the rest become leaf-nodes. Each super-peer acts as a proxy for
its leaf-nodes by indexing all their documents and serving their requests. The semantics of the stored
indices in informed approaches can be used for another categorization. Indices might relate to exact
object locations, probability of discovery through a link, number of objects through a link, or other
metrics.

6.6.2. Blind Search Methods
GNUTELLA [131]: The original Gnutella algorithm (or flooding scheme) contacts all accessible nodes
within TTL hops. Its basic characteristics are its simplicity and the huge overhead it produces by
contacting many nodes.
Modified-BFS [153]: In this variation of the flooding scheme, peers randomly choose only a ratio of
their neighbors to forward the query to. This reduces the average message production, but still
contacts a large number of peers.
Iterative Deepening: Two similar approaches that use consecutive BFS searches at increasing depths
are described in [147, 154]. These algorithms achieve best results when the search termination
condition relates to a user-defined number of hits and it is possible that searching at small depths will
satisfy the query. In a different case, they produce even bigger loads than the standard flooding
mechanism.
Random Walks [147]: In Random Walks, the requesting node sends out k query messages to an equal
number of randomly chosen neighbors. Each of these messages follows its own path, having
intermediate nodes forward it to a randomly chosen neighbor at each step. These queries are also
known as walkers. A walker terminates either with a success or a failure. Failure can be determined by
two different methods: The TTL-based method and the checking method, where walkers periodically
contact the query source asking whether the termination conditions have been satisfied. The
algorithm achieves a message reduction by over an order of magnitude compared to the standard
flooding scheme. It also achieves some local load balancing, since no nodes are favored in the
forwarding process over others. On the other hand, success rates and number of hits vary greatly
depending on network topology and the random choices made. Another drawback of this method is its
inability to adapt to different query loads, since queries for popular and unpopular objects are treated
in the same manner.

6.6.3. Informed Search Methods
Super-Peer approaches: In Gnutella2 (G2) [155], when a super-peer (or hub) receives a query from a
leaf, it forwards it to its relevant leaves and also to its neighboring hubs. These hubs process the
query locally and forward it to their relevant leaves. No other nodes are visited with this algorithm.
Neighboring hubs regularly exchange local repository tables to filter out unnecessary traffic. In GUESS
[156], a search is conducted by iteratively contacting different (not necessarily neighboring) superpeers and having them ask all their leaf-nodes, until a number of objects are found. The order with
which super-peers are chosen is not specified. Both schemes rely on a dynamic hierarchical structure
of the network. They present similar solutions for reducing the effects of flooding by utilizing the
structure of hybrid networks. The number of leaf-nodes per super-peer must be kept high, even after
node arrivals/departures. This is the most important condition in order to reduce message forwarding
and increase the number of discovered objects.
Intelligent-BFS [153]: This is an informed version of modified-BFS. Nodes store query-neighborID
tuples for recently answered requests from (or through) their neighbors in order to rank them. First, a
peer identifies all queries similar to the current one, according to a query similarity metric; it then
chooses to forward to a set number of its neighbors that have returned the most results for these
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queries. If a hit occurs, the query takes the reverse path to the requester and updates local indices.
This approach focuses more on object discovery than message reduction. At the cost of an increased
message production compared to modified-BFS (because of the update process), the algorithm
increases the number of hits. It achieves high accuracy, enables knowledge sharing and induces no
overhead during node arrivals/departures. On the other hand, its message production is very large
and only increases with time as knowledge is spread over the nodes. It shows no easy adaptation to
object deletions or peer departures, because the algorithm does not utilize negative feedback and
forwarding is based on ranking. Finally, its accuracy depends highly on the assumption that nodes
specialize in certain documents.
APS [157]: In APS, each node keeps a local index consisting of one entry for each object it has
requested per neighbor. The value of this entry reflects the relative probability of this node’s neighbor
to be chosen as the next hop in a future request for the specific object. Searching is based on the
deployment of k walkers and probabilistic forwarding. Each intermediate node forwards the query to
one of its neighbors with probability given by its local index. Index values are increased on successful
paths and decreased otherwise. The quality of the APS indices is refined as more queries are made.
Every node on the walkers’ paths updates its indices according to search results, so peers eventually
share and adjust this knowledge with time. Walkers are directed towards objects or gradually
redirected if misses occur. APS is also very bandwidth-efficient (achieving very similar levels with
Random Walks) and induces zero overhead over the network at join/leave/update operations. The sAPS modification adaptively selects the most bandwidth-efficient strategy to minimize the amount of
update massages along the reverse path. On the other hand, these advantages are mainly seen when
many different peers contribute with their workloads. Moreover, both APS and Random Walks have k
as an upper bound in their hits per search.
Local Indices (LI) [158]: Each node indexes the objects stored at all nodes within a certain radius r
and can answer queries on behalf of all of them. A search is performed in a BFS-like manner, but only
nodes accessible from the requester at certain depths process the query. To minimize the overhead,
the hop-distance between two consecutive depths must be 2r +1. This approach resembles the two
search schemes for hybrid networks. The method’s accuracy and hits are very high, due to the
indexing scheme. On the other hand, message production is comparable to flooding, even if the
processing time is smaller because many nodes just forward the query. The scheme requires a flood
with TTL = r whenever a node joins/leaves the network or updates its local repository, so the
overhead becomes even larger for dynamic environments.
GIA [159]: In GIA, requesting nodes deploy biased walkers in order to discover various objects. Each
peer chooses to forward the query to the neighbor with the highest announced capacity. This is a
user-defined metric that reflects the processing power of a node inside the system. Moreover, the
protocol requires that each peer indexes the documents of its neighbors. This scheme also utilizes a
topology-adaptation algorithm which re-configures the overlay connectivity such that each node is
connected to a number of peers proportional to its capacity. The biased walkers are then directed
towards highly connected neighbors and, probabilistically, to those with the highest number of
indexed objects. Finally, the scheme provides a flow-control mechanism which allows peers to control
the rate at which they can accept and process requests from their neighbors. Once the topology has
been set, we expect GIA to perform very bandwidth-efficient searches with several hits. On the other
hand, the adaptation algorithm plus the indexing of the neighbors’ repositories increase the
responsibilities of each peer as well as the communication overhead. Another issue is how fast the
algorithm can work for joining peers and at what cost for their neighborhood.
Routing Indices (RI) [160]: Documents are assumed to fall into a number of thematic categories. Each
node stores an approximate number of documents from every category that can be retrieved through
each outgoing link (i.e., not only from that neighbor but from all nodes accessible from it). The
forwarding process is similar to DFS: A node that cannot satisfy the query stop condition with its local
repository will forward it to the neighbor with the highest “goodness” value. Three different functions
which rank the out-links according to the expected number of documents discovered through them
are also defined. The algorithm backtracks if more results are needed. This approach trades index
maintenance overhead for increased accuracy. While a search is very bandwidth-efficient, RIs require
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flooding in order to be created and updated, so the method is not suitable for highly dynamic
networks. Moreover, stored indices can be inaccurate due to thematic correlations, over- or undercounts in document partitioning and network cycles.
Probabilistic Routing [161]: In this approach, each node holds a number of bloom filters for each
neighbor. The ith filter summarizes documents that can be found i hops away through that specific
link. Nodes forward queries to the neighbor whose smaller depth bloom filter matches a hashed
representation of the object ID. After a certain number of steps, if the search is unsuccessful, it is
handled by a deterministic algorithm instead of backtracking. The scheme’s expectation is to find only
one replica of the object with high probability. Index maintenance requires flooding messages initiated
from nodes that arrive or update their collections.
Distributed Resource Location Protocol (DRLP) [162]: Nodes with no information about the location of
a document forward the query to each of their neighbors with a certain probability. If an object is
found, the query takes the reverse path to the requester, storing the document location at those
nodes. In subsequent requests, nodes with indexed location information directly contact the specific
node. If that node does not currently obtain the document, it just initiates a new search as described
before. This algorithm initially utilizes flooding to find the locations of an object. In subsequent
requests, it might take only one message to discover it. A small message production is achieved only
with a large workload that enables the initial cost to be amortized over many searches. In rapidly
changing networks, this approach fails and more nodes have to perform blind search. This also affects
the number of hits: If many blind searches are made, then many results are found; if many direct
queries take place, then only one replica is discovered.
Gnutella with Shortcuts (GS) [163]: In this work, the authors propose the addition of shortcuts (i.e.,
direct links to peers that have recently proved useful in answering queries) to a Gnutella-like overlay.
The original flooding mechanism is initially used to locate documents. Peers that provide answers are
indexed by the requesters, following the assumption that they could provide answers to more
requests. When a new query is made, nodes first forward it to their shortcuts (ranked in a descending
order of usefulness – usually the success rates). If all shortcuts fail, the standard flooding scheme is
again used to locate the object. This approach resembles the DRLP scheme but stores more than one
pointer and keeps statistics on them. For semantically related queries, we expect it to quickly identify
relevant peers and mostly use the shortcuts for object location. Moreover, we anticipate a very high
success rate since the fall-back mechanism is flooding. On the other hand, if peers make many
unrelated queries or they do not store relevant content, it is possible that the shortcuts will fail, which
in turn means that the system pays the price of a full-scale flooding. The same is true when objects
are removed or peers depart frequently.
New Approaches: Recently, there has been an effort to combine the advantages of structured systems
(also known as Distributed Hash Tables — DHTs) and unstructured ones. In [164], an immediate
neighborhood area is defined for each peer. Object placement inside these overlapping areas is
performed in a DHT-like fashion. Searches use the standard flooding mechanism except that only
certain areas are probed. In [165], peers are grouped into possession rules, according to whether
they contain a specific item or not. Nodes search inside one possession rule in a blind fashion. The
possession rule is chosen by a greedy mechanism according to past query results. Finally, the work in
[166] combines random walks in unstructured overlays with DHT-like replica placement: The owner of
each object places replicas of the object on several nodes. The replicas are assigned to nodes which
have IDs numerically close to the object. During a search, random walks are used to locate several
minima for a given object (i.e., nodes inside a neighborhood that have the closest ID to the object).
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7. Conclusions
Grid computing provides a framework and deployment platform that enables resource sharing,
accessing, aggregation, and management in a distributed computing environment based on emerging
open standards, such as Web services. Grids offer the opportunity for increased collaboration, scaling
and availability by providing flexible access to heterogeneous and geographically distributed
resources.
In this report, we have described the service-oriented model that Grid Computing advocates. Web
service technologies have evolved during the last years and they are used in a variety of both
scientific and industrial organizations. Considering this, web services are the perfect candidates for
use in the GREDIA platform. The drawback of the aforementioned technology is that it does not
provide support for stateful resources. Global Grid Forum has proposed WSRF, a Web Services
Framework that defines a uniform way to represent state in a web service. This framework is widely
accepted in the scientific community and new systems that are created are based on this, while
interfaces are developed for legacy systems to support WSRF. Taking this into account, it is obvious
that WSRF is the current state of the art in this area, making it a candidate framework for
development of GREDIA services.
Next, we described in detail the basic components of Grid Middleware with references to the currently
used toolkits. In GREDIA, we will provide with enhanced services that relate to the Data Management,
Security and Resource Management components. GREDIA middleware will provide with advanced
indexing and resource-location services, tailored to the rich-media content to be hosted and the
respective applications. Moreover, the GREDIA project will design and prototype Grid middleware
services that will allow mobile devices to participate in the Grid system. GREDIA will also focus on the
security component of the Grid Middleware, with authentication mechanisms to ensure confidentiality
and integrity to access the remote resources.
We also provided a thorough description of a variety of well-defined resource location protocols in the
research-active area of Peer-to-Peer computing. Our analysis includes both structured and
unstructured P2P systems and current practices in locating data in a decentralized and adaptive
manner. As the target applications for GREDIA require decentralization, adaptation and cooperation of
heterogeneous participants (esp. mobile nodes), P2P algorithms can provide the desired
characteristics with the necessary adaptation to the Grid context.
Our work also provides a detailed and up-to-date description of current practices and “success stories”
concerning Grids from both an academic and business point-of-view. As an example, GridLab
introduces terminal services to mobile clients, while GREDIA intends to have them share and search
for rich content. GRIA focuses in business-oriented grid middleware, while GREDIA focuses on
efficient sharing of rich content. CROSSGRID has applications in medicine, environmental control and
physics but does not implement rich data location or mobile clients. Akogrimo focuses in mobility in
many aspects (VOs, mobility in the lower layers etc), but not with emphasis on the nodes actively
participating as data providers/requesters. K-Wf Grid is a project that mostly deals with CPU-intensive
jobs, while Grid4All provides a very fundamental (file-system) support and not the high-level services
of GREDIA. Finally, CoreGRID aims at coordinating the ongoing research activities of the major
European research teams and NextGRID aims at an increase in the participation of business users and
the public in the Grid.
While the Grid paradigm represents an attractive scenario (sharing of resources across organizations,
companies, or even countries), its realization requires significant overhead in order to ensure data
integrity, security, and resource billing. The technology to support these functions is still evolving. The
largest user communities today for grids belong to government and academic research. We, as active
researchers in the field of distributed and pervasive computing, believe that combining innovation with
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careful adaptation of existing schemes will prove to be a powerful tool in advancing both the
applicability as well as the affordability of this paradigm.
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